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Executive Summary 

Purpose On December 30,1980, the Ford Motor Company and the Department of 
Transportation (D(R) entered into an agreement to settle DCT’S investiga- 
tion of an alleged defect in certain transmissions used in 1970-79 model 
year Fords. These transmissions allegedly failed to hold or engage in 
park, resulting in inadvertent vehicle movement. Over 250 deaths and 
thousands of incidents (including accidents involving property damage 
and/or injuries) allegedly resulted from such occurrences. Similar inci- 
dents and deaths are still being reported to ~crr’s National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NIITSA). 

The Chairmen of two congressional subcommittees asked GAO to 
examine various aspects of NHTSA'S handling of the case, including (1) 
actions to meet the requirements of the settlement agreement and to 
monitor the settlement’s effectiveness, (2) actions to increase public 
awareness of the problem, and (3) analysis and presentation of accident 
statistics, particularly fatality statistics, related to the case. 

Background NHTSA conducted an extensive 3-year investigation into the so-called 
“park-to-reverse” problem in Fords and made an initial determination in 
June 1980 that a safety-related defect existed. It did not make a final 
determination of a safety defect and order a vehicle recall but, rather, 
referred its recommendations to the Secretary of Transportation. 
Without accepting or rejecting the initial determination, the Secretary 
negotiated a settlement with Ford. Under the settlement, Ford agreed to 
mail letters and reminder labels to over 22 million vehicle owners to 
encourage them to use proper parking procedures before exiting their 
vehicles. In the letter to Ford accepting the settlement, DOT stated its 
belief that Ford’s actions would be likely to significantly reduce the 
occurrence of fatalities and other incidents related to inadvertent 
vehicle movement. 

After the letters and labels were mailed, IwTSA closed its investigation 
and denied several petitions to again investigate the case. In denying the 
most recent petition, filed in March 1985 by the Center for Auto Safety, 
NHTSA said it did not. cxpcct that further investigation would lead to a 
final defect determination. 

Results in Brief Both NHTSA and Ford met the specific requirements of the settlement 
agreement. Furthermore, NHTSA has taken actions to alert the public to 
the need to use careful parking procedures. However, GAO'S review indi- 
cates that available information is not sufficient to conclude that, in 
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entering into the settlement agreement, the Department has achieved its 
specific expectation of significantly reducing the occurrence of incidents 
and fatalities. 

In GAO’S view, the available incident and fatality data conflict in that the? 
incident data show a decline since the 1980 settlement, while the 
fat,ality data show no overall decline. NHTSA'S analysis of the incident 
data, which it believes demonstrates the settlement’s effectiveness, 
lacks statistical validity because no provision was made for the effect of 
publicity or the intensity of data collection efforts. Statistically valid 
analysis of the fatality data is also limited because small changes in the 
number of fatalities in any one year could materially affect the analysis. 

Principal Findings 

Fulfilling the Settlement 
Agreement 

- 
The settlement agreement between Ford and DUI- required Ford to mail 
letters and reminder labels to all owners of record of 1970-79 Ford vehi- 
cles (over 22 million). In return, IWTSA agreed to close its investigation. 
Ford initiated a mailout program in March 1981 and completed it in May 
1981. On May 4, 1981, NBTSA formally closed its investigation. 

NHTSA’s Post-Settlement 
Monitoring Commitment 

NITSA has made commitments to a congressional subcommittee and to 
the 1J.S. Court of Appeals to “monitor” the Ford case by collecting inci- 
dent and fatality data and by investigating newly reported fatalities. It 
also said it would take actions to disseminate consumer information 
about the problem as it applies to all vehicles. NHF~A has made efforts to 
meet these commitments by obtaining incident and fatality data from 
Ford, by investigating newly reported fatalities since January 1984, and 
by preparing articles and press releases for media use on the subject 
beginning in October 1984. 

Analysis of Data NIITSA used a data base of 19,445 alleged inadvertent vehicle movements 
to discern changes in the level of occurrence of incidents since the settle- 
ment. It concluded from these data that the number and rate of inci- 
dents have declined steadily since 1980. However, the incident data 
analysis did not take int)o account the effects of decreased publicity or 
the intensity of data collection efforts, both of which are required in 
order to attribute statistical validity to the downward trend. 
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In contrast to the incident data, NHTW'S fatality data show no overall 
decline in the fatality rate in the years after the settlement. While 20 or 
more fatalities have been reported each year since the settlement, the 
fatality data’s sensitivity to small changes in the number of fatalities in 
any one year limit its usefulness in any statistically valid analysis of the 
settlement’s effectiveness. 

NHTSA’S data also indicate that unexpected vehicle movement fatalities 
are not limited to Ford vehicles. When expressed as the ratio of fatali- 
ties to the number of vehicles produced by a manufacturer, the data 
show that the number of fatalities documented for 1970-79 Fords 
exceeded those reported by other domestic manufacturers by factors 
ranging from 2.5 to 4.5. Ford argues that its figures are higher because 
of publicity about the case. As a result, in Ford’s view, a greater propor- 
tion of Ford, as opposed to non-Ford, fatalities will always be reported. 

- 
Current Status of the Case In GAO’S opinion, the data suggest that NNTSA should take further action 

to address the motor vehicle safety concerns involved in inadvertent 
vehicle movement. GAO has identified several options ~crr could take to 
meet its original expectations. One option would be to initiate a new 
investigation to determine whether a defect exists. This option, how- 
ever, has significant limitations. (See p. 42.) 

Other options would be for NHTSA to undertake a more extensive public 
awareness campaign to communicate to all drivers the importance of fol- 
lowing safe parking procedures. Or, NHTSA alone or possibly in concert 
with Ford, could develop an approach for providing information to cur- 
rent owners of 1970-79 Ford vehicles encouraging that safe parking pro- 
cedures be followed. These options could be undertaken concurrently. 
The Secretary also may identify some other option. 

Recommendations Given the unresolved issues concerning the government’s 1980 settle- 
ment agreement with Ford, the Secretary of Transportation should 
direct the Administrator, NHTSA, to take further action. GAO has identi- 
fied options the Secretary may wish to consider. Since NHTSA may, at 
some future date, again pursue a negotiated settlement that does not 
involve a recall, GAO recommends that the Secretary of Transportation 
direct the Administrator to establish a methodology to monitor and 
assess the effectiveness of any such settlement. (See p. 43.) 
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Agency Conunents Both the Department of Transportation and Ford Motor Company gener- 
ally accept GAO'S summary of the factual background and chronology of 
the case. Also, both parties generally consider GAO'S option that NHTSA 

undertake a more extensive public awareness campaign to communicate 
to all drivers the importance of following safe parking procedures as 
having merit. The Department, however, does not agree with GAO'S criti- 
cism of NHTSA'S method of assessing the effectiveness of the settlement, 
and Ford believes that since there never was a defect, the premise of the 
need for a remedy is erroneous. / 

Regarding the Department’s criticism, the Ford transmission ctie was 
unique in that rather than make a final defect determination, the 
Department negotiated a settlement with Ford with the stated expecta- 
tion that the settlement would significantly reduce the incidence of acci- 
dent, death, and injury resulting from unexpected vehicle movement. 
GAO found that NHTSA has not performed the statistical analysis neces- 
sary to measure the settlement’s effectiveness. Also, GAO found that 
while the incident data showed a decline in the rate of incidents since 
the settlement, the fatality data showed no overall decline in the rate of 
fatalities over the same period. 

The Department and Ford comments and GAO'S response are included in 
appendixes V and VI, respectively. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

On December 30, 1980, the Department of Transportation (uur) entered 
into an agreement with the Ford Motor Company. This agreement con- 
cluded nor’s investigation of an alleged defect in certain transmissions 
used in 1970-79 model year Ford vehicles. The transmissions allegedly 
failed to hold or engage in the park gear. Ford agreed to mail letters and 
reminder labels to the approximately 22 million owners of these vehi- 
cles, cautioning them of the need to place their vehicles in park, set the 
parking brake fully, and shut off the ignition before leaving their vehi- 
cles. nor, in return for Ford’s action, agreed to close the case but 
reserved the right to take further action if new facts warranted. 

Incidents and fatalities are, however, still being reported. This has led 
several consumer groups to petition D&S National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA), the federal agency responsible for 
assuring motor vehicle safety, to reopen its investigation. NHTSA main- 
tains, however, that the settlement agreement has been effective in 
reducing the number of reported incidents and fatalities and that fur- 
ther investigation would not result in a determination that the vehicles 
in question are defective. It therefore denied these petitions. 

Key Terms This report uses these terms on many occasions to characterize more 
detailed information: 

l Ford vehicles refer to all models of automobiles and light trucks manu- 
factured by the Ford Motor Company (Ford, Lincoln, and Mercury). 

l Inadvertent vehicle movement refers to any unexpected motor vehicle 
movement occurring after the driver places or attempts to place the 
gearshift lever into the park position. Other terms, such as “unexpected 
rearward movement” and “park-to-reverse” have also been used to 
describe this phenomenon. They are, however, not as comprehensive as 
“inadvertent vehicle movement.” 

l Incidents refers to all occurrences of inadvertent vehicle movement 
other than fatalities. An incident may involve an inadvertent vehicle 
movement without any harmful consequences or one resulting in an 
accident involving property damage, injury, or both. 
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NHTSA Is Responsible The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act (15 U.S.C. %13&l & 

for Identifying and 
seq.) was enacted on September 9, 1966, with the stated purpose of 
reducing traffic accidents, injuries, and fatalities. The act gives the Sec- 

Investigating Potential retary of Transportation the responsibility and authority for investi- 

Motor Vehicle Safety gating motor vehicle safety defects and directing action to remedy them. 

Defects 
The Secretary’s functions under the act have been delegated to NHTSA A 
safety defect is defined as any defect in the performance, construction, 
components, or material of a motor vehicle or item of replacement 
equipment that subjects the public to unreasonable risks of accident, 
injury, or death. 

The Investigation Process The Office of Defects Investigation (ODI), under NHTSA's Associate 
Administrator for Enforcement, conducts safety defect investigations. 
ODI can begin an investigation under NHTSA'S broad authority, in 
response to an interested party’s petition, or on the basis of information 
provided by the manufacturer. 

Potential safety defects can be identified in several different ways. 
NHTW usually learns of potential problems by monitoring consumer com- 
plaints received over its toll-free Auto Safety Hotline. After the com- 
plaints are sorted and reviewed, follow-up vehicle owner questionnaires 
are mailed to the hotline callers. NHTSA staff engineers use their judg- 
ment in determining whether a pattern seems to be emerging from the 
complaints received. No fixed numbers of complaints automatically 
trigger an investigation into an alleged safety problem. Alternatively, 
the public may petition NHTSA to investigate a potential problem; in such 
cases NHTSA is required to review and seriously consider all petitions 
received. KHTSA retains, however, the latitude to assess the information 
it receives from any source and make its own decision whether to ini- 
tiate defect investigations, 

If NHTSA decides to act on an alleged problem, it first reviews any com- 
plaints on file and obtains preliminary information from the vehicle’s 
manufacturer. This is a preliminary evaluation or inquiry. 

If warranted by the preliminary evaluation, ODI conducts an engineering 
analysis. Such an analysis may also be undertaken without any previous 
preliminary evaluation. During the engineering analysis, NHTSA may 
make further contact with owners who have reported the problem to 
ODI; ask for additional, more detailed information from the manufac- 
turer; perform other information searches; and/or initiate a test pro- 
gram to simulate the problem and try to identify its cause and safety- 
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related consequences. If the matter has been resolved by this time, 
either through satisfactory corrective action by the manufacturer or a 
decision by ODI that it had not found sufficient information suggesting 
there may be a defect, the engineering analysis may be closed. Other- 
wise, a formal investigation may be opened. 

Typically, NHTSA will issue a press release announcing the opening of a 
formal investigation. This announcement may solicit additional informa- 
tion from the public. During the investigation, NHTSA may obtain more 
detailed information from the manufacturer and may survey owners, 
conduct mechanical testing programs, and monitor continuing com- 
plaints about the problem. The formal investigation develops documen- 
tary evidence that attempts to bridge the gap between an alleged defect 
and an initial determination that a safety-related defect exists. 

If NHTSA does not decide to close the case after completing its formal 
investigation, it will make an initial determination of defect with the 
concurrence of the Office of Chief Counsel. The manufacturer can then 
present its data, views, and arguments at a public meeting. After the 
public meeting, the NHTS.4 Administrator weighs the information before 
the agency, including that presented at the public meeting. It may, under 
authority delegated from the Secretary of Transportation, issue a final 
determination of a safety-related defect and order the manufacturer to 
initiate a recall to correct the safety-related defect. Such an order, how- 
ever, is not self-enforcing. If the manufacturer refuses to initiate a recall 
voluntarily, NHTSA must obtain an enforcement order from a U.S. District 
Court. At that point, a trial de novo is held, with NHTSA bearing the 
burden of proving the existence of the defect by a preponderance of the 
evidence. 

Chronology of Major 
Events in the Ford 

On October 18, 1977, NHTSA opened an investigation of Ford vehicles’ 
equipped with certain automatic transmissions, The investigation was 
opened on the basis of 31 reports of inadvertent vehicle movement in 

Transmission Case Ford vehicles. 

In June 1980 NHTSA made an initial determination that a safety defect 
existed involving five specific automatic transmission types in model 

‘The investigation would ultimately cover model years 19704’9. Model years prior to 1970 were not 
included because they were not within NHTSA’s recall authority, under the National Traffic and 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act, to order the manufacturer to correct the defect at the manufacturer’s 
expense. The act limits the authority to vehicles first purchased within 8 years of the notification to 
owners of such a defect. 
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year 1970-79 Ford vehicles, In its report accompanying the initial defect 
determination, ODI (1) described what it believed was the mechanical 
cause for the defect and (2) stated that it had more than 23,000 reports 
of failures on file involving more than 12,000 vehicles. The reports came 
from Ford customers, either directly to NHTSA or through state and pri- 
vate consumer groups. 

In August 1980 NHTSA held a public meeting to provide Ford an opportu- 
nity to present its views. During the meeting, Ford cited six reasons in 
rejecting the idea that a defect existed. First, on any properly main- 
tained automatic transmission vehicle, it is physically impossible for a 
shift selector lever placed in park to come out of park by itself. Second, 
inadvertent vehicle movement could occur and has occurred in all manu- 
facturers’ vehicles. Third, publicity on this case had singled out Ford 
and therefore resulted in more reports on its vehicles. Fourth, NHTSA had 
overcounted and improperly evaluated incident reports when preparing 
its statistics. Fifth, accidents occurred due to driver error in carelessly 
shifting gears. Sixth, NHTSA'S defect theories were disproved by its own 
test results. 

NHTSA rejected Ford’s criticisms, saying they were too narrowly based 
and addressed NHTSA'S findings out of context. NHTSA maintained that 
inadvertent vehicle movement occurred much more frequently in Fords 
than in other vehicles, that NHTSA'S statistics were sound, and that a 
demonstrable mechanical defect existed. 

Following a public meeting, the NHTSA Administrator, through delegation 
of authority from the Secretary of Transportation, normally decides 
whether a fina determination of a defect should be made. In this case, 
however, the Secretary withdrew that delegation because this was such 
a large and serious case. In a memorandum to the Secretary dated 
October 3, 1980, the Administrator recommended that a final determina- 
tion of a safety-related defect be issued as to some of the vehicles under 
investigation. 

The memorandum recommended a recall of three of the five transmis- 
sion types and negotiation of a settlement on the other two transmis- 
sions, which the Administrator believed might be corrected through a 
warning device. Rather than make a final defect determination and 
order a vehicle recall, however, the Secretary held negotiations with 
Ford. Icadine! to a settlement agreement for all five transmissions. 
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Under terms of the agreement, signed on December 30,1980, m and 
Ford agreed that Ford would send letters and adhesive labels to the 
owners of all vehicles covered by the initial defect determination (an 
estimated 22 million vehicles). The letter urged recipients to place the 
label in a conspicuous place in the motor vehicle, such as on the dash- 
board or sun visor. The letter and label reminded the owners of three 
safety precautions to be followed before leaving the vehicle: put the 
vehicle in park, set the parking brake fully, and shut off the ignition. 
(See fig. 1.1 and fig. 1.2.) In return, m agreed to close the case but 
reserved the right to take further action if warranted by new facts. On 
May 4,1981, the case was closed. 

Figure 1 .l : The Ford Reminder Label 

IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTION 

Source: Ford Motor Company 
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Figure 1.2: The Ford Letter 

Owner Relationa 
Ford Parte and Service Division 

3m sohhefer Ftoad 
P. 0. Box la05 
Dearborn, Michigan 48121 

Dear Owner: 

hprfl. lQ51 

Thle notloe i8 sent to you ln accordance with the requirements of the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act. 

On June 9, 1980. the National Highway Traffic Safety hdminlstratlon (NHTSA) made an Initial 
detarminstion that 8 defect which relatea to motor vehicle safety exlals ln 1870-1879 and ~rtain 
lQ80 Ford vehicles equipped with FMX. C-3, C-4, C-6 or JA’ZYX) automat& tFanaml.aslona hccordlng 
to NHTSA’s Initial determination, the park gear may not be securely engaged after the operator haa 
attempted to shift the gear selector lever to “P” (Park) and the tranamiseion m&y shift to reverse 
by itself without warning, sllowlng the vehicle to move when it ie unattended. NHTSA also 
inltlally determined that such uncontrolled vehicle movement may mult and has resulted In 
injury to or death of the occupants of the vehicle or to persons outaide the vehicle. 

Ford w&he8 ta warn owners and drivers of theee vehlclee of the eerloua lxuard which may result ii 
the vehicle la not securely engaged in park and is left unattended without shutting off the engine 
and fully applying the brake, and to remind them of the preoautiona eet out in their owners 
manuals. In order to resolve thie matter, Ford haa produced the enclosed E&elf-sticking label to serve 
aa a day-to-w reminder to you and to alert othera who may drive your vehicle. Ford strongly urges 
you b place the label in a conepicuoue looation in your vehicle. such 88 the dashboard or the Bun- 
vlaor. and to observe the following safety preoautlona: 

. Never leave a vehicle unattended without first turning off the engine and securing the 
parking brake fully. 

l When shifting to park. be sure that you have rotated the gear-&Oft lever as far BB It wffl go 
in 8 counterclockwBe dlrectlon by firet pulling the lever toward the steering wheel and 
then robtine it to the left aa far a93 it aill go. If you are not sure the tr8nemlWon le In 
park, give the gear selector a firmer pueh toward the park position while pulling It toward 
you. 

. Always check whether the vemcle ia in the “P” (Park) poaltion after you tive shifted it. 
To determine if the gsarahift lever le fully engaged in the park poaitlon, you should not be 
able to rotate it toward reverse unle~e you flrtret pull It toward you. 

l For vehicles equipped with floor-mounted gearehift aelector levers, when ehifting lnti the 
“P” (Perk) position. move the lever all the ray forward while fully depreaaing the release 
button. To determine lf the gear&&t lever ie in the “P” (Park) position. you should not be 
able to move it toward reverse unleee you first depreee the release button. 

. The gearshift linkage holds the transmlasion In the park position. Always keep the vehl- 
ale’s gearshift linkage in proper maintenance and adjustment. 

The encloeed form contains OUT current record of the vehicle you own If you no longer own this 
vehicle, plw fill out the appropriate portion on the enclosed prepaid postcard and mall It to us 80 
that we may correct our recorda. 

Should you have any questlona releting to this matter, including proper malntenanca and operation 
of the park aelector 6yetem. please contact a Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer; or write Owner Rela- 
tiona. Ford Parts and Eervioe Dlv&don, P.O. Eox 1806, Dearborn, Iblchlgan, 48121; or c.aU 
1-8004321-4134 (except @mka and Hawaii-in Miohlgan oall1-800-482-0234). Questions regarding 
this matter rmy also be directed to the Administrator. National Highway Traffic Safetg Admirdstra- 
tlon, Washington, D.C 20690. 

Einoerely , 

Owner Kel8tiona 
Ford Parts and Bervloe Dlvislon 

Source: Ford Motor Company 
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In March 1981 the Center for Auto Safety, a private, nonprofit organiza- 
tion, filed suit challenging the Secretary’s decision to settle the case in 

k 

the above manner as being arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of his 
discretion, In October 1981 the U.S. District Court for the District of i 

Columbia ruled against this argument, citing the difficulty and expense 
of the case as a valid base for choosing to settle. The Court of Appeals E 
for the District of Columbia affirmed that decision in August 1982. 

In July 1983 the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Pro- 
tection, and Finance, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, held 
oversight hearings on the Ford transmission case. In the course of the r 
hearings, NHTSA agreed to monitor the settlement agreement, conduct a 
public information campaign, and investigate fatalities related to Ford I 
inadvertent vehicle movement incidents. 1 

On March 6,1985, the Center for Auto Safety, in concert with 19 addi- 
tional organizations and 2 individuals, petitioned NHTSA to again investi- 
gate the inadvertent vehicle movement matter. On July 12, 1985, NHTSA 

denied the petition, saying it did not expect that further investigation 
would lead to a final defect determination. The Center filed suit on Sep- 
tember 9, 1985, asking the District Court to require NHTSA to conduct a ! 
defect investigation. On April 16, 1986, the Court refused to overturn / 

NHTSA’S decision. 

Objectives, Scope, and In February 1985 we received requests from two subcommittees of the . 

Methodology 
House Committee on Energy and Commerce to review NHTSA’S actions 
regarding the Ford transmission case. One was from Chairman John D. 
Dingell of the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations; the other 
was from Chairman Timothy E. Wirth of the Subcommittee on Telecom- 

[ 

munications, Consumer Protection, and Finance. 
!, 

Chairman Dingell requested that we review 

. legal issues regarding “reopening” the Ford case, 
l allegations that NHTSA manipulated fatality statistics, 
l requirements for NHTSA and Ford to monitor the settlement agreement, 
. NHTSA’S public information campaign, and 
l allegations that inadvertent vehicle movement incidents are not unique 

to any one manufacturer. 

Chairman Wirth requested that we review 
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l NHTSA’S monitoring of the settlement, 
l Ford case fatality statistics, 
9 effectiveness of Ford’s reminder labels, and 
l NHTSA'S public information campaign. 

On August 1, 1985, at the invitation of Chairman Wirth, we testified on 
our ongoing review. 

This report responds to the requests of both chairmen; the major ques- 
tions are addressed in the text. In letters dated September 9 and October 
9, 1985, Chairman Dingell posed a series of additional questions con- 
cerning our August 1 testimony. The questions raised in these letters are 
addressed in appendix IV. Greater detail on specific matters discussed in 
the text is provided in several additional appendixes. 

Legal issues raised by Chairman Dingell are addressed in a separate 
legal opinion being issued concurrently with this report. The opinion 
provides our views on reopening the Ford case and other legal matters 
raised by the Chairman. 

In addressing the areas identified above, we held discussions with offi- 
cials of NHTSA, the Center for Auto Safety, Ford Motor Company, Gen- 
eral Motors Corporation (GM), Chrysler Corporation, American Motors 
Corporation (AMC), and selected foreign auto manufacturers-Honda, 
Mazda, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Toyota, and Volvo. 

In examining NHTSA’S monitoring of the settlement, we reviewed the set- 
tlement agreement and related documents; developed a chronology of 
monitoring actions taken by NHTSA; examined commitments made to a 
congressional subcommittee and the U.S. Court of Appeals; and held dis- 
cussions with NHTSA officials, including the current Administrator, about 
their interpretation of those commitments as well as their actions to ful- 
fill them. We also held discussions with the former NHTSA Administrator 
and chief counsel responsible for the 1977-80 Ford investigation 
regarding their intentions and interpretation of NHTSA'S responsibility. 

To develop fatality statistics, we obtained summary data from NHTSA on 
all alleged inadvertent vehicle movement fatalities reported to the 
agency. We analyzed those data by year of accident, model year of 
vehicle, and other parameters, We also held interviews with NHTSA offi- 
cials about their methodologies in collecting and analyzing these data 
and reviewed a representative sample of the actual case files. The 
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Center for Auto Safety provided case materials on all fatalities they 
were aware of, and these data were compared with the NHTSA data. 

We also obtained summary data on all non-Ford alleged inadvertent 
vehicle movement fatalities reported to NHTSA since the Ford settlement. 
We analyzed these data as we did the Ford fatality data. 

In addition to the fatality data, we reviewed incident files at both NHTSA 

and Ford in order to determine the nature and sources of the documents. 
We reviewed a statistically representative sample of the Ford incident 
data since they were an important basis for NHTSA’S July 1985 decision 
to deny the Center for Auto Safety’s petition to open a new investigation 
of the Ford case. 

Cases of inadvertent vehicle movement involving other makes of vehi- 
cles were discussed with Ford Motor Company, GM, Chrysler Corpora- 
tion, and AMC. We obtained data from each of these manufacturers on 
fatalities and incidents involving their products. However, we chose to 
rely on fatality data evaluated by NHTSA when drawing conclusions 
about the relative severity of the inadvertent movement problem in 
other vehicles because each of those fatalities had been judged as to 
whether it related to inadvertent vehicle movement. Our review did not 
include making engineering evaluations of either transmission designs or 
accident reports. 

We reviewed NHTSA'S data on alleged inadvertent vehicle movement inci- 
dents involving foreign manufacturers’ automobiles. Only a few scat- 
tered incidents had been reported. In discussions with selected foreign 
manufacturers, we discovered no further evidence of the occurrence of 
inadvertent vehicle movement in any of these makes. 

To assess NHTSA'S use of fatality and incident statistics in gauging the 
settlement’s effectiveness, we reviewed NHTSA'S use of those statistics. 
Our review was limited to the data used and analysis performed by 
NHTSA in assessing the settlement’s effectiveness because our objective 
was to determine the reasonableness of the agency’s actions. Conse- 
quently, we did not independently anaIyze the data nor attempt to inde- 
pendently identify other data sources. 

To examine NHTSA'S public information campaign, we identified NHTSA'S 

activities designed to inform the public about the danger of leaving a 
motor vehicle unattended with the motor running. We held discussions 
with the NHTSA Administrator and other NHXSA officials to determine 
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their interpretations of the extent of their responsibilities in publicizing 
the problem and in linking it specifically to Ford. 

Since neither NHTSA nor Ford has collected information allowing us to 
determine the effectiveness of the reminder label program, this report 
presents only the industry practices regarding the use of labels. To 
examine the use of labels as a means of communicating information to 
consumers, we interviewed officials at Ford and other domestic manu- 
facturers regarding their policies and procedures for issuing labels to 
consumers. Our results are summarized in appendix II. 

Since the scope of our work did not include any independent engineering 
analysis, we did not independently assess the engineering basis for 0~1’s 
June 1980 initial defect determination, Neither did we independently 
assess, from an engineering standpoint, the changes Ford made in 1980 
to its automatic transmission designs. 

Our review was conducted from March 1985 through September 1985 in 
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 

Chapter 2 of this report discusses the various actions related to the case 
taken by Ford and NHTSA since the settlement agreement was reached. 
Chapter 3 discusses NHTSA’S recent analysis of the settlement’s effective- 
ness based on incident data and presents our findings regarding fatality 
data. Chapter 4 contains our conclusions and recommendations. As 
noted, the report’s appendixes contain supplemental information 
answering the original requests from Chairmen Dingell and Wirth, as 
well as additional specific questions raised by Chairman Dingell. 
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NHTSA’s md Ford’s Post-Settlement Activities 

The settlement agreement between MJT and Ford required each party to 
take limited actions. Ford was to send notification letters and reminder 
labels to all owners of vehicles covered by the initial determination and 
provide a report to NHTSA of that action following the mailing. Following 
Ford’s action, NHTSA, on DOI+ behalf, was to close the case. Both parties 
have taken the actions contained in the agreement. NHTSA has monitored 
the settlement (principally at the urging of interested parties), renewed 
its fatality investigations in January 1984, and has begun a public 
awareness campaign. The agency has conducted no further engineering 
analysis beyond that performed during the original investigation. 

The requirements of the National Highway Traffic and Vehicle Safety 
Act also place broad continuing responsibilities concerning motor 
vehicle safety on both NHTSA and automobile manufacturers. 

Ford’s Activities 
Following the 
Agreement 

Under the settlement agreement, Ford agreed to mail to the approxi- 
mately 22 million owners of vehicles covered by NHTSA'S initial determi- 
nation of a defect (1) a letter reminding them of the possible hazards 
that may result if a vehicle is left unattended with the engine running 
and (2) an adhesive label cautioning owners to “put the vehicle in park, 
set the parking brake fully, and shut off the engine” when parking their 
vehicles. Further, the letter urged recipients to place the label in a con- 
spicuous place in their vehicles. 

The first letters and labels were mailed to owners in March 1981 and a 
second, follow-up mailing for vehicles reported to have changed owner- 
ship was completed in May 1981. Ford reported to NHTSA that 88 percent 
of the letters were delivered, including both the initial mailing and the 
follow-up mailing. The remainder were returned as undeliverable, and 
Ford did not attempt to locate these owners. Ford also provided labels to 
all of its dealers so they could, upon request, provide them to vehicle 
owners. 

NHTSA’s Activities 
Following the 
Agreement 

NHTSA'S only requirement under the agreement was to close the Ford 
investigation after Ford had met its responsibilities. NHTSA closed the 
investigation on May 4, 1981, after Ford notified NHWA that it had ful- 
filled its settlement responsibilities. Under the agreement, however, 
NHTSA reserved the right to take whatever action may be required under 
the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act and warranted by 
new facts. 
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NHT!W's responsibility, however, did not end with the settlement agree- 
ment. Under the act, NHTSA has broad authority to monitor and follow 
up on safety-related problems and to assure that the manufacturer cor- 
rects safety-related defects. The act permits NHTSA to determine, 
through any appropriate means available to it, whether a safety-related 
defect exists. In addition, NHTFA can monitor the reasonableness of a 
safety remedy and may, if warranted, investigate new facts about a case 
even if an investigation of the same alleged defect is closed. NHTSA, how- 
ever, has no specific legal obligation to investigate post-settlement inci- 
dents involving vehicles covered by a settlement agreement. 

NHTSA Has Made a 
Series of Nonbinding 
Commitments 

In the years following the settlement, NHTSA made several commitments 
to monitor the agreement and inform the public of the potential safety 
hazards associated with improperly parking a motor vehicle. Commit- 
ments were made to the US. Court of Appeals in the course of a lawsuit 
challenging the settlement and to a congressional subcommittee during 
oversight hearings. Those commitments are not legally binding in the 
sense that an interested party could obtain judicial enforcement of them. 
The commitment to the court is not binding because the court’s decision 
did not obligate NHTSA to monitor the agreement. Commitments to con- 
gressional committees and subcommittees, in the absence of a legislated 
requirement, are also in themselves not binding. 

One commitment was made in March 1982 to the U.S. Court of Appeals, 
which was reviewing an appeal by the Center for Auto Safety of a U.S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia judgment upholding the set- 
tlement agreement’s legality. During the proceedings, NHTSA counsel 
responded to a question from Court of Appeals Judge Harry T. Edwards 
that the agency would monitor the settlement agreement in order to 
assess its success. In a July 26, 1983, letter to Chairman Wirth, NHTSA’S 
Deputy Administrator defined this commitment as monitoring the 
results of the program and the complaint rate rather than identifying 
the percentage of labels that were actually affixed to vehicles. 

Commitments were also made during the July 27, 1983, oversight 
hearing before Chairman Wirth’s subcommittee. During the hearing, the 
NHT!SA Deputy Administrator stated that the agency would monitor the 
case, investigate all fatal accidents, and begin a public awareness cam- 
paign on safe parking procedures. In addition, the agency promised to 
consider taking steps to inform the elderly of the potential problem. The 
elderly were singled out because they constituted a disproportionate 
share of the fatalities involving inadvertent vehicle movement. 
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NHTSA’s Monitori 
Activities 

-n&t From August 1981 through May 1985, NHTSA corresponded with Ford 
regarding the case 13 times. After closing its investigation on May 4, 

1 

1981, NHTSA began requesting data from Ford on alleged inadvertent ‘1 
vehicle movement incidents, primarily in response to congressional and B 

other inquiries. In seven of these inquiries, NHTSA asked Ford to provide 
information on alleged inadvertent vehicle movement deaths, injuries, 
and incidents. NHTSA used these data to respond to petitions by con- 
sumer advocates requesting that NHTSA reopen the case. In another letter 
NHTSA asked Ford for similar data to update the count of fatalities, inju- 
ries, and accidents in order to respond to a request from Chairman 

Y 

Wirth. (NHTSA has, on various occasions, corresponded directly with the I 
Chairman to provide information on the Ford case.) Two of the letters “r 

either forwarded information to Ford or acknowledged the receipt of 
information from Ford. The remaining three Ietters to Ford were initi- 
ated by NHTSA. 

In addition to requesting information from Ford, NHTSA in March 1985 
surveyed the other three major domestic automobile manufacturers for 
known inadvertent vehicle movement incidents involving their respec- 
tive vehicles. These figures, along with Ford’s, were used in NHTSA'S July 
12, 1985, response to the Center for Auto Safety’s March 1985 petition 
for NHTSA to conduct an expedited investigation of Ford transmissions. 

Investigating Fatalities 
--- 

With regard to its commitment to investigate Ford fatalities, in an I 

October 3, 1983, letter to Chairman Wirth, the Administrator clarified 
that NHTSA would not investigate all alleged Ford fatalities but would 
investigate only those that were (1) reported after the October 3 letter 
and (2) had insufficient information to establish whether the fatality 
was related to inadvertent vehicle movement. Prior to this commitment, . 
NHTSA had not investigated any Ford fatalities since the 1980 agreement. : 
In October 1983 NHTSA contracted with GAB Business Services, Inc., to 
conduct fatality investigations. The first of these investigations began in 

I 

January 1984; as of July 15, 1985, GAB had investigated 33 fatalities. i 

The Public Awareness 
Campaign 

NHTSA'S commitment to begin a public awareness campaign included 
issuing press releases and articles, strengthening the language used on 
the NHTSA Auto Safety Hotline and in written responses to consumer 
inquiries by referring specifically to the Ford investigation, and consid- 
ering steps to inform the elderly of the potential hazard. 
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In 1984 NHTSA took several actions directed at instructing drivers on 
how to safely park their vehicles. Between August 1984 and December 
1985, NHTSA issued a general news release on safe driving practices; pro- 
vided a “live-copy” radio public service announcement on three separate 
occasions to l,900 radio stations; prepared and distributed two articles 
to an estimated 4,000 weekly newspapers as well as to various consumer 
organizations; and published a pamphlet entitled “Safe Driving Prac- 
tices,” which it is including in any mailout to consumers who ask for 
other highway safety material. When NHTSA issues general news 
releases, it does not routineIy collect information on how many of the 
radio stations and newspapers actually use the information nor how 
many times and when the information is broadcast. Further details on 
these activities are provided in appendix III. 

In 1983 NHTSA changed the language used in responding to consumer 
calls to its Auto Safety Hotline and in response to consumer queries 
about inadvertent vehicle movement to strongly urge consumers to 
follow the safe parking procedures listed on the Ford reminder label. To 
inform the elderly, NHTSA at one point stated, in correspondence to 
Chairman Wirth, that it would explore inserting parking precaution 
reminders to the elderly into envelopes containing their social security 
checks. Subsequently, the NHTSA Administrator decided against such an 
insertion because of its cost. 

NHTSA Engineering Since closing its Ford transmission investigation in May 1981, NHTSA has 

Analysis Ended With 
conducted no additional engineering analysis beyond that conducted in 
its original investigation. During NHTSA'S 1977-80 investigation, which 

Its Original the agency describes as one of the most intensive inquiries in its history, 

Investigation the agency did extensive mechanical testing and engineering evaluation 
of various transmissions to determine whether a design defect might be 
responsible for certain Ford transmissions’ allegedly failing to hold or 
engage in park. NHTSA concluded that the FMX, C-3, C-4, C-6, and JATCO 
transmissions can cause inadvertent vehicle movement. The agency 
identified some of the factors that might account for inadvertent move- 
ment in these vehicles. For Ford’s FMX, C-3, and C-4 transmissions, 
NHTSA stated that they had insufficient spring forces acting on the con- 
trols inside the transmission to counteract the transmissions’ natural 
tendency to shift from park to reverse. For Ford’s C-6 and JATCO trans- 
missions, NHTSA said that they were found to “bind” midway between 
the park and reverse gears, thus tending to cause drivers to n-&position 
the gear selector levers. 
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Ford criticized NHTSA'S engineering analysis at a public meeting on the 
case in August 1980. Ford said NHTSA’S technical description of the 
alleged defect was contradicted by the agency’s own test results as well 
as other outside tests. NHTSA replied that Ford had misread and misused 
the data and that NHTSA’S engineering analysis remained valid. In addi- 
tion, in a July 21, 1981, affidavit given in the Center for Auto Safety’s 
lawsuit challenging the settlement, NHTSA'S Associate Administrator for 
Enforcement at the time of the investigation and the person responsible 
for it stated that if the case had not been settled, it might have been 
necessary to undertake major new investigative efforts in order to 
attempt to reach a conclusion as to whether a defect within the meaning 
of the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act was present in the 
Ford case. In another affidavit, NHTSA'S chief counsel stated that he had 
sent a letter to Ford’s counsel on February 19, 1981, confirming that no 
final determination had been made in the case. 
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Analyses of Incident and Fatality Data Used in 
Assessing the Settlement’s Effectiveness Lack 
Statistical Validity 

In the December 30, 1980, settlement agreement, m stated its belief 
that the actions taken under the agreement would be likely to reduce 
significantly the occurrence of accident, death, and injury resulting from 
inadvertent vehicle movement. Whether the agreement has achieved 
D&S expectations is unknown because of statistical limitations in the 
analyses of both the incident and fatality data. Based on analysis of its 
incident data, NHTSA concluded that the overall trend of inadvertent 
vehicle movement incidents has continued downward. NHTSA, however, 
has not demonstrated that its incident data base was statistically reli- 
able for purposes of assessing the settlement’s effectiveness. Also, 
NHTSA’S fatality data show no overall decline in the rate of fatalities per 
million Ford vehicles on the road in the years after the settlement. While 
20 or more fatalities have been reported each year since the settlement, 
the sensitivity to small changes in the number of fatalities in any one 
year limit its usefulness in any statistically valid analysis of the settle- 
ment’s effectiveness. 

NHTSA’S data also indicate that unexpected vehicle movement fatalities 
are not limited to Ford vehicles. However, when expressed as a ratio of 
fatalities to the number of vehicles produced by a manufacturer, NHTSA'S 

data show that the number of fatalities documented for 1970-79 Fords 
exceeds those repot-ted by other domestic manufacturers-GM, Chrysler, 
and AMC-by factors ranging from 2.5 to 4.5. Reported fatalities for 
1970-79 Fords are also relatively greater than the reported fatalities for 
1981-84 Fords, which incorporate automatic transmission design 
changes. However, this disparity may be attributable to the longer 
period the 1970-79 vehicles have been in use and the ‘*lag time” in 
reporting fatalities on 1981-84 vehicles. 

DOT’s Settlement The December 30, 1980, settlement agreement between DOT and Ford, as 

Expectations Were 
previously described, consisted of an exchange of letters between the 
two parties. c&s letter, signed by the Acting Secretary of Transporta- 

Reduced Incidents and tion) stated that: 
Fatalities “We believe Ford’s sending of the proposed notification letter and safety label to the 

owners of all vehic-les covered by [the] . June 9, 1980 initial defect determination 
would adequately address our motor vehicle safety concerns in this matter at this 
time. We believe this action would be likely to reduce significantly the incidence of 
accident, death and injury resulting from unexpected rearward vehicle movement 
after the driver has attempted to shift the gear selector lever to “P” (Park). .” 

This statement describes DOT’S specific expectations for the settlement 
agreement. 
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There Was No Prior Prior to the settlement agreement, no evidence was established during 

Evidence the Settlement NHTSA’S investigation as to whether the settlement remedy would be 

Remedy Would Be Effective effective in reducing inadvertent vehicle movement incidents. In its 
1977-80 defect investigation report, which presented the initial docu- 
mentation of the alleged defect, NHTSA did not analyze the effectiveness 
of a letter/label program as a solution. Other documents, such as the 
record of NHTSA’S August 1980 public meetings to provide Ford an 
opportunity to present its views on the June 30, 1980, initial determina- 
tion of a defect, contain no discussion on the subject. 

Ford was the first to suggest a “nationwide driver education campaign” 
to deal with the problem in its July 1980 preliminary comments on 
NHTSA's initial defect determination and said it would be willing to par- 
ticipate in such a program. However, NHTSA'S reply provided no response 
to this offer. 

The possibility of some type of warning device was first proposed in the 
NHTSA Administrator’s October 3, 1980, memorandum to the Secretary 
recommending a final defect determination. In that memorandum, the 
Administrator raised the possibility of negotiating a settlement 
involving placing a warning device in vehicles equipped with either of 
two of the transmissions included in the initial determination while 
ordering a recall of vehicles equipped with the other three transmission 
types. The Administrator explained to us that she intended the warning 
device to be something like a bell or buzzer that would interact with the 
driver’s actions, not simply a warning label. Prior to the settlement 
negotiations, a label was apparently not considered by NHTSA. 

Incident Data Analysis NHTSA uses incident reports for many purposes, including providing the 

Lacks Statistical 
Validity 

foundation upon which to base its determinations to open or close a 
case, whether to make an initial determination of safety-related defect, 
and whether to proceed with a final determination. The validity of 
NHTSA’S use of reports of component failures to meet its burden of 
showing the existence of a safety-related defect without showing the 
cause of the failures was upheld by the United States Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit in NHTSA'S first litigated safety- 
defects case, United States v. General Motors Corporation (WHEELS), 
518 F.2d 420 (D.C. Cir. 1975). In that case, the Court held that the 
agency could presume the existence of a defect in performance by dem- 
onstrating, through analysis of incident reports, that a significant (i.e., 
non de minimis) number of failures of a critical vehicle component had 
occurred and by showing that these failures were not attributable to i 
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normal deterioration as a result of age and wear.’ The following discus- j 
sion does not relate to NHTSA’S use of incident data in reaching determi- ! 
nations as to the existence of safety-related defects. Although we 1 
discuss how a statistically valid assessment of the settlement could have 
been performed, we recognize that the Safety Act does not require NHTSA ’ 
to do this. 

NHTSA used its analysis of Ford Motor Company’s data base 2 of some 
I t 

19,445 alleged inadvertent vehicle movement incidents as a basis for I 

concluding in July 1985 that “the overall trend in the data of reported 1 

incidents and accidents has continued downward” and that 

“the additional data concerning incidents, accidents and fatalities tends to support 
earlier decisions to adopt and abide by the terms of the settlement agreement of 
December 30, 1980.” 

. 

In responding to a NHTSA information request, Ford in May 1985 sub- 
mitted its data base of 19,445 incident and accident reports involving 
1966-84 model year Fords. Of these, 17,525 (90 percent) involved model 
years 1970-79. This data base, according to Ford, includes all the reports 
of alleged incidents ever received by the company for these vehicles. In 
preparing its July 1985 ODI staff report on the Ford transmission case, 
NHTSA relied heavily on this data base. According to NHTSA, it made this 
decision because the Ford data base was the most comprehensive 
available. 

In its July 1985 ODI staff report, NHTSA presented charts showing num- 
bers of alleged incidents and non-fatal accidents reported to Ford for 
each year from 1970 through 1984 (see p. 53). The charts showed a 
steady decline in both the raw numbers and the rate of incident reports 
per 100,000 vehicles on the road from 1980 through 1984. It should be 
noted, however, that whether the numbers of incidents, including non- 
fatal accidents, reported in each year are representative of the total 
number occurring in those years is unknown. This is because incident 
reporting to either Ford or NHTSA is completely voluntary. There is no 
assurance that an inadvertent vehicle movement incident will be 
reported once it occurs. Rather, the vehicle’s owner not only must per- 
ceive that such an incident occurred but must (1) also know or be able to 

‘618 F.2d at 438. 

‘The information in this data base was compiled from both Ford and NHTM records. For a more 
detailed discussion of the development of this and other data bases, see appendix I. 
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find out who to contact and (2) be willing to invest the effort to actually 
make the report. 

In addition, whether a vehicle owner perceives and reports a transmis- 
sion problem is closely related to the effect of publicity. NHTSA and the 
auto industry generally agree that if a potential or actual problem is 
publicized, consumers’ reports of that problem will increase. The Ford 
incident data, as analyzed by NHTSA, reveal an upsurge in reports from 
1977 to 1980, the years in which NHTSA’S investigation was being con- 
ducted and publicity about the case was greatest. (NHTSA issued con- 
sumer advisories regarding 1970-and-later mode1 year Fords in 
November 1977 and August 1978. These were well publicized, as was 
the initial defect determination in June 1980 and the NHTSA meeting on 

the investigation in August 1980. In addition, Ford established a special 
hotline in five cities for automatic transmission problems in 1978 that 
drew 6,136 consumer calls in its 4 weeks of operation, 4,999 of which- 
81 percent-contained reports of incidents that are included in Ford’s 
data base.) NHTSA noted in its July 1985 report that the periods of 
highest reporting coincided with periods of most intense publicity. 

Recause the data are sensitive to the level of collection effort and to 
publicity, they cannot be readily used to establish statistically the effect 
of the letter/label program. To support its contention that the trend 
since the settlement is downward, the agency should demonstrate that 
these data problems are resolved. However, NHTSA'S analysis is limited 
to listing incidents by year of occurrence in terms of both raw numbers 
and incident rates per million vehicles on the road and does not take the 
effects of publicity and the intensity of collection efforts into account. 

In addition to further analysis of Ford’s incident data, NHTM might have 
reviewed state accident files for possible incidents. In its 1977-80 inves- 
tigation the agency reviewed about 2,000 accidents involving all vehicle 
manufacturers identified by Ford as possibly relating to inadvertent 
vehicle movement through a search of the accident reports from three 
states-North Carolina, Michigan, and Washington. The agency 
reviewed each report and found that about 10 percent were possibly rel- 
evant. In responding to the March 1985 Center for Auto Safety petition, 
the agency searched for fatal accidents by using its Fatal Accident 
Reporting System (FARS). However, NHTSA decided not to search state 
accident files and gave us several reasons for not doing so. One was the 
Iimited time to respond to the petition-120 days. A second reason was 
the time-consuming and potentially expensive aspects of reviewing the 
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state files in that it took more than 2 months to obtain and review infor- i 

mation on 300 of 450 fatalities identified in the FARS fatality files and P 
the states would expect to be compensated for searching their accident 
files. A third reason was the limited relative value NHTSA expected from 
any such search due to the lag in the states’ computerizing of accident 

j 
t 

reports and the differing time periods for which states retain individual 1 

accident files. I 

Statistically Valid NHTSA did not use a statistically based methodology for monitoring and 

Options for a 
assessing the settlement’s effectiveness. To do this, NHTSA would have ; 
had to survey a statistically representative sample of vehicle owners 

Settlement Assessment both before and after the letters and labels were mailed. These surveys 

Procedure would be needed in order to measure the impact of the letters and labels 1 
on driver behavior and the occurrence of inadvertent vehicle movement. 1 

Initially, a questionnaire could have been mailed to a random sample of 
the 22 million Ford vehicle owners before the reminder label program 
began. Information could have been gathered on 

l whether owners typically had used the parking procedure that was to 
be described in the reminder label program and 

l how often, if at all, vehicles had experienced an inadvertent movement 
incident. 

This information could have been used as a baseline to describe driver 
behavior and the frequency of the problem before the reminder 
program. 

After Ford initiated the reminder label program, another random sample 
of Ford vehicle owners could have been drawn and questionnaires i 
mailed to them. Information could have been gathered on 

l whether owners had received the original letters and reminder labels 
from Ford, 

l whether owners had affixed the labels to their vehicles, 
l whether owners had followed the parking instructions prior to and since 

receiving the letters, and 
l how often, if at all, vehicles had experienced an inadvertent movement 

incident. 

NHTSA could have then compared the percentage of drivers using proper 
parking procedures before and after the reminder campaign and the 
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change in the number of incidents to determine the reminder label pro- 
gram’s effectiveness. Also, additional information on the following fac- 
tors could have been determined: 

1 
. How many of the owners reported they had received and read the let- 

ters. Although Ford mailed the letters and labels, it does not know how 
many owners actually read the letter. 

l Bow many owners reported actually displaying the labels. j 

l How many recipients believed the labels had helped change their 
behavior. 

. Whether the reported incidents occurred in spite of their following the I 
parking instructions. 

Particularly in light of continuing reports of alleged fatalities and inci- 
dents since the settlement, NHTSA could have followed the initial ques- 
tionnaires with additional periodic, randomly selected samples of the 
owners receiving questionnaires. Basically, the same questions as those 
asked by the second questionnaire would be included, but other ques- 
tions could have been added. For example, additional information could 
have been gathered on 

9 whether the recipient owned the vehicle at the time of the initial Ford 
mailing or if it was purchased subsequent to the mailing; 

l whether labels were still affixed to vehicles and, if not, why not; 1 

l whether the owner at the time of the mailing perceived a permanent 
change in behavior as a result of receiving the original letter and 
reminder label; and 

n whether alleged incidents were still being reported. / 
I 

This type of information would help describe any long-term effects and 
owner perceptions of the reminder labels’ overall effectiveness. A com- 
parison of the survey results would provide an indication of any 

l decline in public awareness of the overall problem, I 
l declining effects of driver behavior to safely park vehicles, 
l declining numbers of vehicles with labels affixed, and 1 
l declining reports of alleged incidents. 

NHTSA Could Have Used a In developing a statistically valid method for measuring the settlement’s 
Modified Recall Assessment effectiveness, NHTSA could also have modified its recall audit proce- 

Procedure dures. The recall audit process is a good indicator of the impact on the 
public of implementing a correction to a safety problem. 
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On the basis of a review of manufacturers’ quarterly reports to NHTSA on 
the number of vehicles involved in each recall and the number of these 
vehicles that were corrected by the manufacturer, NHTSA'S Office of 
Enforcement selects 8 to 10 recall campaigns each year for post-recall 
audits. Recalls with low vehicle correction rates or apparent problems 
with the recall remedy are usually selected for these audits. These 
audits are primarily intended to determine the reasons for low response 
rates for obtaining corrections. 

The post-recall audits are designed to be statistically reliable for identi- 
fying certain problems with recalls. The procedure includes drawing a 
statistical random sample each year of at least 500,000 owners of 
recalled vehicles nationwide. These owners receive a letter describing 
the recall and a questionnaire querying them on whether they had 
received the recall notice, whether they had taken their vehicles in for 
repair, and about any problems they may have encountered while get- 
ting their vehicles repaired. The letters also contain a NHTSA toll-free tel- 
ephone number for reporting other problems or requesting additional 
information. 

According to NHTSA officials, the information obtained from the ques- 
tionnaires and subsequently from consumer telephone contacts has pro- 
vided valuable, valid feedback for assessing the recalls’ effectiveness. 
They stated that the audits generally reveal the reasons for the low 
owner response for obtaining repairs under the recall notice and also 
provide information for evaluating the adequacy of the recall remedy. 
These sources have often helped NHTSA to determine if the remedy cor- 
rected the defect, and occasionally NHTSA has identified new defects that 
required a second recall of affected vehicles. Finally, the post-recall 
audit results are transmitted to the manufacturers for their review and 
correction of identified problems. 

NHTSA did not use its post-recall audit process to monitor the Ford trans- 
mission case. According to NHTSA officials, it was not used because the 
Ford transmission case is not a recall. 

Fatality Data Analysis Fatalities related to inadvertent movement of Ford vehicles have 

Lacks Statistical 
Validity 

occurred in every year since 1971. There have been 20 or more fatalities 
reported in each year since the settlement through 1984, the last full 
year for which data were available at the time of our analysis. In that 
same period, the number of 1970-79 Fords on the road declined by 25 
percent, from 22 million to 15.8 million. Fatal accidents continued to be 
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reported in 1985. Although, through 1984, 175 fatalities had been linked 
to inadvertent movement of 1970-79 Ford vehicles to hold or engage in 
park and another 77 may have been linked to that phenomenon, the 
fatality data’s sensitivity to small changes in the number of fatalities in 
any one year limits their usefulness in any statistically valid analysis of 
the settlement’s effectiveness. The available fatality data, however, 
indicate that the rate of fatalities due to inadvertent vehicle movement 
has not declined overall. 

In responding to a March 1985 petition by the Center For Auto Safety to 
reopen the Ford case, NHTSA developed a new process for evaluating 
fatality reports. The process involved convening a panel of three ODI 

staff engineers to reassess all fatality cases on file. (Ford. and other 
automobile manufacturers were evaluated the same way.) The panel 
considered the available facts for each case and came to a consensus on 
whether the case was definitely related to inadvertent vehicle move- 
ment (“yes”), possibly related (“possible”), or definitely not related 
(“no”). Of the 329 cases occurring through 1984 and involving 1970-79 
Ford vehicles, I75 were judged to be “yes,” 77 were “possible,” and 77 
“no.” Once the “no” cases have been sorted out, there is more assurance 
that the remaining fatality cases are representative of inadvertent 
vehicle movement than are incident cases, which have not been 
evaluated. 

On the basis of our analysis of NHTSA’S statistics, the fatality rate data 
show no overall decline. Figure 3.1 shows the fatality rate for 1970-79 
Ford vehicles for each year from the first year in which a case occurred, 
1971, through the end of 1984, the last full calendar year. The rate is 
expressed as the number of reported fatalities per million vehicles on 
the road and is based on NHTSA'S count of 175 “yes” fatalities and 77 
“possible” cases. The graph shows a gradual increase for the overall 
period 1971-84. Within that period, there is a decline in 1981 (the year 
that the letters and labels were issued) and an increase from 1981 
through 1984. 
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Figure 3.1: Reported Fatalities Per Figure 3.1: Reported Fatalities Per 
MlHion Vehicles on the Road Occurring MlHion Vehicles on the Road Occurring 
Behween 1971 and 1984 kvolving 1970- Behween 1971 and 1984 kvolving 1970- ‘*’ ‘*’ Rate Per Mitlion Vehicles on Road Rate Per Mitlion Vehicles on Road 

79 Fords’ 79 Fords’ 
2.0 

0.0 

7i 

Year 

73 75 77 

- - Settlement Agreement Oec 30. 1980 

aThe top line indicates fatality reports judged by NHTSA to be definitely “yes” or “poswble” Ford inad- 
vertent vehicle movement incidents. The bottom line indicates only those fat$ty reports judged by 
NHTSA to be definitely “yes” Ford inadvertent vehicle movement incidents 
Source. Prepared by GAO from NHTSA fatality records. 

Table 3.1 depicts the same data but shows raw numbers of reported 
fatalities by year in which the fatality occurred, estimated number of 
vehicles on the road, and the rate of fatalities per number of vehicles on 
the road. 
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Table 3.1: Reported Fatalities Involving 
1970-79 Fords Judged by NHTSA Estimated Fatalities 
Definitely or Possibly Related to Number of vehicles on per million 

Inadvertent Vehicle Movement reported the road vehicles on 
Year fatalities (millions) the road 

1971 1 2.08 0.48 -- 
1972 2 4.39 0.46 

1973 3 7.02 0.43 

1974 6 9 74 0.62 

1975 13 11.98 1.09 

1976 15 13.68 1.10 

1977 29 15.88 1.83 
- 1978 26 18.12 1.44 

1979 26 20.42 1.27 - 
1980 44 22.27 1.98 

1981 21 20.96 1.00 
1982 22 19.40 1.13 

1983 20 17.66 1 13 -- 
1984 24 15.81 152 

Source Prepared by GAO from NHTSA fatality records and NHTSA estimates of vehicles on the road 

Caution should be exercised in interpreting the graph in figure 3.1. 
While it is safe to say that the graph shows no overall decline in the 
fatality rate over the years, it is more difficult to attach significance to 
specific variations that occur each year. For example, data points on the 
graph for the earlier years may be low since NHTSA did not actively col- 
lect fatality reports until 1977. 

The graph is also affected by the general delay, or lag, between the time 
a fatal accident occurs and the time it is reported to NHTSA For any 
given case, a fatality may be reported within days or it may take several 
months or even years for NHTSA to hear about it. The average lag for all 
alleged Ford inadvertent vehicle movement fatalities on file with NHTS.4 

is 2.6 years. However, this figure includes fatal accidents occurring as 
early as 1971, which have a “built-in” lag since NHISA did not begin 
actively collecting these data until 1977. When the average lag in 
reporting fatalities is computed for cases occurring since NHTSA'S investi- 
gation began in 1977, the lag is reduced to 1.7 years. Although it is pos- 
sible that additional fatalities could be reported for any of the years 
shown on the graph, the lag in reporting is most likely to affect recent 
years. Fatality rates for 1983 and 1984 are the most likely to be 
underreported. 
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Potential problems with the fatality data in the earlier years and the 
fatality reporting lag for recent years make the graph particularly diffi- 
cult to analyze. This is because the fatality rate is quite sensitive to 
small changes in the number of reported fatalities. For example, the 
addition of one fatality in 1971 causes the fatality rate to double while 
an increase in two fatalities in 1984 causes the rate to increase by 8 
percent. 

Recognizing these difficulties in analyzing the graph too finely, the 
I 

sudden drop in the rate of fatalities from two per million vehicles on the I 
road in 1980 to one fatality per million in 1981 still may be noteworthy. 
Since 1981 was the year when letters and labels were mailed to Ford e 

r 
owners reminding them of the danger of improperly parking their vehi- 
cles, it is possible that these letters and labels decreased the fatality i( 
rate. It is also possible that this program had no effect on the fatality L 
rate because, according to NHT-SA'S fatality statistics, all automobile 
fatalities declined from 1980 to 1981. Given that no study was done of 

’ the effect of the letters and labels, it is not possible to determine a direct 
relationship between the letter/label program and the 1981 decline in 
fatalities. However, the information available shows that fatalities con- 
tinue to occur and that the absolute rate of fatalities has shown no 
overall decline in the years after the settlement, 

Reports of Fatalities 
Involving Other 
Vehicles Are Relatively 
Fewer Compared With 
Those Involving 1970- 
79 Fords 

Non-Ford Inadvertent 
Vehicle Movement Incidents 
and Fatalities 

Inadvertent vehicle movement is possible in all makes of automobiles 
equipped with automatic transmissions. Accordingly, we were asked to 
examine whether the problem is significantly worse for 1970-79 Fords 
than for other vehicles, such as automobiles manufactured by other 
companies or post-1979 Fords, Our analysis of NHTSA'S data shows there 
are more incidents and fatalities reported for 1970-79 Fords than for 
vehicles of other manufacturers or for later model year Fords. 

NHTSA has collected reports of incidents and fatalities on all manufac- 
turers’ vehicles since the time of its initial Ford transmission investiga- 
tion. However, not all of these reports have been evaluated in the same 
way. In 1985, when ~-HTSA used a three-member panel to review all Ford 
fatalities ever reported, the same three-member panel was used to eval- 
uate non-Ford fatalities so that the results of the evaluation could be 
comparative. However, NHTSA evaluated only non-Ford fatalities that 
had been reported after the settlement agreement with Ford was 
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Fatality Reports 

reached. NHTSA told us that it would be “unfair” to consider non-Ford 
fatalities reported before the settlement, since that was not “new” 
information. 

As of June 27,1985, NHTSA had on file 162 fatality reports on 1970-79 
Fords that have been received since the settlement and evaluated as 
either “yes” or “possible.” For these same parameters (1970-79 model 
year reports received by NHTSA after the settlement and evaluated “yes” 
or “possible”), GM had 71 reported fatalities, Chrysler had 27, and AMC 

had 6. When the total numbers of 1970-79 model year vehicles are fac- 
tored in, the rate of reported fatalities per number of vehicles produced 
is 4.5 times greater for Ford than for GM, 3.2 times greater for Ford than 
for Chrysler, and 2.5 times greater for Ford than for AMC, based on the 
reported fatalities for each manufacturer. (See fig. 3.2.) 

Figure 3.2: Comparative Reported 
Fatality Numbers and Rates, 1970-79 
Fords and Non-Fords 770 No of Fatal~l~es 
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Ford has argued that its figures are higher because of publicity about 
the case and report collection efforts limited to Ford vehicles. As a 
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result, in Ford’s view, a greater proportion of the total number of Ford, 
as opposed to non-Ford, fatalities actually occurring will always be 
reported. This will produce data indicating a higher rate of reported 
fatalities for Ford than for other manufacturers. Ford believes, how- 
ever, that no reliable evidence exists that would suggest that unex- 
pected movement is significantly more likely to occur in Ford vehicles. 

In 1985 NHTSA did a limited “survey” of its Fatal Accident Reporting 
System to try to correct this possible biaa3 Since fatalities are reported 
into the FARS by state agencies, NHTSA believes they should be less likely 
to be affected by any possible tendency to more fully report one manu- 
facturer than another. However, Ford believes that FARS, like other acci- 
dent data, is subject to the biasing effect of publicity. The FARS search 
identified 70 fatalities for Ford, 51 for GM, 18 for Chrysler, and 6 for 
AMC. These numbers were reported in the July 1985 staff report. After 
factoring in the sizes of each manufacturer’s vehicle population, NHTSA 
concluded that 

“the FARS database, which is unbiased and which should not be affected by pub- 
licity, shows twice as high a rate of fatalities for Ford as it does for General 
Motors.” 

Incidents, as well as fatalities, have been reported for non-Fords as well 
as for Fords. In its July 1985 ODI staff report, NHTSA listed a total of 7484 
reports that have been received by NHTSA since the settlement by con- 
sumers of alleged inadvertent vehicle movement incidents on 1970-79 
Fords. For the same period, NHEA reported 118 alleged incidents 
involving 1970-79 GM, 50 involving 1970-79 Chrysler, and 14 involving 
1970-79 AMC vehicles. 

Having presented both the FARS survey of fatalities as well as these 
figures for incidents, NHTSA concluded that 

“The number of reported incidents, property damage, injury, and fatal accidents 
involving 1970-79 model year Ford vehicles continue to be disproportionately 
higher than the number of such reported events for peer 1970-79 GM, Chrysler, and 
AMC vehicles.” 

3FARS is discussed in more detail in appendix I. 

41n our August 1, 1986, testimony. we referred to NHTSA’s data base as containing approximately 
1,700 entries. Only 748 of those entries were alleged incidents involving 1970-79 Fords 
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Post-1979 Model Year Fords 

t 

In 1980 Ford made several design changes to its automatic transmissions 
that it said were design refinements intended to make shift-lever move- 
ment “more pronounced,” it said, in order to help drivers notice when 
they fail to complete a shift into park. NHTSA, however, in its 1980 ODI 

investigative report, said these changes were intended to correct a 
defective design in the earlier transmissions and not merely added as a 
driver aid. Although we did not attempt any engineering analysis of the 
design changes, we did review the comparative numbers of fatal acci- 
dent reports on file at NHTSA for 1970-79 model year Fords versus l981- 
84 model year Fords.5 

As of June 27, 1985, NHTSA had on file 259 fatality cases involving 1970- 
79 model year Fords that had been judged to be either “yes” or “pos- 
sible” inadvertent vehicle movement fatalities. Only four cases had been 
reported and counted as “yes” or “possible” on 1981-84 Fords. When 
the total numbers of vehicles produced for these two sets of model years 
are factored in, the reported fatality rate for 1970-79 Fords is greater 
than the rate for 1981-84 Fords, 

Certain factors, however, may exaggerate any disparity between the 
two groups of vehicles. The 1970-79 vehicles have been on the road 
longer than the 1981-84 vehicles and thus would have had greater occa- 
sion to display inadvertent vehicle movement simply because they are 
older. Furthermore, the lag in reporting fatalities, discussed above, 
would also tend to constrict the number of fatality cases reported on the 
most recent model year vehicles since it has taken, on average, 1.7 years 
for a fatality to be reported to NHTSA. For example, a fatal accident 
occurring in a 1974 Ford’s first year of operation would probably have 
been reported to NHTSA by now, whereas a fatality occurring in a 1984 
Ford’s first year of operation may not yet have been reported. 1 

? 

‘The design change was made in the middle of the 1980 model year, maldng it difficult to determine 
which 1980 vehicles reflect the change. Thus, 1980 vehicles were not considered for this comparison. 

i 
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Although a settlement agreement was reached between Ford and DCK in 
1980, whether W’S expectations of significantly reducing incidents and 
fatalities has been achieved is unknown because of statistical limitations 
in the analyses of both the incident and fatality data. NHTSA and Ford 
have, however, met their responsibilities under the settlement agree- 
ment. NHTSA has also taken actions, primarily at the urging of interested 
parties, to monitor the Ford transmission case. Furthermore, NHTSA has 
taken actions to investigate fatalities and inform the public about 
preventing inadvertent vehicle movement. NHTSA’S fatality data, how- 
ever, show no overall decline in the years after the settlement. 

NHTSA and Ford Have As explained in detail earlier, the settlement agreement between Ford 

Met Their 
Responsibilities and 
Commitments 

and DOT of December 30, 1980, required Ford to mail out letters and 
reminder labels to all owners of record of 1970-79 Ford vehicles. In 
return, NHTSA would close its investigation of Ford transmissions. Ford 
initiated a mailout program in March 1981 and completed it in May 
1981. On May 4, 1981, NHTSA formally closed its investigation. Thus, 
both NHTSA and Ford met the specific requirements established by the 
settlement agreement. 

NHTSA has also taken action regarding the various commitments it has 
made since the settlement. It made a commitment to the court in 1982 to 
continue to “monitor” the Ford case and has done so by periodically 
requesting incident and fatality data from Ford and by keeping track of 
incident and fatality reports received from all sources. NHTSA has moni- 
tored the agreement, primarily through correspondence with Ford. Most 
of the letters appear to have been prompted by sources outside EHTSA, 

such as petitions by the Center for Auto Safety or inquiries from a con- 
gressional subcommittee. The letters solicited reports of transmission- 
related incidents and fatalities not previously forwarded to NHTSA. NHTSA 

has maintained data bases of all reported incidents and fatalities 
involving both Fords and non-Fords and has periodically analyzed that 
information. 

In a July 1983 hearing before the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, 
Consumer Protection, and Finance, House Committee on Energy and 
Commerce; NHTSA pledged to investigate new fatality cases. Since Jan- 
uary 1984 NHTSA has investigated all newly reported fatality cases 
involving Ford vehicles in which the case file did not provide sufficient 
information for IiHTSA'S engineers to evaluate whether the case was 
related to inadvertent vehicle movement, 
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Inadvertent Vehicle 
Movement Incidents 
Are Not Unique to 
1970-79 Model Year 
Ford Vehicles, but 
Reported Fatality Data 
Are Relatively Higher 
for These Vehicles 

During the July 1983 hearing, NHTSA also said it would do more than it 
had been doing since the settlement to disseminate consumer informa- 
tion about the problem as it applies to all vehicles. In keeping that com- 
mitment, NHTSA has issued several nonmanufacturer-specific press 
releases, beginning in October 1984, and has revised the language used 
in responding to auto safety hotline inquiries and complaints to urge 
consumers to follow the precautions on the Ford reminder label. 

Accident and incident reporting has shown, in part, that inadvertent 
vehicle movement incidents are not limited to 1970-79 model year Ford 
vehicles. Incidents and fatalities have been reported to NHTSA involving 
GM, Chrysler, AMC, and other makes of vehicles, as well as post-1980 
Fords. However, fatality data show a higher number of fatal accidents 
due to inadvertent vehicle movement reported for 1970-79 Fords than 
for any other group of vehicles. 

Achievement of the 
Department’s 
Expectations Is 
Unknown 

The analyses of both the incident and fatality data lack statistical 
validity for assessing whether the settlement agreement has achieved 
D(JT’S stated expectations. NHTSA has attempted to use data on incidents 
of inadvertent vehicle movement in Ford vehicles to conclude that the 
occurrence of these types of incidents has been steadily decreasing since 
the settlement. This has led them to conclude that no further investiga- 
tion is warranted. NIITSA, however, did not demonstrate that these data 
were statistically reliable, which would be necessary to reach its conclu- 
sion. NHTSA would have had to show that after taking the effects of pub- 
licity and the intensity of collection efforts into account, a demonstrable 
downward trend in reported incidents was still present. In the absence 
of such a demonstration, NHTSA needs additional evidence before it can 
discount the counter-indications from the fatality data. 

NHTSA'S fatality data show no overall decline in the rate of fatalities per 
million Ford vehicles on the road in the years after the settlement. While 
20 or more fatalities have been reported each year since the settlement, 
the fatality data’s sensitivity to small changes in the number of fatali- 
ties in any one year limits their usefulness in any statistically valid anal- 5 
ysis of the settlement’s effect,iveness. 
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Options for Further 
Action 

The Ford transmission case was unique in that NHTSA entered into a set- 
tlement agreement that did not involve a recall. While DO-I? expectations 
for the December 1980 settlement agreement with Ford was to signifi- 
cantly reduce the occurrence of accidents, deaths, and injuries resulting 
from inadvertent vehicle movement, we have concluded that whether 
the settlement has been effective in achieving these expectations is 
unknown because of problems with the statistical validity of the anal- 
ysis of the data. At the present time, however, the information available 
shows that both incidents and fatalities continue to occur and that the 
absolute rate of fatalities has shown no overall decline in the years after 
the settlement. Accordingly, the data suggest to us that NHTSA should 
take some further action to address the motor vehicle safety concerns 
involved in inadvertent vehicle movement. Several specific options are 
available. 

One option would be to have NHTSA open a new investigation for the 
stated purpose of determining whether a safety-related defect exists 
and, if so, ordering a recall of the vehicles within the statute of limita- 
tions and providing a notice of defect to all owners of record. This 
option, however, has significant limitations. For example, based on the 
provisions of the law, NHTSA would have to open a new investigation, 
issue an initial determination of defect, hold a public meeting, issue a 
final determination of defect, and order the manufacturer to notify all 
owners of the defect and initiate a recall to correct the defect in those 
vehicles first purchased within 8 years of the notification. Such an 
order, however, is not self-enforcing. If the manufacturer refuses to ini- 
tiate the notification and recall, NHTSA must obtain an enforcement order 
from a U.S. District Court, At that point, a trial de novo is held, with 
NHTSA bearing the burden of proving the existence of the defect by a 
preponderance of the evidence, Based on our review of available docu- 
mentation and our discussions with both the current and former Admin- 
istrators of NHTSA, the Associate Administrators for Enforcement, and 
the Chief Counsels, this could prove to be a formidable task that would, 
in all likelihood, extend over a considerable period of time. Since the 
number of affected vehicles still on the road drops with the passage of 
time as owners replace them with newer cars, any delay in imple- 
menting such a notification and recall order results in fewer vehicles 
being subject to the order since fewer remain in service. 

A second option would be for NHTSA, alone or possibly in concert with 
Ford, to develop an approach to inform current owners of 1970-79 Ford 
vehicles of the need to employ safe parking procedures. Or, as a third 
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option, NHTSA could undertake a more extensive, long-term public aware- 
ness campaign than it is currently pursuing to communicate to all 
drivers the importance of following safe parking procedures. Models for 
such a campaign could be NHTSA'S seat-belt-use and anti-drunk-driving 
campaigns. The purpose of both campaigns would be to modify driver 
behavior by alerting drivers to the need to put the gear selector in park, 
set the parking brake, and shut off the ignition before leaving the 
driver’s seat. These.options could be undertaken concurrently. 

Recommendations to 
the Secretary of 
Transportation 

Given the unresolved issues concerning the government’s 1980 settle- 
ment agreement with Ford, we recommend that the Secretary of Trans- 
portation direct the Administrator, National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, to take further action. We have identified some options 
the Secretary may wish to consider; others might also be identified. 

The Ford transmission case was unique in that NHTSA entered into a set- 
tlement agreement that did not involve a recall. While NHTSA could have 
modified its methodology for monitoring and assessing a recall’s effec- 
tiveness to assess the settlement or alternatively developed another 
methodology, the agency did neither. Instead, in assessing the settle- 
merit’s effectiveness, NEIWA used incident data without performing the 
statistical analysis necessary to demonstrate the data’s reliability. Since 
NHTSA may at some future date again pursue a negotiated settlement of 
this type, we recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct 
that the Administrator, NHTSA, establish a methodology to both monitor 
and assess the effectiveness of any such settlement. 

Agency Comments and The Department of Transportation accepts as essentially accurate our 

Our Response 
summary of the factual background and chronology of this case, 
including our acknowledgement that KHTSA has met its settlement 
responsibilities under the agreement. Also, the Department generally 
considers GAO'S option that NHTSA undertake a more extensive public 
awareness campaign and communicate to all drivers the importance of 
following safe parking procedures as having merit. However, the 
Department does not concur in the report’s criticism of NKTSA’S methods 
of assessing the effectiveness of the notification letter and reminder 
label campaign. It believes our criticism is unrealistic and that NHTSA'S 

assessment was based on the best evidence available. 

Regarding the Department’s criticisms, we found the Ford transmission 
case to be unique. It was the largest case ever investigated by NHTSA, 
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involving thousands of hours of staff resources, and taking over 3 years 
to complete. The investigation identified more reported incidences of 
accident, death, and injury than any alleged defect in the history of the 
agency. This investigation resulted in an initial determination of a 
safety-related defect. However, rather than make a final defect determi- 
nation, the Department negotiated a settlement with Ford with the 
stated expectation that the settlement would significantly reduce the 
incidence of accident, death, and injury resulting from unexpected 
vehicle movement. Therefore, in our opinion, the Department was 
responsible for measuring the settlement’s effectiveness. We found, 
however, that NHTSA has not performed the statistical analyses neces- 
sary to measure the settlement’s effectiveness. Also we found that while 
the incident data showed a decline in the rate of incidents since the set- 
tlement, the fatality data showed no overall decline in the rate of fatali- 
ties over the same period. 

We continue to believe that the way to judge the settlement’s effective- 
ness is through a statistically valid comparison of incident and fatality 
ratios before and after the settlement. Since this type of analysis was 
not done, the effectiveness of the settlement, in our opinion, is unknown. 

The Department also commented that it believes our report recognizes 
that NHTSA'S 1985 decision not to open a new investigation in response to 
the Center for Auto Safety’s petition was reasonable. Concerning the 
reasonableness of NHTSA'S 1985 decision on the Center for Auto Safety’s 
petition, we were not asked, nor did we attempt, to make any judgment 
about that petition. Therefore, NHTSA'S assertion of our support for that 
decision is unfounded. More specific responses to the Department’s 
detailed criticisms are contained in appendix V, which also contains the 
full text of the Department’s comments. 

Ford believes the report makes significant strides in putting many 
aspects of the Ford transmission case into proper perspective but dis- 
agrees with some of our observations. Ford states that (1) NHTSA never 
concluded that there was a defect, (2) NHTSA'S records provide no basis 
for such a conclusion, and (3) the phenomenon of unexpected vehicle 
movement is experienced in all automatic transmission-equipped vehi- 
cles. Based on these premises, they believe that GAO'S addressing the 
issue of the effectiveness of the Ford Owner Reminder Program in reme- 
dying a condition not peculiar to Ford vehicles was incongruous. Ford 
also recognizes, however, that we were directed to examine NHTSA'S 

actions to monitor the settlement’s effectiveness. In addition, Ford 
endorses our option of a public education campaign to communicate to 
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all drivers the importance of following safe parking procedures as a 
means of preventing inadvertent vehicle movement incidents. Ford, 
however, strongly disagrees with the option of a special reminder effort 
for 1970-79 Ford vehicle owners, and unequivocally rejects the option of 
a new investigation. While we have identified several options for the 
Secretary of Transportation, we do not endorse any one option and rec- 
ognize that there may be other options the Secretary might choose. 
Ford’s comments, and our response to its criticisms, are contained in 
appendix VI. 
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NHTSA Criteria and Methodology for 
Evaluating Inadvertent Vehicle Movement 
Fatalities and Incidents 

We have reviewed NHTSA'S criteria and methodology for evaluating fatal- 
ities and incidents. With regard to the fatality data, we found that no 
documentation was available for NHTSA'S criteria and methodology used 
before 1985. Therefore, our discussion of early criteria and methodology 
is based on interviews with NHTSA officials. 

Difficulties in 
Establishing Strict 
Criteria 

What happens to cause an inadvertent vehicle movement incident is dif- 
ficult to define and even more difficult to document. In most cases, the 
slipping of the gearshift mechanism into the reverse position is not actu- 
ally witnessed; it can only be inferred. And unless the vehicle is in 
mechanical disrepair or grossly maladjusted, it is difficult to deliber- 
ately reenact such incidents since the problem occurs rarely compared 
with the number of times a vehicle is put into park. 

For these reasons, NHTSA has had difficulty in defining exactly the types 
of incidents and types of vehicles that could be involved in the problem. 
In evaluating fatality cases, it has at different times attempted to use 
various specific exclusionary criteria, none of which have been com- 
pletely satisfactory. 

The June 1980 ODI investigative report defined a failure as “[a]ny inad- 
vertent vehicle movement from park to reverse,” yet this definition can 
be interpreted in different ways since it does not state whether the inad- 
vertent vehicle movement has to be in the reverse direction or whether 
inadvertent movement in any direction would be included as long as the 
gear selector ended in the reverse position. 

Ford interpreted the NH~ definition in strict terms, concluding that 
only incidents and fatalities in which the vehicle was observed in a sta- 
tionary position with the gear selector in park and then was observed to 
move backward with the engine running and the gear selector in reverse 
should be included. Under this narrow definition, Ford concluded that 
only 2,149 of the 23,428 incidents in NHTSA'S original incident data base 
(see p. 51) met these criteria, NHTSA responded that the report’s defini- 
tion was not intended to describe all the possible ways in which the 
problem might manifest itself. 

From discussions with NHTSA engineers, we found that a wide variety of 
actual incidents could be linked to inadvertent vehicle movement and 
that a precise definition of such an event is nearly impossible. For 
example, an inadvertent forward movement incident may result inad- 
vertently if the car had been parked facing downhill. Vehicle movement 
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does not have to be rearward. NHTSA engineers also have considered it at 
least theoretically possible that a transmission could inadvertently shift 
from park through reverse and neutral to land in drive, although NHTSA 

engineers told us they would be more skeptical about such an alleged 
incident than they would be of a “park-to-reverse” incident. 

Vehicle movement in any direction is not an exclusive criterion for 
establishing a transmission’s failure to hold or engage in park; some 
alleged incidents involve no movement at all. NHTSA has stated that some 
complaints in its initial data base involved owners who had placed their 
vehicles in park on level ground, turned the engine off and removed the 
keys, and later found that their unmoved vehicles’ shift levers were in 
the reverse position. 

Until the 1985 panel review, NHTSA had not always been clear about 
whether it was using a wide or narrow set of criteria for judging the 
fatality cases it received. For example, there is some evidence that in 
October 1983 NHTSA appeared to automatically exclude all alleged park- 
to-drive fatalities, even though park-to-drive fatalities were not 
excluded from the original count in June 1980. However, in preparing 
for its July 1985 staff report, NHTSA used no automatic exclusionary cri- 
teria based on direction of a vehicle’s movement or gear selector 
position. 

Sources of Fatality 
Reports 

NHTSA receives reports of fatal accidents from a number of sources. 
Some fatality reports come to NHTSA directly from consumers, but many 
first go to Ford and then are forwarded to NHTSA at NHTSA’S request. 
Fatality cases submitted by Ford are then added to the NHTSA fatality 
data base.’ Because the Ford transmission case has been the subject of 
controversy, some independent public interest groups, including the 
Center for Auto Safety, have also tracked cases of fatalities allegedly 
resulting from inadvertent vehicle movement of Fords and have sub- 
mitted these cases to NHTSA. These cases, when not previously reported, 
are also added to the NHTSA fatality data base. 

Finally, NHTSA has also fieriodically consulted FARS for further cases that 
might not have been reported through any other channel. FARS is 

‘As discussed in chapter 2, NHTSA has corresponded with Ford on 13 occasions since the settlement, 
usually in order to obtain new incident and fatality reports from Ford. 
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designed to be a universal system for reporting fatal automobile acci- 
dents on public thoroughfares. Although not bound by specific legisla- 
tion, state authorities are under legal contract with NHTSA to report all 
fatal accidents occurring on public thoroughfares in their jurisdictions. 
However, the system has a number of limitations affecting its usefulness 

1 
; 

in identifying inadvertent vehicle movement fatalities. First, many 
$ 

alleged incidents occur in driveways, parking lots, and other nonpublic 
locations, since the problem begins with a driver attempting to park and 
exit the vehicle. Fatalities occurring on nonpublic thoroughfares are not 

1 

reported through FARS. Furthermore, FARS has been in existence only 
since 1975 and, therefore, cannot track fatalities occurring before that 
time. In fact, as a practical matter, the supporting data can be obtained 1 
only for fatal accidents occurring within the most recent 3 calendar 
years, since the states do not generally retain accident records for more 3 
than 3 years. Lastly, the system cannot be directly queried for inadver- : 
tent vehicle movement accidents; it must be searched under criteria such 
as “driverless vehicle striking a pedestrian,” and then manually 
reviewed for caSes that seem to show inadvertent movement+ Therefore, z 
it would be difficult to determine whether all related cases have been i 

retrieved from the system. 

Changes Over Time in In addition to the problem of establishing criteria that would adequately 

NHTSA’s Evaluation 
Methodology 

cover all possible manifestations of inadvertent vehicle movement, 
NHTSA has also made changes in the way it evaluates and keeps count of 
fatalities that it believes are relevant to the problem. 

At the time of its initial defect determination, NHTSA counted a total of 3 
97 fatal accidents involving 1970-79 Fords. These accidents, in coQunc- 
tion with other incident statistics, were used as evidence of the serious- 
ness of the problem being investigated and the urgency of the need to ! 
correct it. NHTSA officials told us that some 13 other fatalities had been 
reported but were judged not to be related to the case. However, no 
formal records were kept of the cases that were not included in the 
count of 97. One NHTSA official was responsible for maintaining the 
records on the cases and for making engineering judgments on them. 

I 

NHTSA'S legal counsel then reviewed the cases and rejected any that he 
believed they could not successfully defend as being related to the case. 
Also, any fatalities in which the victim died more than 30 days after the 
accident occurred were excluded, although this pertained to only a few 
cases. The 30-day cutoff, which is commonly used by insurance 
aausters, was intended as a way to settle whether a death was actually 
due to the accident. 
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By 1983 the methodology for judging cases had evolved although no 
records were kept to document when any specific change came about. At 
this time, informal meetings were held in NHTSA'S Associate Adminis- 
trator for Enforcement’s office, witp the official in charge of main- 
taining the statistics presenting new cases to the informal group and 
suggesting how he thought they should be counted. An informal con- 
sensus would then be reached on how to judge the cases. The count of 
accepted Ford fatality cases by July 1983 was 158. 

Excluded reports were maintained as “no” cases. A subcategory of the 
“no” cases was cases in which there was “insufficient detail” to deter- 
mine whether the cases were related to the problem. As mentioned 
above, it appears that through July 1983 any case in which the vehicle 
was noted to have ended. up in drive was automatically excluded. The 
criterion of including only cases in which the death occurred within 30 
days of the accident continued to be used. 

At a congressional hearing on the Ford case in July 1983, NHTSA used its 
updated analysis of the fatalities to show that a decline in fatalities had 
occurred since the settlement, which it contended demonstrated the set- 
tlement’s effectiveness. NHTSA prepared a graph of the numbers of fatal 
accidents occurring in each year from 197 1 through mid-l 983. The 
graph showed a steep drop in reported fatalities from 1981 to the then- 
current date. NHTSA'S Deputy Administrator testified that a dramatic 
decline in reported accidents had occurred since the May 1981 comple- 
tion of Ford’s notification program. 

j 

It appears that other exclusionary criteria were also considered between 
1981 and 1985. For instance, evidence that a vehicle’s transmission had 
gross mechanical problems or was clearly in a state of disrepair would 
be a reason for presuming that a case of inadvertent movement was due 
to the mechanical disrepair and not the overall design. 

NHTSA has also considered whether a vehicle’s driver was known to have 
had a high blood alcohol content at the time of the accident. In this case, 
the presumption is that an intoxicated driver would have been impaired 
from properly putting his or her vehicle into park. It appears that NHTSA 

has considered this an important factor when weighing evidence in 
fatality cases. 

Also, NHTSA has considered significant the presence of children and/or 
pets in the front seat of a vehicle, since they may have knocked the 
vehicle’s shift lever out of park. Again, this has been used as a factor for 
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consideration; there is no evidence of any time when it was used as a 
strict criterion for eliminating cases from the count. 

In response to the Center for Auto Safety’s March 1985 petition, NHTSA 
made major revisions to its judgment methodology. Rather than have 
one official continue to make initial judgments on fatality cases as they 1 
‘arrive, a panel of three ODI staff engineers was established to reassess 
all fatality cases in NHTSA'S files, including those previously counted as 1 
not related to inadvertent vehicle movement. With the exception of all ’ 
reported accidents in which an unattended child or animal was report- 
edly in the front seat at the time of the accident, the panel adopted no 
arbitrary exclusionary criteria but rather reviewed all the available j 

i 
facts for each case. According to its July 1985 ODI staff report, NHTSA 
defined its official count as 

“all reports of fact patterns that showed a powered reverse or rollaway where there 
was a basis for an inference that the driver placed or attempted to place the’gear- 
shift lever in the ‘park’ position.” 3 

As discussed in chapter 3, three categories of judgment were used- 
“yes” for cases deemed to be definitely related to inadvertent vehicle 
movement, “possible” for cases that possibly involved such an event, 
and “no” for cases judged to be definitely not related. The “possible” 
category corresponded to the previous “no-insufficient detail” 
category. 

A new chart showing both numbers of fatal accidents and fatality rates 
per 100,000 vehicles on the road for 1966-79 Fords was included in the 
1985 NHTSA staff report. The chart no longer showed any steep decline. 
As NHTSA notes, it actually showed an increase in 1984. However, NHTSA 
provided no discussion of the difference between the low numbers of 
reported fatalities since the settlement shown in the 1983 graph and the 
higher post-settlement numbers shown by the new analysis. 

NHTSA Collection of 
Incident Data 

As discussed in chapter 3, NHTSA has collected and analyzed reports of 
alleged inadvertent vehicle movement incidents as well as reports of 
fatal accidents. In addition to the Ford data base of I9,445 alleged inci- 
dents that was analyzed for the July 1985 report, NHTSA also compiled a 
complaint data base during the original investigation and an incident 
data base between 1981 and 1985. 
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NHTSA collected incident reports from many sources during its original 
investigation, Many of the alleged incidents were reported as a result of 
solicitation by both NHTSA and Ford. NHTSA issued two consumer adviso- 
ries, on November 2, 1977, and August 29,1978, about its Ford investi- 
gation and asked consumers to call in and report incidents. From 
October 1979 to April 1980, NHTSA polled all callers to its Auto Safety 
Hotline who owned automatic transmission-equipped vehicles to see if 
they had experienced “inadvertent vehicle movement” from the park 
position. The survey brought to light reports of 237 incidents involving 
Fords. 

Ford itself established a special hotline for automatic transmission prob- 
lems that drew 6,136 consumer calls. The hotline was initiated in Sep- 
tember 1978 and operated for 1 month. It began with the issuance of 
simultaneous press releases in Atlanta, Detroit, Kansas City, New York, 
and San Francisco that solicited telephone calls from owners of Ford 
products who believed that their vehicles may have slipped from park 
to reverse while the engine was running. Of the 6,136 callers, 4,999 
reported such an occurrence. 

Reports from all sources were collected into a large computerized data 
base that was analyzed by NHTSA'S contractor, Control Data Corporation. 
NHTSA reported a total of 23,428 alleged incidents involving 12,126 1970- 
79 model year Ford vehicles. Tallies by vehicle model and type of inci- 
dent (accident, incident, injury, or death) were presented in ODI'S June 
1980 investigative report. In its preliminary comments on ODI'S investi- 
gative report, Ford raised strong objections to NHTSA'S total of 23,428 
complaints, saying the complaints were generally unverified and for the 
most part irrelevant to the investigation. Strictly applying the June 
1980 report’s definition of inadvertent vehicle movement, Ford came up 
with a count of 2,149 alleged incidents, rather than 23,428. In response, 
NHTSA had its staff manually review all incidents on file. The staff 
review led NHTSA to conclude that its count of over 23,000 was accurate. 

Shortly after the settlement agreement, NHTSA began a new data base of 
inadvertent vehicle movement complaints. The original data base had 
been discontinued in early 1980 so that results could be tallied for the 
June 1980 report. The new data base was a smaller setup that was man- 
aged internally by ODI staff. All complaints received since the settlement 
have been logged in this data base. Inquiries and complaints about 
~WIXA’S investigation and the settlement with Ford were entered, as well 
as reports of alleged incidents, accidents, and fatalities. As of July 1985, 
this data base contained about 1,700 entries, of which 748 were alleged 
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inadvertent vehicle movement incidents. NHTSA analyzed these data for 
its July 1985 report but relied upon its analysis of Ford’s much larger 
incident data base in reaching its conclusions about the effectiveness of 
the settlement. 

As discussed in chapter 2, NHTSA has periodically contacted Ford since 
the settlement to obtain updated information on alleged incidents and 
fatalities. The incidents reported by Ford were not included by NHTSA in 
the data base of 748 incidents but were tracked separately. 

In May 1985, Ford resubmitted all of the incident data it had previously 
supplied as well as all other incident data on file in a comprehensive 
listing of 19,445 incidents. This data base included not only all reports 
ever directly received by Ford-including the 1978-79 hotline reports- 
but all reports received by NHTSA as well, since NHTSA had forwarded all 
reports it received to Ford. NHTSA did not have any comparable single 
data base spanning all reports ever received. In particular, the period of 
early 1980 through December 30, 1980, was included neither in the 
early data base of 23,428 nor in the post-settlement group of 748. 

Ford described its 19,445-incident data base as a collection of largely 
unverified reports alleging unexpected vehicle movement. NHTSA ana- 
lyzed the Ford data on a year-by-year basis and concluded that both the 
absolute number and the relative rate of reported incidents and acci- 
dents had declined in every calendar year since the December 1980 set- 
tlement. Figure I.1 is NHTSA'S analysis of the Ford-compiled incident 
data. 
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Figure 1.1: NHTSA Analysis of the Ford-Compiled Incident and Accident Data Presented in the Juty 1985 ODI Staff Report 
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1 
- 

Scope of Vehicles When NHTSA opened its investigation in 1977, it had not yet determined 

Under NHTSA 
Investigation 

the full scope of vehicles it suspected of having special susceptibility to 
inadvertent vehicle movement. Regarding automobiles, NHTSA issued ! 

consumer advisories mentioning only full-sized and intermediate Ford 
passenger cars in 1977 and 1978. However, complaints were received on ’ 
smaller cars as well, so NATSA broadened its investigation. NHTSA'S initial 
determination of defect involved five specific transmission types-the 
C-3, C-4, C-6, FMX, and JATCO transmissions. Only 1970-79 Ford vehi- I 
cles with these transmission types were included in the count of inci- 
dents and fatalities presented in the June 1980 report. (Ford pointed out 
that one fatality in NIITSA'S count involved a Borg-Warner transmission. 1 
NHTW subsequently excluded it from the count.) I 

In performing new analysis to respond to the Center for Auto Safety’s 
March 1985 petition, NIITSA broadened its consideration of incident and 
fatality reports to include all Ford vehicles from the 1966 model year to 
the present time. The analysis of these reports was then presented sepa- 
rately for four groups of vehicles: 1966-69,1970-79, 1980, and 1981-85 
model years. The 1966-69 vehicles were assessed since the Center for 
Auto Safety claimed that the transmission problem extended back to the 
1966 model year. Post-1979 model years were considered for compara- 
tive purposes to see whether they were substantially safer than earlier 
model years. 

In reviewing incident and fatality statistics, we concentrated on NHTSA'S 

1970-79 model year data, since those were the model years covered by 
NHTSA'S investigation. 
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Use.of Labels by Domestic 
Automobile Manufacturers 

We reviewed the general policies for use of reminder and warning labels 
by domestic automobile manufacturers since a reminder label was used 
in the settlement of the Ford case. We found that the four domestic auto- 
mobile manufacturers-General Motors, Ford, Chrysler, and American 
Motors-use labels to provide operating instructions, maintenance 
instructions, and warning information to vehicle owners. Labels are 
either affixed during vehicle assembly or mailed to vehicle owners after 
a vehicle is assembled and/or purchased. 

j 
Labels are mailed after a vehicle is purchased, typically because of the 
need to replace an existing label containing incorrect information or to 
provide a label with more comprehensive information than contained in 
the original label For example, one manufacturer mailed owners and 
dealers a revised label because the specific air pressures for inflating the 
tires were left off the original label placed on the vehicle at the time of 
manufacture. In another instance, this same manufacturer mailed to 
owners and dealers a revised label containing instructions on the use of 
the bumper jack. The original label contained inadequate instructions. In 
each instance, the revised label was accompanied by a letter to the 
owner or dealer explaining why a new label was being issued and where 
to place the label on the vehicle. 

Use of Colors in 
Designing Labels 

-- 

All four domestic manufacturers have developed their own color combi- 
nations for the labels placed on their vehicles. The color combinations 
used by the manufacturers differ from the color standards established 
by the American National Standards Institute (a nongovernmental fed- 
eration of standards-using and standards-developing organizations). The 
color combinations are as follows. 

General Motors 
-- 

! 
l Yellow is used to caution the owner about possible risk of personal 

injury or property damage. 
l Blue is used to identify important vehicle operating information which, 

if ignored, could result in vehicle damage. 
9 Black is used to provide general operating information such as the pro- 

cedure for starting the vehicle. 

American Motors 1 
l Orange is used to warn of possible property damage or personal risk. 
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. 

l Yellow is used to caution the owner about possible risk of personal 
injury or property damage. 

Chrysler Labels used in the engine compartments of Chrysler vehicles are either 
white or silver letters on a black background or black letters on a white 
or silver background, regardless of the intent or nature of the informa- 
tion provided on the label. For labels used outside of the engine com- 
partment, Chrysler has not designated the use of any particular color 
combinations. 

Ford 

American National In 1972 the American National Standards Institute adopted the fol- 

Standards Institute lowing standards. 

. 
l 

Red is to alert the driver of a danger of personal injury or death. 
YelIow is to caution the driver of a risk of personal injury or property 
damage. 
Rlue is to provide the driver a notice of general operating or advisory 
information. 

. 

A Ford officiaI told us that the company prefers to use labels that have 
black lettering set on a white or silver background. Ford believes this 
color combination provides superior color contrast and readability. 
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A Chronology of Public Awareness 
Campaign Activities 

To meet its commitments to the Subcommittee on Telecommunications, 
Consumer Protection, and Finance, House Committee on Energy and 
Commerce, at the July 1983 oversight hearings, NHTSA in 1984 initiated 
a public awareness campaign to alert motorists to the potential hazards 
of inadvertent vehicle movement and to instruct them on safe parking 
practices. Various activities have been undertaken to reach the public 
and plans are underway to continue the campaign during fiscal year 
1986. 

Completed Public In the spring of 1983, NHTSA provided information to the American Asso- 8 

Awareness Campaign 
ciation of Retired Persons (AARP) for an article in its pubhcation Modern 
Maturity. AARP initially contacted NHTSA for information in writing its in- 1 

Activities depth article entitled “Park or Reverse?,” published in the October/ 
November 1983 edition. NHTSA was one of several sources. The article 
mentions the 1977-80 NH’I’SA defect investigation and the subsequent t z 
June 1980 initial defect determination, describes the alleged Ford trans- 
mission defect, and discusses the controversy over Ford transmissions. 

Also in 1983, NHTSA changed the language used in responding to its auto 
safety hotline calls and written inquiries to strongly urge consumers to 
follow the parking procedures listed on the Ford reminder label. 

In August 1984 NHTSA contacted various consumer-oriented organiza- 
tions to enlist their assistance in distributing information about the gen- 
eral inadvertent vehicle movement problem. Initially, NHTSA'S Public and 
Consumer Affairs Office prepared an article entitled “It’s in Park, Isn’t 
It?” that was distributed to an estimated 4,000 weekly newspapers, the 
Consumer Product Safety Network Newsletter, the Journal of Traffic 
Safety Education, and the American Automobile Association Club Edito- 
rial Service. The article urges all drivers of automobiles with automatic 
transmissions to put the gear lever in park, turn off the motor, and 
apply the emergency brake before exiting the vehicle. 

On the basis of the NHTSA article “It’s in Park, Isn’t It?,” and further 
conversations with NHTSA Public and Consumer Affairs officials, three 
organizations wrote and published articles. 

. A short article was written by the Consumer Federation of America and 
published in its Consumer Product Safety Newsletter in the September/ 
October 1984 edition. The article names Ford in connection with the 1 
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i 
. 

alleged park-to-reverse problem. The newsletter is distributed to an esti- 
mated 1,000 consumer clubs throughout the country. These clubs also . 
produce publications that are sent to their respective memberships. 

l A brief article was written and published in the October 1984 edition of i 
the Journal of Traffic Safety Education. Published by the American 
Driver and Traffic Safety Education Association, it is distributed 1 
monthly to approximately 20,000 driver education teachers and school 1 
administrators. The article, entitled “It’s in Park, Isn’t It?,” contains 
basically the same information that NHTSA distributed to the association 
and makes no reference to Ford. 

. An article in the December 1984 Club Editorial Service Kit was prepared 
by the American Automobile Association. The service is sent to 150 auto 

1 
j 

clubs across America with a total membership of about 25 million. The 
article makes reference to 183 deaths and thousands of accidents but 
does not identify any specific manufacturer. It also quotes NHTSA to the 
effect that incidents are not confined to a particular make of vehicle. 

In November 1984 NHTSA'S Public and Consumer Affairs Office prepared 
“live copy” for a public service announcement that was sent to over 
1,900 radio stations targeted for use during the Thanksgiving holiday. 
The announcement filled a lo-second spot and reminded drivers to park 
their vehicles safely. It did not refer to the alleged inadvertent vehicle 
movement problem, or to a specific manufacturer. 

In December 1984 NHTSA'S Office of Public Affairs also prepared a news I 
release that was distributed to over 4,000 weekly newspapers. The c 

’ article, also entitled “It’s in Park, Isn’t It?,” did not specifically identify 
Ford but, rather, urged drivers to park their vehicles safely, 

On March 26, 1985, NHTSA issued a consumer advisory news release on i 
safe driving practices that included a short message about inadvertent 
vehicle movement. The article was intended to alert motorists to / 
increased traffic on the roads at certain times of the year, specifically as 
warmer weather approached. Again, no reference was made to a specific 
manufacturer. 

In July 1985 another general article on inadvertent vehicle movement 
was written by NHTSA and sent to over 4,000 weekly publications. The 
article, entitled “Traffic Safety Matters,” was essentially a restatement 
of the earlier NHTSA article about safe parking practices. NHTSA discussed 
the subject but made no reference to any manufacturer. The Consumer 
Federation of America used the “Traffic Safety Matters” article in its 
fall 1985 issue of the Consumer Product Safety Network Newsletter. 
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The summer I985 edition of nor’s publication Transpo Topics, which 
has widespread circulation to state legislators and consumer groups, 
contained a NHTSA article alerting motorists to the potential danger of 
inadvertent vehicle movement. The Consumer Federation of America 
used the “Traffic Safety Matters” article in its fall 1985 issue of the 
Consumer Product Safety Network Newsletter. 

In December 1985 NHTSA published a “Slim Jim” pamphlet entitled “Safe 
Driving Practices,” which included a section on inadvertent vehicle 
movement. NHTSA is enclosing the pamphlet with any material mailed to 
consumers who ask for other highway safety literature. 

NHTSA’s Actions Regarding To inform the elderly, NHTSA initially stated in correspondence to the 

the Elderly Chairman, Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, 
and Finance, that it would explore inserting safe parking reminders 
along with social security checks to the elderly. The Administrator sub- 
sequently decided against such an insertion because of its cost. 

E 
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Responses to Specific Questions Raked by 
Chain-mm Dingell 

1.A Q: What was NHTSA’S specific commitment to the court to monitor the 
1980 settlement between Ford and ~crr? Did the settlement agreement or 
the court spell out any monitoring requirements? 

A: This question is discussed in detail in the body of our report. (See p< 
21.) 

l.B 

1.c Q: How do these “commitments” differ? 

1.D 

Q: What was NHTSA’S specific monitoring commitment to Chairman 
W&h’s subcommittee? Was that commitment changed later by NHTSA? If 
so, how? 

A: NHTSA’S commitments to Chairman Wirth’s subcommittee are dis- 
cussed in the body of our report. (See p. 21.) 

NHTSA has not rescinded any of the specific commitments made to the 
subcommittee. Actions have been taken to meet the commitments. (See 
pp. 2 l-23 .) NHTSA has, however, clarified and somewhat narrowed one 
commitment it made before the subcommittee. The NHTSA Administrator 
stated before the subcommittee that “. . . we will be investigating all 
fatal accidents involving Ford transmissions.” In a later communication 
with the subcommittee, the Administrator restated this commitment: 

“I did not intend my commitment to investigate newly reported fatalities to be 
applied retroactively to fatalities reported before that commitment was made. Nor 
do I see any need to devote investigative resources to newly-reported fatalities, such 
as the two reported since the July hearing, where sufficient information already is 
available to permit t,heir inclusion in the ‘count’ without further inquiry.” 

A: The commitments made to Chairman Wirth’s subcommittee are not in 
any way at odds with the general commitment made to the court to mon- 
itor the settlement, The commitments to the subcommittee are more 
extensive, however, since they include the commitment to investigate 
new fatality cases and to conduct a generic public awareness campaign. 

Q: The GAO witness appears to be critical of NHTSA’S monitoring efforts, 
noting that NHTSA corresponded with Ford “13 times” since May 1981, 
but most of this correspondence “was prompted by outside sources.” 
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Three letters were noted by GAO as “initiated by NHTSA." The GAO criti- 
cism concerns me because I believe NHTSA must comply with such com- 
mitments. But it is not clear to me (after reading the GAO prepared 
statement) what GAO believes NHTSA should have done to meet each com- 
mitment. Please indicate when each letter was sent to Ford and explain 
what the agency failed to do to meet each so-called “commitment.” 

A: As we stated in our testimony, NHTSA has corresponded with Ford 13 
times since the close of the investigation in May 1981. We did not intend 
our detailed description of the nature of these letters to show that NHTSA 

had failed to meet its commitment. Our purpose was to provide informa- 
tion requested of us. The dates and purpose of the NHTSA/Ford corre- 

spondence are as follows: 

Table IV.l: Dates and Purpose of the 
NHTSA/Ford Correspondence Date Purpose 

8/27/81 - 
--- 

To obtain Information to respond to a petition from Ralph Nader to reopen 
the Ford transmission investigation. 

1/a/02 - 
-. 

To obtain Information to answer a letter from the Center for Auto Safety 
concerning Ford’s disposition of telephone calls reporting Incidents. 

3/1 9182 ---~ 
~~~-- .-___- -..- 

~--- To follow up on the a/27/81 and l/Et/i32 letters requesting all 
correspondence and records Involving incidents and to set a deadline for 
receipt of the information. _--.I ~-~~~~~ - ^__~. -~ 

i /10/83 To forward a list of fatalittes supplied by the Center for Auto Safety and to 
request an updated fataMy list from Ford __---.- ~.~... ..---- 

5/27/83 To obtain nonfatallty data. (Initiated by NHTSA.) ~--.- -.. -- --... .---_. 
a/3/03 To transmit consumer comalaints received bv NHTSA for Ford action. 

g/23/83 
“_-.~ . 

3/27/84 

To obtain documentation on fatallty reports provided by Congressman 
Timothy E. Worth. ~~ --.- ~.- --I--- 
To obtain an updated list of fatalities, personal injuries, and property 
damaoe accidents (Initiated bv NHTSA.1 

lo/i 1184 To obtain an updated list of fatalities, personal injuries, and property 
damage accidents. (Initiated by NHTSA.) ~~ ~~-~~ ~- --._____-_____- ~~-~_.- 

12/i 7184 To acknowledge recetpt of additional fatal accident reports. -.~ 
3/i a/a5 To obtain incident and fatality data to update NHTSA files and to assist in 

analysis of a Center for Auto Safety petition to conduct an expedited 
investigation ~~.~ ~ 

4/8/85 To clarify the 3/l S/85 request. 

5/13/r To request necessary Information to complete Ford’s response to NHTSA’s 
3/18/85 request for information. 

As we noted on page 22, NHTSA has monitored the case by periodically 
requesting incident and fatality data from Ford and by keeping track of 
incident and fatality reports received from all sources. 
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l.D Q: (cont.) Also, please explain what you believe the purpose of these so- 
called “commitments” [are] and how they differed from NHTSA'S obliga- 
tions under the law. Did the settlement impose new duties on NHTSA that 
are not already required by law? 

A: In March 1882 oral arguments before the U.S. District Court of 
Appeals, NHTTA counsel stated that the agency would monitor the settle- 
ment agreement to assess its success. In July 1883 oversight hearings 
before the Subcommittee on Tel&zommunications, Consumer Protection, 
and Finance, House Committee on Energy and Commerce, the NHTSA 

Administrator also stated that the agency would monitor the case. We 
believe the purpose of these commitments was to monitor the agree- 
ment’s success. However, in our view, NHTSA'S methodology in moni- 
toring has not been effective. NHTSA'S commitments are consistent with 
its obligations under the law. NHTSA has the authority under the National 
Highway Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act to monitor the reasona- 
bleness of a safety remedy and may, if warranted, investigate new facts 
about a case even if an investigation on the same alleged defect is closed. 
No additional duties are imposed by the settlement beyond those pre- 
scribed under the act. 

2. 

2.A 

2.B 

Q: The GAO statement notes that, in 1877, NHTSA opened an investigation 
because of reports of “Ford vehicles which failed to hold or engage in 
park resulting in the unexpected movement of the vehicle.” Thereafter, 
GAO refers to the matter as the “park-to-reverse” case or fatalities. 

Q: Does this same explanation apply to non-Ford vehicles, as well as 
Ford vehicles? 

A: Yes. In reviewing all reports that are submitted to it by consumers, 
auto manufacturers, the Center for Auto Safety, and any other sources, 
NHTSA has used the same methodology to assess non-Ford fatality cases 
as Ford fatality cases. Although a variety of terms has been used to 
refer to what we now describe as inadvertent vehicle movement, in 1985 
the same criteria were applied for both Fords and non-Fords. 

Q: Does this explanation assume that in all cases the engine is running 
and the brake is off (or is not working effectively) and the vehicle is 
unattended by a licensed driver? 
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A: No. A commonly cited scenario involves a driver leaving a vehicle 
unattended with its engine running and the parking brake unapplied. 
However, it is possible for a vehicle to move unexpectedly after the 
engine has been turned off. In such a case, the vehicle will roll, either 
forward or backward, according to the grade of the terrain. Thus it is 
possible for the forward rollaways to be included in a “count” of inad- 
vertent vehicle movement accidents, The issue of NIITSA’S evaluation cri- 
teria is discussed in appendix I. 

Q: Does it assume that in all vehicles (Ford and non-Ford) the failure to 
engage or hold in park resulted in the shift landing only in “reverse” or 
is it possible for it to also slide over to “neutral” or “drive?” 

A: Since the reverse position is located next to the park position in a 
vehicle’s transmission, it is most likely, according to NHTSA, that a “slip” 
or an improper placement of the gear in park would result in the gear’s 
ending up in reverse. We have seen neither specific evidence that a 
transmission could slide over several gears into neutral or drive nor spe- 
cific evidence that it could not happen. When we interviewed NHTSA 

engineers who judge inadvertent vehicle movement fatality cases, we 
were told that the engineers tend to be skeptical about cases in which a 
vehicle allegedly slipped from park into neutral or drive but that the 
engineers do not automatically assume that such cases are unfounded if 
other facts about the case seem to convincingly suggest that the vehicle 
experienced inadvertent movement. 

Q: Does it assume, in all cases, that there is no human involvement? 

A: The definitions used by NHTSA do not exclude the possibility that so- 
called “human factors” were involved in the accidents that have been 
reported. However, in NHTSA'S only official engineering study of inadver- 
tent vehicle movement, the agency typified Ford’s 1870-79 C-3, C-4, C-6, 
FMX, and JATCO transmissions as “unforgiving” of driver error when 
shifting into park. The 1980 ODI investigative report said the designs of 
other manufacturers are likely more tolerant of mechanical imperfec- 
tions and human frailties than these five Ford transmissions because the 
forces in other transmissions tend to push them in the direction of park 
rather than away from park and into reverse. Thus the 1880 report 
states that the phenomenon of inadvertent vehicle movement seems to 
result from a combination of design problems and humari factors. 
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2.E Q: What effect does the failure to hold or engage in park have on the 
movement of the vehicle (Ford and non-Ford) depending on the incline 
of the road surface? For example, in such cases, is it possible that rather 
than go backwards, the vehicle (even if in reverse and with or without 
the engine on) might go forward and injure or kill someone? 

A: Yes, this scenario is possible. This situation is discussed in our answer 
to question 2.B and in appendix I. 

2.E 

3. 

3.A 

Q: (cont.) Has this occurred? How often? Is that situation covered by 
this case? If not, why not? 

A: The situation has occurred and is included in the types of possible 
manifestations of inadvertent vehicle movement. (See app. I.) However, 
NHTSA has not cataloged the hundreds of fatality cases it has on file by 
direction of movement of the vehicle involved. As the discussion of 
vehicle movement in appendix I makes clear, the direction a vehicle 
moved is just one data element that is considered for each case by 
NHTSA’S panel of three staff engineers. We did not attempt to review the 
case files for all the fatalities on record with NHTSA and establish only 
the direction of movement for each vehicle involved. 

Q: In the GAO statement (pp. 7-8), GAO notes that prior to settlement, 
NHTSA developed “an extensive data base” of over “23,000 reports, 
involving more than 12,000 vehicles, received from Ford and from con- 
sumers.” The GAO also states that after the settlement, NHTSA developed 
a new data base which “contains about 1,700 entries.” The GAO then 
states: 

“While we have not completed a detailed examination of these entries, we have 
ascertained that they consist of unverified incident and accident reports.” 

Q: What were the sources of the 1,700 entries and the 23,000 reports? 
Was Ford one of the sources? 

A: NHTSA’S incident data base of 23,428 reports, which was developed 
during the initial investigation, represented an amalgamation of reports 
received from various sources, including Ford. For example, some 5,000 
incident reports were received by Ford through its special transmission 
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hotline that was established in September 1978. All of these reports are 
included in the 23,428. 

The data base of 1,700 entries represents almost entirely consumer com- 
plaints directly to NHTSA since the settlement in December 1980. Ford 
has also responded to NHTSA requests for reports of alleged inadvertent 
vehicle movement incidents since December 1980. However, the Ford- 
submitted reports were cataloged separately from the data base of 
1,700. 

3.3 

3.c 

3.D 

Q: What do you mean by the term “report,” in regard to the pre-settle- 
ment data? What do you mean by the term “entries” in regard to post- 
settlement data? 

A: In our testimony we did not differentiate between the terms “report” 
and “entries?’ Our report now uses the term “report” exclusively 
because that term is limited to reports of occurrences of inadvertent 
vehicle movement, while “entries” includes reports of such movement as 
well as other types of consumer comments pertaining to the case. All the 
statistics contained in the report now relate to reported inadvertent 
vehicle movement occurrences. 

Q: Why were there more reports than vehicles involved in case of pre- 
settlement? 

A: In arriving at the total of 23,428, NHTSA'S method was to tally up the 
total number of actual incidents or occurrences that were reported. 
Thus, for example, if a consumer had telephoned NHTSA and reported 
experiencing three separate park-to-reverse incidents, NHTSA would have 
added three to its count, not just one, In cases where the consumer 
reported an indeterminate number of incidents {i.e., “frequently”), 
NHTSA recorded two incidents in its data base. Thus there are more 
reported incidents than vehicles involved for this particular data base. 
NHTSA has reported that the 23,428 incidents involved only 12,126 
vehicles. 

Q: Please explain to what extent all the “reports” prior to settlement 
were verified. If they too were “unverified,” what is the significance of 
GAO stressing that the 1,700 “entries” were “unverified?” 
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A: None of the incident reports in any of the three incident data bases 
prior to or after the settlement has been verified. Verification involves 
assessing the facts about a given incident to determine if it really 
involved inadvertent vehicle movement. If no accurate record of all the 
facts involved in a given incident is available, then it is impossible to 
verify that incident. We did not intend to specifically single out the 
“1,700” data base in this regard. 

Q: The July 3, 1985, “ODI Staff Report” states (p. 7) that Ford “criti- 
cized” the NHTSA pre-settlement data base “as flawed in concept and mis- 
leading because the number of actual complaint vehicles represented 
only. about one-half of the 23,000 incidents, since complainants fre- 
quently reported multiple failures.” The ODI staff report does not refute 
or disagree with that criticism. Presumably, ODI accepted it as valid. Is 
there any reason for GAO to disagree with that criticism or to be critical 
of the ODI staff for not refuting or disagreeing with Ford? 

A: Ford’s criticisms of NHTSA'S pre-settlement incident data base have 
been extensive. Ford’s criticisms were presented at the NHTSA August 
1980 meeting on the Ford case (before the settlement agreement was 
reached in December 1980). At the time, NHTSA disagreed with Ford’s 
criticisms, saying they were too narrowly based and took facts out of 
context. 

Because we were asked to review NHTSA’S actions since the settlement 
agreement was reached, we did not review in detail NHTSA'S methodology 
in creating the 23,000 data base. Therefore, we see no reason to be crit- 
ical of the ODI staff for not refuting or disagreeing with Ford in the July 
1985 ODI staff report. 

Q: (cont.) The issue came up at the hearing (p. 50 of transcript) as 
follows: 

MR. PEACH. “I think it is fair to note that NHTSA never went through to 
try to clean up that 23,000 data base and determine the extent to which 
there was double counting, overcounting, or other things like that. That 
was an issue that was never resolved because, as I understand it, NHTSA 
did not try to review and clean up the data base to take care of that.” 

MR. BRYANT. “But that is just another way of saying they never did use 
their data base, isn’t it? If you use the data base, you review, you clean 
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up, you take out what is valuable and leave behind what is not valuable; 
and they did not do that, did they?” 

MR. PEACH. “That’s right. I will give you one example-” 

MR. BRYANT. “I just want to get to the point. They didn’t do that, did 
they?” 

MR. PEACH. “No.” 

MR. BRYANT. “In sum, they didn’t use their d;la base, did they?” I 

MR. PEACH. “No.” i 

3.E 

3.E 

Q: [cont.) I do not understand the GAO’S apparent criticism in this reply 
of the ODI for a using the “23,000 data base.” To what extent does ODI 
“review,” “clean up,” and “take out what is valuable” any data base for 
purposes of deciding whether or not to open a defect investigation? 

A: The quoted dialogue can be misleading since no reference was made 
by either Mr. Peach or Mr. Bryant to specific time frames when certain 
actions either were or were not taken by NHTSA. An analysis of the 
“23,000 data base” was used in NHTSA'S June 1980 investigative report 
and was presented as partial support of the initial determination of 
defect. However, it is true that NHTSA did not use its own data base when 
preparing a response to the Center for Auto Safety’s petition in July 
1985. 

ODI, in general, does not “review, clean up, or take out what is valuable” 
any of the data bases it may develop for deciding whether or not to open 
a defect investigation. Clean-up actions are not taken since, although the 
data can be used independently to presume the existence of a defect, it 
is usually used in combination with engineering analysis and as an indi- 
cator of whether some problem that ought to be investigated exists or 
may exist. It is the purpose of the investigation, once opened, to deter- 
mine the full extent of the problem. 

Q: (cont.) I observe that, in its November 9,1984, report to this Subcom- 
mittee on defect procedures (B-2 13545), the GAO said ODI depends on 
receipt of information “from several sources,” including individual con- 
sumers, hotline calls, Members of Congress, and others. ‘Using this 
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information ODI decides to initiate an inquiry or engineering analysis 
based on its professional judgment.” Did ODI do anything different in 
regard to this case? 

A: Yes. In this case, ODI used a file of voluntary incident reports for a 
unique purpose. The incidents were plotted by the year in which they 
were reported, and ODI stated that “the number and rate of reported 
incidents, property damage and injury accidents involving 1970-79 
model year Ford vehicles has declined in every calendar year since the 
December 1980 settlement,” In our opinion, the statistical analysis of 
these data necessary to demonstrate conclusions about the trend was 
not done. 

3.F 

3.F 

3.F 

4. 

Q: Mr. Peach, in his later colloquy with Congressman Bryant (transcript, 
pp. 53-55), agrees that the Ford data used by the ODI staff were unveri- 
fied and unverifiable. What is the significance or importance of that GAO 
conclusion? 

A: Unverified means that there was no attempt to ascertain whether the 
reports on hand are records of genuine inadvertent vehicle movement 
incidents. As stated in our response to question 3.D, none of the incident 
reports in any of the three data bases has been verified. 

f 

Q: (cont.) Was the Ford data any more verifiable without work than 
NHTSA’S data of 23,OOO? 

A: No. Both data bases suffer from the same problem. 

Q: (cont.) Did Ford suggest its data base was verified or more verifiable? 

A: No. Ford described its data base as consisting of largely unverified 
reports or complaints alleging unexpected vehicle movement. 

Q: The July 12, 1985, NHTSA letter to the Center for Auto Safety states: 

“The present petition, coming four years after Ford’s 1981 campaign, offers the 
advantage of somewhat greater perspective due to the passage of time but it has not 
provided evidence contradicting the agency’s earlier assessments or suggesting that 
the issues presented by case M-02 are now any less difficult to resolve. The agency 
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staff has not limited its review and analysis to evidence presented in support of the 
petition. We requested Ford to provide very substantial new submissions, including 
updated incident and accident data, which Ford did provide to us. Ford’s counsel 
also provided much information beyond that requested. In addition we requested 
General Motors Corporation, Chrysler Corporation and American Motors Corpora- 
tion to provide information concerning their customers’ experiences with so-called 
‘park-to-reverse’ incidents in their products as well as any design changes which 
they might have undertaken since 1980, which they submitted to us. We have 
reviewed and analyzed all of this information and other sources of data which mig& 
assist us, including NHTSA'S Fatal Accident Reporting System which affords an indi- 
cation of accident rates free of bias due to publicity.” [Underlining supplied.] 

4. 

4. 

4. 

Q: (cont.) This statement implies, at least, that the ODI and the NHTSA 
Administrator did not rely solely on Ford data, but also used other data, 
including the Center’s data. Has GAO ascertained whether or not this is 
true? 

A: ODI and the NHTSA Administrator reviewed and analyzed data from a 
number of sources. Their review and analysis did not focus solely on the 
Ford data. However, the NHTSA analysis of the Ford data base is the only 
analysis that shows a steady decline in the occurrence of incidents since 
the settlement. It is the only support offered for the NHTSA Adminis- 
trator’s conclusion that “the overall trend in the data of reported inci- 
dents and accidents has continued downward.” 

Q: (cont.) If it is, then why does the GAO leave the impression, at least, 
that somehow ODI and the Administrator relied on Ford data to the 
apparent exclusion of other available data? 

A: Although, as discussed above, ODI analyzed and reviewed data from 
more than one source in preparing its July 1985 staff report, the conclu- 
sion mentioned above that the overall trend in the data of reported inci- 
dents and accidents has continued downward is based on the analysis of 
the incident data base compiled by Ford. The other data analyzed and 
reviewed by ODI do not show a continuing downward trend. 

c 

Q: (cont.) Indeed, Mr. Peach, in reply to questions (transcript, p. 52) 
answered negatively when asked if he could find “justification” for 
NH'ISA relying on the manufacturer’s data. If NHTSA did, was that 
improper or inappropriate under the law? 
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A: The National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966 does not 
spell out the specific bases and parameters within which NHTSA must 
draw conclusions. Therefore, the law does not specifically forbid it to 
rely exclusively on one set of data to reach a conclusion about a safety 
problem. Our criticism is not an allegation of illegal conduct; it is a criti- 
cism based on our assessment of the best available method for assessing 
the extent of inadvertent vehicle movement incidents. 

Q: (cont.) What data must NHTSA and ODI use under the law to decide 
whether or not to open a defect investigation? Did NHTSA comply with 
the law in this regard? Does the law require verification of such data? 

A: NHTSA and ODI are not required by law either to use any specific type I 

of data to monitor traffic safety or to verify any data. NHTSA is autho- 
rized to determine, through any appropriate means available to it, 
whether a safety-related defect exists, For example, under 15 U.S.C. § f / 
1412(a), the Secretary may determine whether a defect exists “through 
testing, inspection, investigation, or research carried out pursuant to 
this chapter, or examination of communications under section 
1418(a)( 1) of this title, or otherwise. . . .” Accordingly, and in connection 
with NHTSA'S reservation of its right in the settlement agreement “to 
take whatever action may be required under the National Traffic and 

i 

Motor Vehicle Safety Act and warranted by the development of its 
knowledge in this matter based upon additional facts,” NHTSA is autho- 
rized to track fatalities and other incidents to determine whether a 
defect exists. 

In our draft report, we discussed the issue of “law to apply.” In com- 
menting on our draft, NH’KA pointed out the scope of its discretion is the 
subject of pending litigation. On April 16, 1986, the court ruled in 
NHTSA'S favor on this issue. Accordingly, we have deleted the discussion 
of that issue. 

Q: The ODI report states that the "CFAS petition emphasizes fatality data 
as grounds for the need for a recall, and much of the congressional 
(including GAO) oversight of this matter has focused on fatality data.” I 
understand from the Center’s documents and NHTSA'S July 12 letter that 
the petition was to “initiate an expedited defect investigation,” not a 
recall, although a recall might follow. 
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5.A Q: Taking into consideration your November 1984 report to this Sub- 
committee, is it normal for ODI and NHTSA to rely on fatality data in 
deciding whether or not to initiate a defect investigation? 

A: In contrast to the Ford case, most potential safety investigations 
involve very few reports of fatalities, if any. Normally, therefore, ODI 

and NHTSA do not rely solely on fatality data in deciding whether to ini- 
tiate a defect investigation. See pp. 11 to 12 for a discussion of NHTSA'S 

investigation process. 

5.A 

5.A 

5.A 

Q: (cont.) In GAO'S analysis of other NHTSA defect investigations, has GAO 

found any where the data used covered only fatality reports? Was there 
less weight given by NIITSA to non-fatal incidents and accidents in those 
analyses? 

A: NHTSA has stated that no investigation used only fatality data. The 
issue of how much “weight” would be given to non-fatal incidents and 
accidents vs. fatalities is difficult to address since the sheer numbers of 
incidents, accidents, and fatalities are tallied only to give an indication 
that a potential problem may exist and may need to be investigated. As 
indicated above, the Ford case did involve more fatalities than any other 
NHTSA investigation. It is the purpose of the engineering analysis 
involved in the investigation to determine the existence and nature of a 
defect. 

Q: (cont.) Did NHTSA require that such non-fatal data be verified before 
NHTSA would consider the data in other investigations? 

A: NHTSA has never “required” verification of any of the reports of 
alleged accidents, incidents, and fatalities it receives, During investiga- 
tions, NHTSA may contact owners who have reported problems to ODI to 
better identify the scope and nature of the matter under study. That is 
the extent to which NHTSA follows up on reports. 

Q: (cont.) How does NHTSA weigh fatality rate data in all investigations, 
including this case? 

A: The settlement of the Ford transmission case made it decidedly dif- 
ferent from any other case NHTSA has investigated. As stated above, 
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NHTSA usually uses fatality reports, along with other information, as an 
indicator of a potential safety problem. 

In the Ford case, however, a unique situation has arisen. An investiga- 
tion was carried out and an initial determination of defect made. How- 
ever, no final determination of defect was made and there was no recall. 
Instead, a settlement was negotiated to address the agency’s safety con- 
cerns. It must now be determined whether the settlement has been effec- 
tive. In dealing with this question, NHTSA used an analysis of the fatality 
rate as an aid to settling this issue. Furthermore, NHTSA has varied the 
amount of attention it gives to the fatality data, concentrating on it at 
the 1983 hearing and then giving it less attention in the 1985 staff 
report. 

Q: (cont.) Why then does GAO emphasize fatality data in this or any 
case? Do you understand, based on NHTSA practice, that fatality and 
fatality rate trends should outweigh NHTSA injury, accident, and incident 
rate trends (particularly when such trends appear to differ) when NHTSA 

analyzes a potential defect for investigation? 

A: Although we believe that the analyses of neither the incident data 
nor the fatality data are statistically valid for assessing the settlement’s 
effectiveness, our review indicates that fatality data are better substan- 
tiated than any of the available incident data. In this regard, the fatality 
data have been evaluated by NHTSA'S three-member panel of safety engi- 
neers, whereas the incident data have not. As stated earlier, the Ford 
case involved more fatalities than any other NHTSA investigation. 

Q: The GAO prepared statement states that in “contrast” to incident and 
accident reports, “fatality reports tend to have considerable documenta- 
tion and independent verification,” The word “tend” implies some 
uncertainty about the verification of such data. Was all such data veri- 
fied in this case? 

A: In this context, “independent verification” refers to the fact that 
most fatality reports include accounts by third parties-such as police 
or private investigators-that can provide an objective accounting of 
the facts in each case, which can then lead to a NHTSA evaluation of the 
relevance of the case. The word “tend” is used because not all of NHTSA'S 

fatality case files contain the same amount of documentation. Some 
have less information than others. It is possible to track the cases that 
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5.B 

5.c 

5.c 

are less well documented through NHTSA'S “possible” evaluation cate- 
gory. “Possible” cases are those in which an absolute “yes” or “no” 
determination could not be made. Figure 3.1 (p, 34) shows the fatality 
rate trend for just “yes” cases as well as for both “yes” and “possible” 
cases. 

Q: (cont.) What does “verification” mean in this case in regard to fatali- 
ties and non-fatalities? Does it mean the fatality was a so-called Ford or 
non-Ford park-to-reverse case? Please explain. 

A: Verification as we have used the term refers to the process of gath- 
ering the available objective facts about a given fatal accident and then 
having NHTSA make an evaluation of those facts through the consensus 
opinion of its three-member panel. 

The process has been done the same way for both Ford and non-Ford 
vehicles. However, NHTSA has not commissioned outside investigators to 
investigate any non-Ford fatal accidents. No “verification” has been 
done by NHTSA on alleged non-fatal accidents or incidents. 

Q: The GAO prepared statement indicates that NHTSA “varied its method- 
ologies for evaluating these cases.” Please explain the old methodology. 
Please explain why and when NHTSA changed the methodology. Please 
explain the new methodology. Did this change affect the NHTSA fatality 
criteria? Was the change merely a change in the number and expertise of 
the people reviewing the data? 

A: NHTSA'S methodology for evaluating fatality cases has changed over 
time since 1980 but has never been documented. Since there is no docu- 
mentation of NHTSA'S evaluation methodology, we had to rely on inter- 
views with NHTSA ODI staff to try to reconstruct how the methodology 
has changed over time. Thus we can only comment on features of the 
methodology that have been dropped or added at various times. We 
were unable to obtain precise indications as to when and why changes 
were made. Appendix I includes a discussion of the changes in 
methodology. 

Q: (cont.) Is this so-called “new methodology” sound and an improve- 
ment over the old? 
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A: We believe that the recent methodology adopted when preparing the 
response to the Center for Auto Safety’s March 1985 petition is better 
and an improvement over earlier methodologies for three main reasons: 
(1) it involves reevaluating @l fatality cases on file according to the 
same criteria so that uniform results could be obtained, (2) all arbitrary 
criteria for ruling out certain types of cases from further evaluation 
were dropped, thus eliminating any possible bias that may have come 
with ruling out certain types of accidents, and (3) judgments were made 
through the consensus of a three-member panel, thus eliminating any 
possibly idiosyncratic judgments that may have been made if just one 
individual were judging all cases. 

Q: (cont.) Will this methodology be used for all defect cases or was it 
developed just for this case? 

A: According to NHTSA, all of the methodologies discussed above were 
developed specifically for the Ford transmission case and were not spe- 
cifically intended for any other defect cases. 

Q: The GAO statement provides that "NHTSA has never established spe- 
cific criteria for judging park-to-reverse fatality reports.” What is the 
significance of the lack of criteria at this stage? 

A: If specific criteria had been developed and documented at the time of 
the June 1980 investigative report, those criteria could now be used as 
an objective basis for assessing how well NHTSA has kept track of 
fatality cases since then. As it is, we can comment only on the general 
reasonableness of NHEiA'S methodology and the changes that have been 
made to it over the years. 

Q: (cont.) Should that have been done prior to the settlement, if needed? 
What criteria would GAO expect NHTSA to develop? 

A: We recognize that the problem of inadvertent vehicle movement is 
difficult to track. However, since the Ford investigation had been so 
extensive and received such widespread attention, we would expect that 
NHTSA would take extra care to develop a sound methodology for 
tracking the problem. We would also expect that NHTSA would have pre- 
pared written guidelines and a description of its methodology so that the 
agency’s actions to monitor reports of fatalities could be tracked. 
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5.D Q: (cont.) Does NHTSA have such criteria for other defect investigations? 

A: No. Generally, NHTSA does not make judgments of the relevance of 
reports of alleged incidents of safety-related problems. This is because 
the alleged incidents are used as an indication of a potential problem. 
The Ford case was unusual because such large numbers of fatalities and 
incidents were rep&ted and because such controversy has arisen over 
which reports are genuinely relevant,. Thus, NHTSA attempted to judge 
the relevance of each alleged fatality. 

5.E 

5.F 

Q: The GAO witness states (transcript, p. 30) that the change in method- 
ology “was somewhat in response” to the March 6, 1985, petition of the 
Center. Were there other reasons for the change? 

A: The latest change in methodology was undertaken as NHTSA prepared 
to perform analysis in order to respond to the Center for Auto Safety’s 
March 1985 petition. No other reasons for the change were identified to 
us. 

Q: In discussing Ford fatalities in the GAO prepared statement (p. 1 l), the 
GA0 states: 

“Statistics on the fatality rate for the period 1970-79 model year Ford vehicles show 
an overall increase for the period 1971-84, a decline in 1981, the first year after the 
warning letters and labels were issued, and an increase since that time.” 

On the other hand, the ODI report (p. 30) states that the 

“number of reported Ford fatalities declined every year until calendar year 1984, 
when it increased slightly, thereby driving up the rate of reported fatalities as well. 
The complete count for 1985 is not yet available. Given the relatively small number 
of fatalities in any given year, statistically valid projections for future fatality 
trends would be difficult.” 

There appears to be some difference between the GAO statement (and its 
attached graph) and the ODI report. Please explain that difference and 
explain where and why GAO has a difference with the ODI. Does GAO dis- 
agree with the ODI? 

A: Both sets of graphs and discussions are based on the same NHTSA 

three-member panel evaluation of fatality cases on file at NHTSA. 
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NHTSA'S graphs, on which its quoted statement is based, appear as figure 
6 on page 19 of the July 1985 ODI staff report. NHTSA presents two 
graphs, one showing numbers of reports for each year in which they 
occurred and one showing the rate of reporting per 100,000 vehicles on 
the road for each year. The reported numbers and rates are based on the 
combined “yes” and “possible” count for fatalities involving 1966-1979 
model year Ford vehicles. 

The graph and analysis presented by us are based on a subset of the 
data used by NHTSA. Our graph is based on the rate per million vehicles 
on the road for 1970-1979 Ford vehicles judged “yes” or “possible.” GAO 

included a line in the graph representing the rate for each year for just 
the “yes” count as well. 

The only significant difference between NHTSA'S graph of the fatality 
rate and GAO'S graph is the difference in field of vehicles represented. 
While NHTSA presented figures for 1966-1979 Fords, GAO chose to repre- 
sent only 1970-79 Fords, since these were the vehicles originally investi- 
gated by NEITSA and covered by NHTSA'S initial defect determination. 

Our and NHTSA'S rate graphs are very similar, as they should be. NHTSA's 
graph shows an even greater increase in the fatality rate from 1983 to 
1984 than ours does and a less dramatic drop from 1980 to 1981. 
NHTSA'S graph shows a very slight decrease from the 1982 rate to the 
1983 rate, but shows an increase from 1981 to 1982, as well as the siz- 
able increase from 1983 to 1984. No declining trend is apparent from 
this graph. NHTSA'S statement that the “number of reported Ford fatali- 
ties declined every year until calendar year 1984, when it increased 
slightly” is based on the graph of raw numbers of fatalities rather than 
the graph of the fatality rate. NHTSA selectively refers to the increase in 
numbers from 1983 to 1984 as “slight” even though it is nearly as large 
as the drop from 1982 to 1983 and certainly larger than the drop from 
1981 to 1982. Thus NHBA'S statement does not very thoroughly describe 
its graph. 

We agree with the NHTSA statement that the relatively small number of 
fatalities in any given year makes statistically valid projections of 
future trends difficult. We have further concluded that the fatality 
data’s sensitivity to small changes in the number of fatalities in any one 
year limit their usefulness in any statistically valid analysis of the set- 
tlement’s effectiveness. 
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5.G 

6. 

Q: Which types of fatal accidents have been classified as “yes,” “no,” or 
“possible?” What are the criteria used by NHTSA in its categorization of 
fatal accidents? What type of accidents were excluded? Does GAO agree 
that these NHTSA criteria are reasonable and sound? Were these criteria 
always used by NH-ISA, even before 1980? Were they used for Ford and 
non-Ford vehicles? If not, please explain why not. Was the NHTSA review 
of fatalities thorough? 

A: These questions are discussed in detail in appendix I, entitled NHTM 

Criteria and Methodology for Evaluating Inadvertent Vehicle Movement 
Fatalities and Incidents. 

We did not attempt to evaluate each of the specific exclusionary criteria 
that have been used from time to time in evaluating cases. That is 
because we considered these criteria to be a matter of engineering judg- 
ment. Our concern was that NHTSA’S methodology be reasonable and con- 
sistently applied to all the reported cases under consideration. As 
described to us by NHTSA staff, the 1985 methodology, involving a three- 
member panel reviewing all available facts for all cases on file, appears 
to be a reasonable and thorough method for evaluating the cases. It 
appears to be more thorough and objective than previous methods. How- 
ever, a specific and detailed review of the various NHTSA methodologies 
is impossible for us to perform, since the methodologies used before 
1985 were never documented and cannot be precisely defined. 

Q: The NHTSA Administrator, in her August 1 statement, said: 

“Our overall review of the data suggests that the 1980 changes have not signifi- 
cantly influenced the rate of reported incidents. It therefore does not appear from 
the data we have that a recall campaign, in which a mechanical alteration of the 
vehicles’ transmissions would be attempted, promises any greater reduction of park- 
to-reverse incidents than has already been accomplished by Ford’s 1981 notification 
and warning label campaign pursuant to the settlement agreement. 

“No evidence presented since the date of the initial determination convinces me that 
a final defect determination is currently warranted or even likely if further investi- 
gation is undertaken. 

The evidence also continues to support the inference that drivers who 
misposition their gear shift levers and who fail to take precautions such 
as turning off their engines and setting their parking brakes have con- 
tributed to park-to-reverse incidents. I must also note that the effect of 
the publicity associated with this matter continues to make judgments 
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- 
concerning the differences in reported incident rates extremely 
difficult.” 

Q: (cont.) Please explain to what extent the GAO disagrees with these 
judgments or conclusions of the Administrator. 

A: The Administrator states that NHTSA'S review of the data suggests 
that Ford’s 1980 design changes have not influenced the rate of reported 
incidents. We disagree with this statement, based on our review of 
NHTSA’S fatality data. The fatality data show a drop in reported fatali- 
ties for the 1981 and later model years. However, we note that this dis- 
parity may be attributable to the longer period 1970-79 vehicles have 
been in use and the “lag time” in reporting fatalities on 1981-84 
vehicles. 

The Administrator goes on to conclude that a recall campaign involving 
a mechanical fix of the problem would not likely have a greater impact 
than the 1981 warning letter and label. The conclusions section of our 
report (see p. 42) outlines some reasons why we also think that a recall 
with a mechanical fix might not be effective. Our reasons, however, are 
based on the practical consideration of how many vehicles would actu- 
ally be likely to be repaired. 

We have not taken a position on whether a defect exists since we did not 
attempt any direct engineering analysis of the alleged defect. 

The Administrator also states that evidence continues to support the 
notion that driver error is at least a contributory factor in the occur- 
rence of inadvertent vehicle movement. In its June 1980 investigative 
report, NHTSA noted that there is some level of problem with all auto- 
matic transmission-equipped vehicles but that the Ford transmissions 
under investigation were less forgiving of error. We have concluded that 
reported inadvertent vehicle movement incidents are not unique to 
1970-79 model year Ford vehicles but the number of reported incidents 
is relatively higher for these vehicles. In any event, it is clear that when 
drivers do not follow the safe parking procedures of placing their vehi- 
cles in park, setting the parking brake fully, and shutting off the ignition 
before leaving their vehicles, driver error could be a contributing factor 
to the occurrence of the problem. 

We also agree that publicity associated with the matter continues to 
make judgment of the rate of incidents extremely difficult. In fact, we 
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7. 

8. 

have concluded that NHTSA'S analysis of the incident data is not ade- 
quate for assessing incident rates or trends because NHTSA has not per- 
formed the statistical analysis necessary to establish statistical 
reliability. 

Q: The hearing (transcript, p. 95) indicates that GAO believes that the 
1980 settlement was a complete failure. I have read the GAO statement 
and do not find anything therein to indicate such failure. Have they 
indicated such a failure? 

A: In the hearing, we did not take the position that the 1980 settlement 
was a “complete failure.” On pages 46-48 of the transcript, in a colloquy 
with Congressman Bryant, we did agree that the settlement was “a 
failure in stopping people from dying.” Based on further review since 
the hearing, we have concluded that the analyses of neither the incident 
data nor the available fatality data are statistically valid for assessing 
the settlement’s effectiveness. Therefore, we believe that whether the 
settlement has achieved DIJT’S expectations of significantly reducing inci- 
dents and fatalities is unknown. 

Q: Enclosed for your information is a copy of a September 20 article 
involving a non-Ford vehicle that was parked with the engine running, 
but without the driver, when it “apparently slipped into gear.” It raises 
the question of the extent to which your investigation and that of the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) have fully 
examined the issue of people leaving any vehicle unattended with the 
keys in the vehicle and the engine running. I know of no justification for 
that action. Indeed, I would like to know if such actions are lawful under 
state law. I note that your agency’s witness did not address this issue in 
the preliminary report. It should be addressed in the final report. 

A: According to data compiled by the National Committee on Uniform 
Traffic Laws and Ordinances for NHTSA, 45 states have laws prohibiting 
leaving a motor vehicle unattended without first stopping the engine 
and setting the brake. Three states-Connecticut, Maine, and Minne- 
sota-prohibit leaving a motor vehicle unattended without setting the 
brake but do not require stopping the engine. Two states-Arizona and 
Wisconsin-do not have laws regarding leaving a motor vehicle unat- 
tended with the engine running. The District of Columbia and Puerto 
Rico also have laws prohibiting leaving a motor vehicle unattended 
without first stopping the engine and setting the brake. 
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Note: GAO comments 
supplementing those in the 
report text appear at the 
end of this appendix. 

Assistant Secretary 400 Sevenlh $I s w 
for Adminrstratwn WashIngton. DC 20590 

Mr. J. Dexter Peach 
Director 
Resource6, Community and Economic 

Development Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

Enclosed are two copies of the Department of Transportation's 
comments concerning the U.S. General Accounting Office draft 
report entitled, 'Auto Safety: Effectiveness of Ford 
Transmission Settlement Still at Issue." 

Thank you for the opportunity to review this report. _ If you 
have any questions concerning our reply, please call Bill Wood 
on 426-3233. 

Sincerely, 

tin H. Seymour 

Enclosures 
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The GAO Report finds that NHTSA has met its obligations and 
conaaitmenta under the terms of the settlement; that NHTSA has 
continued to monitor the Ford transmission case; and that NHTSA 
has taken steps to inform the public about preventing 
inadvertent vehicle movement. 

The GAO Report also recognizes that the 1985 decision of the 
Adminiqtrator of the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) not to open a new investigation of the 
alleged defect in Ford vehicles equipped with automatic 
transmissions was reasonable. Specifically, the Draft Report 
states that there are “several significant limitations’ to the 
option of opening a new investigation. 

While finding that NHTSA mat the requirements of the settlement 
agreement in the Ford ca6e, and noting that the agency 
undertook actions to alert the public to the inadvertent 
movement problem, the Draft report focuses primarily on the 
narrower question of whether there was an adequate statistical 
evaluation of the ‘effectiveness” of the 1980 settlement of the 
NHTSA investigation of alleged failure of Ford vehicles with 
automatic tranamiaiona to engage or hold in Park. The report 
criticirea the agency’s reliance on the general downward trend 
in incident reports, received since the settlement, as one of 
ths basis for its decision to deny a petition to open a new 
investigation. GAO argues that these data did not provide a 
sufficient bases for a statistically valid assessment of the 
extent to which the notification and warning label campaign, 
conducted by Ford pursuant to the settlement, may have reduced 
the occurrence of incidents and fatalities related to the 
problem. 

The GAO recommends “that the Secretary of Transportation direct 
the Administrator of NHTSA to take further action to address 
the effectiveness of the 1980 settlement agreement’ with Ford. 
Among the options discussed is the opening of a new 
investigation (as noted above, the report recognizes that there 
would be significant limitations to this approach). The other 
option discussed is an additional public awareness campaign, 
beyond those NHTSA has already undertaken, to inform the public 
as a whole, as well as Ford owners in particular, of the 
importance of safe parking procedures. It makes clear that the 
Secretary is free to consider other options as well; but that 
any further action should include methods for monitoring 
effectiveness. 
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Finally, the GAO recommends that the Secretary direct NHTSA to 
develop a methodology which can be used by NHTSA to monitor the 
effectiveness of any future negotiated settlements of safety 
defect cases in which the settlement does not include a remedy 
that is specified in section 154 of the National Traffic and 
Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, as amended. 

The only methodology for monitoring effectiveness of 
settlements suggested by GAO is a statistically baaed, random 
survey of vehicle owner populations, to be taken before and 
after a settlement, to determine differences in owners' 
experiences with their vehicles. 
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The Department accepts as essentially accurate GAO’s summary of 
the factual background and chronology of this matter, including 
GAO’s acknowledgement that NHTSA has met its commitments under 
the settlement. The Department also agrees with GAO’s view on 
‘significant limitations” of the option of opening a new 
investigation of the alleged defect in Ford vehicles equipped 
with automatic transmissions, construing this as implicit 
approval of the reasonableness of the Administrator’s recent 
decision not to open a new investigation. 

However, the agency can not concur in the report’s criticism of 
the agency’s methods of assessing the effectiveness of the 
notification letter and warning label campaign, conducted by 
Ford pursuant to the December 1980 settlement of the original 
transmission investigation. 

In her recent determination not to open a new investigation, 
the Administrator considered a number of factors in addition to 
the effectiveness of the settlement. These factors included: 
the absence of new technical evidence that might help resolve 
the controversy concerning the existence of a defect; the 
occurrence of park to reverse incidents in other vehicles; the 
apparent lack of a mechanical remedy if there were a defect; 
and the age of the remaining subject vehicles. The 
Administrator appropriately considered the likely outcome of 
any new investigation. She could not predict that a recall 
would result from further action or that any recall would 
provide safety benefits, especially considering the time and 
expense of litigation necessary to obtain it. 

A similar assessment underlay the decision of then Secretary of 
Transportation Goldschmidt to settle the matter in 1980. The 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit upheld his decision 
as a reasonable exercise of prosecutorial discretion when it 
was challenged by the same parties who petitioned for a new 
investigation in 1985. tinter for Auto Safetv v. Lewh 
F.Zd 656 (D.C. Cir. 1982). In its decision, the Court Af 

685 

Appeals observed that no final determination that the Ford 
vehicles contained a safety related defect was issued by NHTSA 
or the Secretary. It further noted that if a defect had been 
found and a recall ordered, 

The Department would have faced great difficulties in 
sustaining its burden to prove the existence of a defect, 
because the interaction between driver and vehicle seemed a 
critical factor in the transmission malfunctions. 

685 F2d at 663. 

- 
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While the Draft Report does not expresu the opinion that the 
Ford vehicles contain a defect, it discusses the need for 
assuring the effectiveness of the settlement as if a defect had 
been established. The Report thus disregards the legal status 
of the settlement, including the critical fact that no final 
finding of defect was ever made. 

The GAO's criticism of the agency's method of asaessi;ng the 
effectiveness of the 1980 settlement is unrealistic. : The NHTSA 
assessment of the Ford park to reverse incident and fatality 
trends, before and after the settlement, has been based on the 
best evidence available. The agency agrees that unbiased data 
from sources such au owner surveya would be desirable, because 
conclusions drawn from such data can be tested for statistical 
significance. However, such information is usually not 
available to NHTSA in its defect investigations. 

NHTSA disagtees with the GAO Report's SUQQeSted distinction 
between the use of incident data to establish the presence of 
defects or to decide to close investigations and the use of 
such data to assess the effectiveness of the 1980 settlement 
over time. NHTSA’s use of incident data has been upheld in the 
leading court decision interpreting the Safety Act, United 

tea v. General- Co-, (WHEELS) 518 F.2d 420 (D.C. Cir. 
1975) NHTSA validly uses incident data to determine the scope 
of alleged defects and to identify differences in potentially 
affected defect populations. The agency's use of incident data 
in its review of the recent petition seeking a new 
investigation of Ford transmissions was equally valid. 

The Draft Report correctly observes that fatality data relating 
to the Ford transmission matter are, by themselves, inadequate 
to form a basis for assessing the effectiveness of the 
settlement. The Draft Report, therefore, cannot legitimately 
use the same fatality data to suggest that there has been no 
decline in the rate of fatalities related to the problem since 
the settlement. In fact, under appropriate assumptions, there 
is a statistically significant decline in the rate of 
fatalities when periods before and after the settlement are 
compared. The Draft Report should state either that more than 
one conclusion can be drawn from these data, or that none can 
be drawn. 

Finally, the GAO Report, in an appendix of answers to Chairman 
Dingell's questions, has stated that there is "law to apply' to 
the agency's exercise of discretion in this matter. This 
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statement takes a position on an unresolved issue in litigation 
that is contrary to the position of the government. mter fw 
AuuGafetv v. DoU, C.A. No. ES-2861 (D.D.C.). The 
government*8 position ia consistent with the latest Supreme 
Court decision on the question of judicial review of agency 
enforcement decisions, and the Draft Report’s statement is 
inconsistent with that decision. 
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Nowon pp. lO-24. 

TION STATEMENT 

INTRODUCTION 

The Draft Report correctly describes the option of opening a 
new investigation in the Ford transmission matter aa.having 
“significant limitations.” Many of the same limitations cited 
by GAO as reasons for not reopening the investigation were also 
present in 1980 and were significant factors in the Secretary’s 
decision to conclude the investigation (which had then lasted 
for more than three years) with a settlement agreement. When 
the settlement was challenged, the Courts upheld it as a valid 
exercise of the Secretary’s authority under the Safety Act, and 
specifically held that it was reasonable for the Secretary to 
have decided to settle the matter in light of the delay 
inherent in any litigation that would have followed a final 
determination, and the uncertainty of prevailing in such an 
action. =AS v. Lewis 685 F.2d 656, 663 (D-C. Cir 1982). 
limitations cited in tiie Report are also among the reasons 

The 

supporting the NHTSA Administrator’s July 12, 1985 decision to 
deny the petition of the Center for Auto Safety and others to 
open a new investigation. Therefore, we concur generally in 
the Recommendations to the Secretary of Transportation set out 
at the conclusion of the GAO Report to the extent that we 
interpret GAO to have refrained from recommending that the 
NHTSA reopen the Ford transmission investigation. We likewise 
accept as essentially accurate GAO’s summary of the factual 
background of this matter. (pp. 10-27). 

However, we disagree with much of the body of the Report, 
because it mistakenly assumes that the central issue before 
NHTSA, during its review of this matter, has been whether the 
1980 settlement with Ford has been effective. 

By focusing primarily on this question, the Draft Report has 
failed to take into account the wider range of considerations 
that govern the agency’s exercise of its discretion in settling 
defect cases. Moreover, the Draft Report appears to proceed 
from an erroneous set of assumptions about the agency’s role 
and burden of proof in defect enforcement cases, and its 
expectations for the Ford transmission case settlement. 
Finally, the Report’s expressed disapproval of the agency’s 
reliance on incident reports, received primarily from 
consumers, is inconsistent with the most authoritative 
interpretations of the Safety Act and, if adopted, would impose 
impossible burdens on the defect enforcement program. 
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Some of the language found in the Draft Report suggests that 
the authors of the Report perceive NHTSA to have an 
adjudicative function which must result in a determination of 
defect or no defect in every case. For example, at page 12, the 
Report says the following: 

The formal investigation develops documentary evidence that 
attempts to bridge the gap between an alleged defect and * . the nfficial determination that a safetv related defect 
&es or does not W.(emphasis added).- 

This perception iS erroneous. Agency’s determinations are not 
adjudicative. They are not entitled to a presumption of 
validity in later judicial proceedings, but the agency must 
gain enforcement of its recall orders by sustaining its burden 
of proving a defect in a trial & IL~YP in a U.S. district 
court. Second the agency does not follow a practice of finding 
that a defect does not exist in cases that it closes. Its case 
closings ordinarily reflect nothing more than exercises of 
prosecutorial discretion in matters where the agency has 
considered the likely outcome of enforcement action, including 
allocation of its resources and fairness to consumers and 
manufacturers. 

Thus, it follows that the agency’s decision to settle a defect 
case is also an exercise of prosecutorial discretion in which 
the agency has decided to leave the ultimate question of the 
existence of a defect unresolved in order to obtain an 
immediate remedy for the problem that may be more satisfactory 
than the risks of further investigation and litigation. In 
order to obtain such a resolution, it may be necessary to 
accept a partial or incomplete remedy. The settlement of the 
Ford transmission investigation was such an exercise of 
discretion, and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, 
as well as the U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia, has upheld the agency’s action as reasonable and 
lawful. 

The Draft Report contains no mention of the agency’s general 
burden of proof in defect enforcement cases, and no discussion 
of the particular difficulties which the Government would have 
faced if it undertook to prove, in litigation with Ford, the 
existence of a defect in the Ford vehicles with automatic 
transmissions. These difficulties were recognized by the Court 
of Appeals as valid bases for the decision to settle this 
matter, and they would be present in a renewed investigation 
and enforcement action. It was therefore necessary and proper 
for the Administrator to consider these difEiculties in her 
recent decision on the petition to open a new investigation. 

Apparently proceeding from the incorrect assumption that NHTSA 
must determine whether each problem is or is not a 
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See comment 1 

- 

3 

safety-related defect so that every defect can be remedied 
under the Safety Act, the authors of the Draft Report have 
criticized NHTSA for failing to ascertain with greater 
certainty whether the settlement in the Ford transmission 
matter has achieved significant safety benefits. Aa w% set out 
more fully balow, the available evidence does not permit 
greater certainty, and the Administrator made a reasqnabls 
decision not to reopen the investigation in light of all the 
circumstances. 

We have included in our response a full discussion of the 
agency’s reliance on incident data because of the implicit 
criticism of this reliancs contained in the Draft Report and 
the adverse implications which this criticism might have for 
the agency’s entire defect enforcement program. We have also 
included a rebuttal to the Report’s analysis of fatality data 
in the Ford transmission matter because we believe the Report’s 
analysis is erroneous and misleading. 

We also take serious exception to a statement concerning an 
issue of law which appears in an appendix of answers to 
Chairman Dingell’s questions. By stating that there is ‘law to 
apply” to the agency’s exercise of discretion concerning the 
Ford transmission matter, the Report appears to take a position 
adverse to the position of the government on a threshold issue 
which is presently in litigation in the cas% of m-for 

Safety v. pnLe (C.A. No. 85-2861), now pending in the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Columbia. We have provided 
a discussion of this issue, showing why the statement appended 
to the Draft Report is incorrect as a matter of law. 

THE GAO REPORT FOCUSSES INAPPROPRIATELY ON THE NARROW QUESTION 
OF WHETHER THERE SHOULD BE STATISTICAL MEANS OF ASSESSING THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE 1980 SETTLEMENT. 

GAO points out that the December 30, 1980, letter signed by the 
Acting Secretary of Transportation stated, in part: 

“We believe this action would be likely to reduce 
significantly the incidence of accident, death and injury 
resulting from unexpected rearward vehicle movement....” 

The GAO then cites uncertainty about whether DOT's 
“expectations” in this regard were achieved, which it 
attributes to statistical limitations in the incident and 
fatality data. NHTSA is not certain what GAO’s focus on 
“statistical significance” in this case really means. GAO 
knows that NHTSA/DOT does not possess a ‘statistically 
significant”.baseline survey dating from the time of the 1980 
settlement. Accordingly, the ‘expectation’ of reductions in 
accidents, deaths and injuries mentioned in the settlement 
letter did not contemplate a “statistically significant” 
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validation in later years. Likewise, in its July 1985 petition 
analysis report. HliTSA’s Office of Defects Investigation (ODI) 
analyzed data from several sources, but attached no statistical 
significance to any of the data presented. This type of 
analysi8 was not unusual. In fact, we often rely on.incident 
and fatality data that do not pass teat8 of “statistical 
significance’ to indicate whether or not a defect ia’present. 
If GAO’s interest in ‘statistical significance” is due to a 
preference for a data source free of bias, NHTSA would concur 
in the value of independent unbiased data. Indeed, the NHTSA 
petition analysis acknowledges thin in its section regarding 
use of FAR6 data: ‘The FARS database is a valuable source of 
comparative fatality data information because it is non-biased 
and not influenced by publicity.” At the same time, the NHTSA 
staff report points out that the entire fatality database 
(which included PARS) had limitations because of it8 size. A 
change of only a few fatalities in any year could have a great 
effect on the apparent annual fatality pattern. In short, if 
the agency was limited to considering only ‘statistically 
significant’ data, it would be impossibly burdened in carrying 
out its responsibilities. 

GAO notes that: ‘Incidents and fatalities are, however, still 
being repotted.’ (Page 10). NHTSA presumes that GAO did not 
intend it8 use of the word “however” to be read as implying 
that DOT believed the settlement agreement would eliminate all 
incidents of inadvertent vehicle movement. Such a reading 
would seriously overstate DOT’s “expectation’ as set forth in 
the December 1980 letter. Likewise, we would further point out 
that vehicle recall campaigns virtually never “eliminate” all 
problem incidents, in part because not all owners return their 
vehicles to dealers for necessary modifications.L/If a recall 
had been attempted and obtained in the transmission 
case,2/one could not reasonably have expected the success 
rate to have been any greater. Moreover, it now appears that 
such a recall would have been largely ineffective, since the 
presumed mechanical ‘remedy” for some of the subject vehicles 
(to install Ford’s 1980 engineering changes) has now been shown 
not to have eliminated reports of inadvertent vehicle movement 
incidents. 

11 In fact, the percentage of returns averages 54% for all 
vehicles, and for cars 6 years and older drops to 331. 

21 This is, at best, a questionable proposition in view of 
anticipated litigation with Ford’s and the Court’s 
subsequent statement that such a recall would have been 
difficult to uphold. 
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It is important to emphasize a fundamental point - the ODI 
staff report was prepared in response to a petition to reopen 
the Ford transmission investigation. As such, the report was 
neither expected nor requited to reach a degree of certainty 
concerning the settlement’s affectiveness. The report ‘8 
introduction states that it was prepared to review the 
substantive information presented in support of, and in 
opposition to, the petition, and summarizes the results of 
investigative activity in response to the petition. Moreover, 
that report was prepared within the limited time Prame requited 
by statute (120 days). NHTSA disagrees with the suggestion 
that the agency might be seen as having acted improperly if it 
decides not to reopen a prior investigation which ended in 
settlement when it is unable to determine on statistically 
reliable data that the settlement has achieved some specified 
level of *success”. This suggestion presupposes that a 
provable defect (within the meaning of the Safety Act) 
requiring a remedy is present in the subject vehicles. But it 
is also possible in such cases that there is no ‘defect’ and 
that no remedy is necessary or appropriate (or obtainable under 
the law). This is the exactly the question which is 
intentionally left unresolved by the settlement.3’ The more 
appropriate question for the agency when faced with a petition 
to reopen is whether there is new evidence indicating the 
likelihood that a defect is present. 

NHTSA’s decision in July 1985 not to reopen the Ford 
transmission investigation was based on a number of significant 
considerations, including the analysis of incident data 
presented in the July 1985 staff report. 

and we trust the GAO would agree, 
The report points 

out, that no new technical 
information was presented for consideration in 1985, beyond 
what had already been presented and analyzed in 1980. This 
does not mean, however, that the technical issues considered in 
the original investigation were not a factor in the 1985 
decision process, Indeed, the technical issues in this case 
are disputed by Ford and their outcome would be difficult to 
predict in a new investigation. The GAO is aware of the 
affidavits provided by the government in the District Court 

a/ The courts have upheld the legality and utility of 
settlements in cases where a deLect cannot clearly be 
shown. !&r&w for Auto Saf!&Y v. Lewis 665 F.2d at 662; 
Local 1219. AFGE v. Donovnn, 683 F.2d 5il (D.C. Cir. 
1982); See Lldm United Statesa Emrrla*ees. 
m, 561 F.2d 313 (D-C. Cit. 1977); Mted States v, 

Industries. m. 517 F. 26 826 (5th 
Cir. 1975); Contain&r S~8tea.a Corp. v N.L.R.B., 521 F.2d 
1166 (2d Cit. 1975). 
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action brought by the Center for Auto Safety in 1981, that 
major new investigative efforts would likely have been required 
had the original investigation continued. 

we presume that the GAO recognizes that its summary of the 
technical factors (page 26) mentions only a portion of the many 
factors discussed in the NHTSA’a June 1980 report and Ford’s 
presentations in response. Sut no new factors or theories were 
suggested by the 1985 petitioners, and NHTSA’s review did not 
reveal any new developments - (with the exception of the 
discovery that Ford’s 1980 transmission changes did nat 
eliminate the incidents in question). In addition, it is 
important to emphasize that the evidence continues to support 
the inference that drivers’ mispositioning their gear shift 
levers in the first place, and failing to take other essential 
precautions, such aa turning off their engines and setting 
their parking brakes, have substantially contributed to many, 
if not most, incidents. 

There were other considerations supporting NHTSA's decision not 
to reopen the investigation, which GAO also acknowledges, the 
likely refusal by Ford to comply with any recall order and the 
prospect of difficult and protracted litigation, including the 
E-year statute of limitations under the Safety Act, and the 
diminishing size of the population of vehicles on the road. In 
addition, previous testimony has already indicated that renewed 
investigation into this matter would severely tax NHTSA 
resource8 and thus limit opportunities to pursue other, more 
promising, defect investigations. Moreover, it cannot be 
assumed that a new investigation would result in a final defect 
determination or that such a determination could be sustained 
in court. 

NHTSA COULD NOT PREDICT THAT FURTHER INVESTIGATION WOULD RESULT 
IN A RECALL. 

An important consideration in the Administrator’s July 1985 
decision was the uncertainty that a new investigation by NHTSA 
would result in a final determination and order requiring a 
statutory recall; and, if so, whether the Government could 
prevail in an action against Ford to enforce such an order. 
Similar uncertainties about the Government’s ability to prove a 
safety-related defect underlay the decision in 1980 to settle 
the case without making a final determination, 

In upholding the reasonableness of the 1980 settlement, the 
Court of Appeals held that it was appropriate for the agency to 
consider the likelihood of expensive and protracted litigation, 
and the likelihood of prevailing in that litigation, in 
deciding to settle the case. In the court’s view, Ford’s 
response to NHTSA’s investigation was also a relevant factor 
because it shed light on the strong resistance that could be 
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expected from Ford if the agency were to decide to issue a 
final determination that the vehicles contained a 
safety-related defect and the uncertainty that the government 
would prevail in an enforcement action. The Court is correct 
that great costs and delays would result from protracted 
litigation and uncertainty that the litigation, would,be 
successful are valid reasons for deciding to settle a case. 
That 1980 decision serves to reinforce the reasonableness of 
the Administrator’s July 1985 decision not to grant the CFAS 
petition. 

Given the complexity of the issues involved, it was, as the 
D.C. Circuit found in &&er for Auto Safetv v. Lewig 685 F.2d 
656, 663 (D.C. Cir. 1982), entirely reasonable for th;! agency 
to estimate that it would take at least four years from the 
issuance of a final determination and order to complete any 
such litigation. Ford’s responses to NHTSA’s information 
requests since the settlement, particularly in the context of 
the 1985 CFAS petition, show that its resolve to resist a NHTSA 
order has not lessened. Accordingly, it is entirely reasonable 
to predict that there would be a similar delay in implementing 
any recall order that might have resulted from granting the 
CFAS petition. And, courts have upheld the reasonableness of 
government agencies considering resource and time factors in 
deciding whether to pursue an enforcement action. 

Even more important, throughout the investigation and 
post-settlement period, Ford has put forth facts and arguments 
that, if presented as defenses in a civil action for 
enforcement, would make the result of such a proceeding 
uncertain. In addition to technical evidence offered to show 
that Ford transmissions do not perform differently from those 
of other manufacturers, Ford has called attention frequently to 
the occurrence of “park-to-reverse’ incidents in other 
manufacturers’ vehicles. This fact is of additional 
significance in a case where the alleged defect is not the 
result of a broken part or physical change in the components 
involved, and where the drivers’ actions contribute to the 
reported incidents. If such incidents occur among all vehicles 
with automatic transmissions, albeit with differing frequency, 
then it is difficult to establish the extent to which the 
alleged defect may have been a cause. This situation is to be 
contrasted to the facts brought out in the recently concluded 
trial in uted Stat- V. Ge era1 Motors Corp., U.S. D.C. for n 
D.C. (C.A. 83-2220), (X Body brakes), where the government was 
able to show that incidents have occurred without regard to 
driver behavior and that complaints of unexpected rear wheel 
lockup are either nonexistent among other manufacturers’ 
vehicles or that they have occurred in negligible numbers. 
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See comment 5. 
NHTSA’S RELIANCE OR INCIDENT DATA IS APPROPRIATE AND CONSISTENT 
WITH THE SAFETY ACT. 

Incident data are the basic tool for all of NHTM’a aaaeaamenta 
of alleged aafety-related defects. NHTSA’a experience of 
nearly 20 years is that incident data baaed on owner 
complaints, received either directly by NHTSA or through other 
sources, including manufacturers,~are consistently valid 
indicatora of the motoring public’s experience. Incident 
reporta provide the foundation upon which the agency baser its 
decisions whether to open or close a case, whether to upgrade 
an analysis to formal investigation atage, whether to make an 
initial determination of safety-related defect, and whether to 
proceed with a final determination. In addition, the number of 
reported incidents occurring before and after a manufacturer 
service campaign or safety recall have been shown to be a 
reliable indicator of campaign adequacy. 

As the GAO report recogniaea, NHTSA’a reliance on incident data 
in reaching determination8 of the existence of safety-related 
defects has been upheld by the United Statea Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit in NHTSA’a first litigated 
safety-defects case. Wited States v. Generel Motom 
-on (m, 518 F. 2d 420 (D.C. Cir. 1975). In that 
case, the Court held that the agency could establish the 
eaiatence of a defect in performance by demonstrating, through 
m of incident reports, that a “significant’ number of 
failures of a critical vehicle component had occurred. The 
Court defined the term “significant” to mean “non de minimis,” 
and this meaning is to be distinguished Erom the meaning of the 
term “statistically significant.‘W 

P/ The Draft Report erroneously suggests (at p. 13) that the 
23,000 incident reports received during NHTSA’a earlier 
investigation all came to NHTSA either directly from 
owners or through state and private consumer groups. In 
fact, a substantial number of the reports in the data 
base were first received by Ford and later sent to 
NHTSA . Also, GAO’s statement at p. 11, that NHTSA 
“receives- complaints over its toll-free Auto Safety 
Hotline (Hotline) is not entirely accurate. The Hotline 
operator receiving a call records the individual’s nam 
and address and a Vehicle Owner’s Questionnaire (VCQ) 
sent to the caller for completion. Only when the 
completed VOQ is returned to NHTSA is it counted as a 
complaint ‘received’ about a problem. 

5/ Nothing in the Court’s decision, or in the Safety Act, 
requires that the incident reports be “verified.’ Thus, 

[Footnote continued on next page] 
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It appears, however, that GAO wishes to draw a distinction 
between NHTSA’s general use of incident data and the use of 
incident data in the present matter. GAO declares (page 30) 
that: “INCIDENT DATA, AS USED BY NHTSA, ARE INADEQUATE FOR 
STATISTICALLY ASSESSING THE SETTLEMENT.“fi/ It must again be 
noted that the purpose of the petition analysis was to aaaiat 
in the decision whether to reopen the transmission 
investigation and not necessarily to make a “statistically 
reliable” statement concerning the effectiveness of the 
settlement. Furthermore, NHTSA would not agree with the narrow 
limitation that GAO appears to place on the use of unverified 
incident data. 

51 (Footnote continued from previous page1 

GAO’s criticism of NHTSA for not verifying incident 
reports has no foundation in the law. In any event, it 
is unclear that any verification process would be helpful 
in this case. Because there are no failed parts that can 
be pointed to as concrete evidence of a “failure’, the 
only evidence that the transmission was in Park and moved 
to Reverse is in the statement of the driver. 
Independent verification after the fact that this 
happened is impossible. Likewise, other defects would in 
many cases be difficult to “verify”, for a variety of 
reasons. This difficulty, as well as the amount of time 
that it would be needed to verify every’complaint, would 
severely limit the number of defect cases the agency 
could investigate. It is obvious that, even if such 
verification were possible in this case, it would likely 
reduce the total of post-settlement incidents and 
fatalities as well as the pre-settlement total. 

w Among GAO’s criticisms of NHTSA’s consideration of 
incident reports is that the ODI staff report failed to 
“rely” on an analysis of the 768 incident reports NHTSA 
had received directly, rather than the larger Ford data 
base. The staff report did include an analysis of those 
768 complaints. However, it noted, correctly, that the 
number of reports received by NHTSA directly was small 
when compared with the Ford data base; and that it could 
not simply add them to the’ Ford data base because some of 
the complaints were duplicates. These are entirely valid 
reasons for choosing to rely on the Ford data base for 
conclusions about incident data. In any event, the 
incident trends shown by the two data bases are similar. 
NHTSA frequently relies on incident data received from 
manufacturers, and there is no showing that such reliance 
was improper in this case. 
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Incident reports are not simply indicators that a problem may 
exist; they are useful to help determine the scope of the 
alleged problem, and they are critical to the Overall 
investigative process. NHTSA routinely conducts and relies on 
analyses of incident reports to assist in the assessment of an 
alleged problem. For example, in the recent defect ' 
investigation case involving alleged axle separations in 
1976-1960 General Motors 'A-Body' vehicles, an analysis of the 
incident data was revealed that axle shafts made at GM's 
Buffalo, New York, assembly plant were over-represented and the 
agency relied on the results of this analysis in making its 
initial determination of defect. Subsequently, GM conducted a 
notification and remedy campaign covering all vehicles with 
Buffalo axle assemblies. Analyses of incident reports are also 
used to indicate whether failures are reported to occur early 
(or late) in the life of a vehicle; whether incidents continue 
to be reported following various manufacturer programa; whether 
incidents are no longer reported; or other trends. Therefore, 
NHTSA cannot agree with the distinction that GAO attempts to 
draw to limit the use of incident data. Without incident data 
and the accompanying (non-statistical) analyses, NHTSA would be 
unable to discharge its statutory responsibilities regarding 
defects investigations and determinations, or the effectiveness 
of recalls. 

GAO states on page 33 that: 

" Because the [incident] data are sensitive to the level of 
collection effort and to publicity, they cannot be readily 
used to establish statistically the effect of the 
letter/label program. To support its contention that the 
trend since the settlement is downward, the agency should 
demonstrate that these data problems are resolved." 

NHTSA would not disagree with GAO that there are limitations in 
the data; however, NHTSA would not dismiss their use as valid 
indicators. Furthermore, there is no evidence to suggest that 
the results of any new "statistically reliable" survey would 
have any results different from those indicated by the incident 
data, nor are there any pre-settlement statistical surveys 
against which to compare a new survey. 

The NHTSA staff report contained an entire section regarding 
the effect of publicity and acknowledges its influence on the 
data. The GAO should appreciate, however, that this section of 
the report was not an adoption of Ford's contention that 
reported failures on Ford vehicle are attributable to “unfair” 
publicity. Indeed, the opposite is true - the report suggests 
that the disproportionate reporting of Ford transmission events 
is not solely attributable to publicity. NHTSA's experience 
has shown that periods of publicity are normally accompanied by 
increases in consumer reported or "publicity spikes' in the 

- 
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observed reporting trends. As in most data assessments, NHTSA 
considers these qualitatively, since there is no known method 
to assens such phenomena quantitatively. 

The petition analysis report clearly states that the publicity 
effect could not be quantified. NHTSA also notes that the 
post-settlement period did not have the intense publicity and 
data solicitation efforts that occurred during the active 
pre-settlement phase. Thus, the degree to which publicity 
influenced the post-settlement data would be expected to be 
less. The post-settlement time period, of course, was the 
period of most concern to NHTSA during its 1985 petition 
evaluation. NHTSA's analysis of reported incidents, accidents, 
and injuries (which occurred in the post-1980 period) for both 
pre-1980 and post-1980 vehicles, aided substantially in its 
conclusion that the 1980 transmission design changes did not 
appear to have solved the prob1em.v This analyaia should be 
relatively free of biases due to publicity and reporting 
choice. If any bias were present, it would have tended to 
raise the incident reports for pre-1980 vehicles, because, for 
example, their owners received letters from Ford in mid-1981, 
while owners of post-1980 vehicles did not. However, that 
analysis found little difference in incident/accident rates for 
pre- or post-1980 vehicles during the post-1980 period. 

FATALITY DATA BY THEMSELVES, Do NOT PROVE WHETHER THERE IS A 
SAFETY-RELATED DEFECT, OR WHETHER THE 1980 SETTLEMENT WAS 
EFFECTIVE. 

GAO states that fatality data are inadequate Ear statistically 
assessing the settlement. NHTSA agrees that fatality data 
alone could not prove conclusively whether or not the 

u The Draft report implies that the ODI staff report did 
not recognize this difference in the numbers of incidents 
involving pre-1980 and post-1980 vehicles received by 
ODI. As a matter of fact, the report noted at page 10 
that NHTSA had received "many more" reports for pre-1980 
vehicles. It also pointed out, as GAO does not, that the 
vehicle population for' the earlier vehicles is much 
greater - a fact which must be taken into account to make 
a meaningful comparison. In addition, the staff report 
pointed out the number of reports to ODI was relatively 
small compared with the number made directly to Ford. 
Similarly, the staff report acknowledged that fatality 
data also showed a decrease for the post-1980 vehicles, 
and noted that the FARS data showed a distinct overall 
reduction for the later vehicles that did not appear in 
the comparison of incident data. 

-- 
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settlement wau effective, nor can they generally indicate 
whether a safety-related defect exists. For example, the 
fatality data are too small to reveal year by year 
differences. WiTSA’s petition analysis report clearly 
acknowledged the limitations in the Eatality data.8’ However, 
NHTSA must evaluate whatever data are available in its 
investigations and cannot limit its inquiries only to data that 
permit statistically significant conclusions. Even results 
which fail a “statistical significance’ test may give 
indications of trends in vehicle performance. Such data may 
constitute relevant evidence (along with other evidence, such 
as incident data), although by themselves they may not prove 
the presence or absence of a defect. In making a decision, 
NHTSA accumulate8 and analyzes evidence from many sources. 

As mentioned earlier, NHTSA made no suggestion that the 
fatality data in this case could be used to draw statistically 
significant conclusions. The ODI Staff Report made every 
attempt to present these data in an impartial and factual way. 
In spite of its acknowledgement of the limitations of the 
fatality database, however, GAO concludes that the data 
indicate that the . . . . rate of fatalities due to inadvertent 
vehicle movement has not declined overall.” By any objective 
standard, if the data cannot be used to suggest that the rate 
has declined overall, then the data cannot be used to suggest 
the contrary. 

NHTSA also believes that data can show important information, 
contrary to the unsupported, unqualified, GAO assessment that 
the data suggests that the fatality rate “has not declined 
overall*. Using the numbers shown on page 40, and using 
standard zU&iSt&Q tihniuua, one can address questions like 
the following: 

81 While it agrees that the fatality data have limitations, 
NHTSA takes exception to GAO’s statement that the agency 
has varied the amount of attention it has given to 
fatality data in the case, giving it less attention in 
the 1985 report than it did in 1983. In fact, the 1985 
report contained a comprehensive section discussing the 
fatality information, including an analysis of the PARS 
data. Further, in 1983, the agency did not have 
available as much information on non-fatal incidents as 
it had in 1985 because it had not yet received the Ford 
data base. Had that information been available earlier, 
there is no reason to believe that the trend it showed 
would have been any different, i_e, a decline in each 
succeeding year after the settlement. 
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Question: Is the fatality rate lower in 1981-1984 than in 
1977-19007 

Answer: Yes, significant at about the .98 level. The data 
are: 

1977-80 125 76.69 1.63 

1981-84 87 73.83 1.18 

Statistical tests applied to the rates Show that the chance 
that they are the same is about 2 in 100; in other words, one 
can Say that the fatality rate has declined with a statistical 
confidence of about 98%. This analysis, of course, assumes 
that the data are complete for the two sets. 

GAO states on page 41 that: “Fatality rates for 1983 and 1984 
are the most likely to be underreported.’ One could take this 
into account by restricting the post-settlement years to 1901 
and 1982: 

Question: Is the fatality rate lower in 1981-1982 than in 
1977-19007 

Answer: Yes, significant at about the -98 level. For 
1981-1982, the rate is 1.07 compared to the same 1.63 in 
1977-1980. 

In view of GAO’s stated remarks about the limitations oE the 
fatality data, and the possibly different inferences that can 
be drawn from these data, it is very disturbing that GAO would 
choose to state only that the fatality rate had not declined, 
and not state the other inferences that also can be drawn. 

GAO also improperly states the effect of reporting lag time on 
fatality counts. GAO reports only the average reporting lag 
times for all fatalities and for those occurring since the case 
was opened in 1977. For the post-1980 time period, however, 
the reporting lag time has been much less, as shown in 
Attachment A. It is this lag time that should be used to 
assess the likelihood of receiving new reports of post-1980 
fatalities. 

Regarding the relative number of reported Ford incidents versus 
non-Ford incidents, the GAO notes that “...their analysis of 
NHTSA’s data shows there are more incidents and fatalities 
reported for 1970-79 Fords than for vehicles of other 
manufacturers or for later model year Fords.’ Readers of the 
GAO report might erroneously infer from the phrasing of the GAO 
report that NHTSA reported contrary findings. In fact, NHTSA 
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agrees with the statement, and the ODI staff report clearly 
recognizes this difference and discusses it.2’ 

While the GAO statements are not inconsistent with the NHTSA 
findings, the GAO has attempted to quantify the degree of 
difference, 
First, 

aa shown in the analysis depicted in Figure 3.2. 
NHTSA is surprised that GAO would attempt any.,such 

analysis, given its admonition to NHTSA regarding the 
limitations of the fatality data base. 

Second, the GAO analysis contains a basic flaw - that is, GAO 
compares fatality reports concerning Ford and non-Ford vehicles 
which were “received” after the settlement. Using reports 
“received. after the settlement, rather than those which 
“occurred” after the settlement, exaggerates the degree of 
difference between Ford and non-Ford vehicles. For example, for 
Ford vehicles, GAO states there were 162 reports of fatalities 
and apparently use8 this figure to make its mathematical 
computations. NHTSA notes that of these 162 fatalities, only 
93 actually occurred after the settlement. Of course, the same 
is true for non-Ford vehicles; i.e., not all reported 
Eatalities occurred after the settlement. As pointed out 
earlier, NHTSA would not disagree with a general observation to 
this effect; however, NHTSA feels that GAO has not reported a 
proper comparison. 

On page 41, GAO states: 

I . ..the sudden drop in the rate of fatalities from two per 
million vehicles on the road in 1980 to one fatality per 
million in 1981 is still noteworthy.” 

I . . . it is possible that these letters and labels decreased 
the fatality rate.” 

‘It is also possible that these letters and labels had no 
effect on the fatality rate because, according to NHTSA’s 
fatality statistics, all automobile fatalities declined from 
1960 to 1981.” 

91 In discussing the non-Ford fatality data, GAO neglects to 
mention that, as noted in the staff report, the FARS data 
showed a decline in fatalities for post-1980 GM vehiclea, 
as well as post-1980 Fords. This suggests that the 
decline that took place in fatalities involving post-1980 
Fords may have been attributable to a factor other than 
the 1980 design changes in the Ford transmissions. 
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NHTSA agrees that th% first two of the above statements are 
true, but objects strongly to the third statement as seriously 
misleading. 

The overall highway fatality trend cannot account for the 
change in the park-to-reverse fatality rate for 1980 to 1981. 
NHTSA points out that total automobile fatalities dropped 3.5% 
from 1980 to 1981 while the observed fatality rate which might 
be related to Ford park-to-reverse incidents dropped 49.5 
percent. It is obvious that the national trend does not begin 
to explain such a large decline. 

In Appendix I of its report, GAO discusses NHTSA’s methodology 
of assessing reports of fatalities possibly related to this 
problem. NHTSA instituted its f-member panel review of fatal 
accidents in response to the 1985 petition to varify fatalities 
attributed to “park-to-reverse” incidents, and the agency 
believes that the process worked well. On the other hand, 
NHTSA does not believe that its earlier assessments were 
incorrect or that the panel process made significant 
differences in its assessment of the fatality data. On page 
57, GAO states: 

“At a congressional hearing on the Ford case in July 1983, 
NHTSA used its updated analysis of the fatalities to show 
that a decline in fatalities had occurred since the 
settlement, which it contended demonstrated the 
settlement’s effectiveness. NHTSA prepared a graph of the 
numbers of fatal accidents occurring in each year from 1971 
through mid-1983. The graph showed a steep drop in 
reported fatalities from 1981 to the then-current date.’ 

On page 59, GAO then states: 

‘A new chart [following the NHTSA panel review of all fatal 
incidents] showing both numbers of fatal accidents and 
fatality rates per 100,000 vehicles on the road for 1966-79 
Fords was included in the 1985 NHTSA staff report. The 
chart no longer showed any steep decline.’ 

It is not clear whether GAO is suggesting that if NHTSA were to 
apply its new “evaluation methodology” to the incidents known 
in July 1983, the chart would not then show a steep decline: or 
whether GAO is stating that in 1985, the decline is not as 
steep as it appeared to be in 1983. NHTSA would presume that 
GAO meant the latter, since the former has implications with 
which NHTSA would take severe exception. To further illustrate 
this point, NHTSA has reconstructed, on a name-by-name basis, 
the chart presented in July 1983, along with the chart as it 
would appear with the present panel assessments. This chart is 
shown as Attachment B. It is noted that the basic shapes of 
the graphs are similar and that there appears to be a smaller 
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difference between the two approaches in the period following 
the settlement than in the period preceding the settlement. Of 
course, the 1985 ODI petition report reflected a higher 
fatality rate for 1983 than did the agency's 1983 chart, since 
additional reports for 1983 had been received by 1985. 

In addition, NHTSA does not agree with all of GAO's 
characterizations or with the significance which GAO appeared 
to place on certain criteria used by the panel. For example, 
on page 58, GAO states: 

‘NHTSA has also considered whether a vehicle's driver was 
known to have had a high blood alcohol content at the time 
of the accident. In this case, the presumption is that an 
intoxicated driver would have been impaired from properly 
putting his or her vehicle into park. It appears that 
NHTSA has considered this an important factor when weighing 
evidence in fatality cases." 

The inference in the GAO's remarks is that NHTSA has excluded 
cases such as described above from consideration, ti, 
classified such incidents as 'NO" cases. This is not true. 
In fact NHTSA classified such incidents as "possible' 
cases. lb 

SURVEYS MD PRE-SETTLEMENT AUDITS, WHILE THEORETICALLY 
DESIRABLE, ARE OFTEN IMPRACTICABLE, AND THEIR EXPENSE PRECLUDES 
THEIR ROUTINE USE. 

GAO notes on page 29 that during the original 1980 NHTSA 
investigation, there was no evidence presented to establish 
whether the settlement remedy would be eLfective in reducing 
incidents oL inadvertent vehicle movement. NHTSA points out 
that such an evaluation would have meant that a letter/label 
campaign was a matter of consideration during the 
investigation. Such was not the case and, in fact, up until 
the settlement, ODI was still conducting engineering tests and 
other research to further enhance its understanding of the 
complex technical issues and to prepare for litigation with 
Ford over these issues. Furthermore, the GAO acknowledges 

J&Q/ The GAO erroneously treats the 'possible" category as 
coextensive with cases that have 'little documentation'. 
This is a misapprehension of the significance of a 
'possible' classification. Such a classification is 
unrelated to the amount of documentation available, but 
rather identifies any incident for which no definite 
"yes" or "no" classification could be made. NHTSA has 
classified even well documented cases as *possible*. 

- 
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(page 30) that prior to the settlement negotiations, ‘...a 
label was apparently not considered by NHTSA”. Under these 
circumstances, it is logically understandable why the 1980 
NHTSA investigation report did not analyze the effectiveness of 
a letter/label solution. 

GAO has suggested (pages 34-36) some “statistically valid 
options for a settlement assessment procedure” consisting of 
“before’ and “after. surveys and/or a modified recall audit. 
NHTSA does not debate the validity of such surveys. It 
considers conducting limited surveys in each of its defect 
investigations and, in fact, has conducted such surveys in some 
cases. Indeed, the NHTSA considered conducting a survey in the 
transmission matter following the initial determination hearing 
in 1980 in anticipation of the litigation that would have 
followed any final determinations. At that time, of course, 
NHTSA was still seeking evidence to determine the extent to 
which Ford vehicles were involved in inadvertent vehicle 
movement incidents and how Ford vehicles compared with their 
peers. Preliminary estimates of the cost to conduct that 
contemplated survey were so high that the program was not 
considered further. Even if cost were not a consideration, 
however, a pre-settlement survey, as GAO suggests, would pose 
other serious concerns. We must presume, first of all, that 
the parameters of the settlement have been agreed upon by the 
manufacturer and NHTSA before the survey. Then, the 
implementation of the actual solution would be delayed 
indefinitely until after the survey is completed. NHTSA ’ I 
experience has shown that a survey of the type suggested by GAO 
would take nine to twelve months to complete. GAO’s suggestion 
thus would have the effect of delaying the remedy for the vast 
majority of involved vehicle owners while a minority of owners 
were participating in the survey. Furthermore, NHTSA estimates 
that to conduct even a limited survey, the cost would be 
approximately $200,000.00, or 10 percent of the current total 
ODI annual budget, for each such survey. Devoting such a large 
share of the budget to one phase of one case would 
significantly impair the effectiveness of the agency’s other 
investigations. NHTSA suggests that GAO has neglected to weigh 
carefully the adverse consequences of such an approach. 

GAO also states (page 36) that NHTSA could have used a 
“modified recall assessment procedure" for measuring the 
settlement’s effectiveness and attempts to describe (page 37) 
NHTSA’s audit program as follows: “The post-recall audits sre 
designed to be statistically reliable for identifying certain 
problems with recalls.” This last statement is somewhat 
misleading. NHTSA audits are ordinarily analyzed without 
conducting tests of statistical significance. 

NHTSA’S audit process consists of mailing an audit card to each 
owner selected for the audit. Owners are encouraged to write to 
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NHTSA on the back of the audit card, or to send NHTSA a 
separate note or letter, regarding any continuing problems if 
their vehicles had the recall work completed. Audit returns 
are used to assist in evaluating whether there are problems in 
recall completion, remedy adequacy, or other areas related to 
the recall. In this regard, NHTSA places reliance on these 
data to indicate trends similar to reliance it places on other 
owner incident reports. From our experience, we believe that 
owners who have received an audit letter would be more likely 
to write to NHTSA about a problem (not necessarily the one 
involved in the recall) than an owner who did not receive such 
a letter. However, NHTSA believes that, even in recall audit 
programs, any decision to recommend further action is still 
largely a qualitative decision, since the audit program is not 
designed to produce “statistically’ reliable results. 

THE GAO DOES NOT CORRECTLY STATE THE LAW CONCERNING JUDICIAL 
REVIEW OF NHTSA DECISIONS TO CONDUCT DEFECT INVESTIGATIONS. 

Among the questions Chairman Dingell directed to the GAO was 
the following: 

4. Q: What data must NHTSA and ODI use to decide whether 
or not to open a defect investigation? Did NHTSA 
comply with the law in this regard? Does the law 
require verification of such data? 

GAO’s answer to this question, contained in Appendix IV to its 
draft report, at p. 81, states in part: 

NHTSA and ODI are not required by law either to use any 
specific type of data to monitor traffic safety or to 
verify any data. NHTSA is authorized to determine, through 
any appropriate means available to it, whether a 
safety-related defect exists....Accordingly, and in 
connection with NHTSA’s reservation of its right in the 
settlement agreement ‘to take whatever action may be 
required under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act and warranted by the development of its 
knowledge in this matter based upon additional facts,* 
NHTSA is authorized to track fatalities and other incidents 
to determine whether a defect exists. 

Since the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act 
charges NHTSA with the responsibility to determine, through 
any means available to it, whether a safety-related defect 
exists, there is “law to apply” and thus NHTSA’s action or 
inaction with regard to tracking data is not conunitted to 
NHTSA’s unlimited discretion. 

The first paragraph accurately states the scope of NHTSA’s 
authority to investigate safety-related defects--that is, that 
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the statute authorizing NHTSA to conduct such investigations 
permits it to obtain and rely upon information gathered from 
any source. However, the second paragraph is incorrect and 
fails to state the law accurately. 

In fact, this very issue is now before the United Sttites 
District Court for the District of Columbia in Center 
&.&+v Y. QQ&, No. 854861, in which CFAS has challenged 
NHTSA’s denial of its administrative Petition to reopen the 
investigation into the alleged failure of Ford vehicles to 
engage or hold in park. In that case, the Government is 
asserting that the agency’s decision not to reopen the 
investigation is committed to agency discretion by law and, 
hence, unreviewable. The principal support for this position 
is the 1985 Supreme Court decision in Wler v. w, - 
U.S. -, 84 L. Ed. 26 714 (1985). 

In Chancy, the Supreme Court decided that agency decisions 
regarding whether or not to take enforcement action were 
presumptively unreviewable because statutes authorizing their 
enforcement actions ordinarily provide no 'law to apply' to 
such decisions. Hence, under S701(a)(2) of the Administrative 
Procedure Act, they are "committed to agency discretion by 
law.’ The agency enforcement authority at issue in that case 
was similar to NHTSA’s defect enforcement authority. The 
statute involved in that case conferred on the agency (the Food 
and Drug Administration) broad authority to take investigative 
and enforcement action: and the Court found tliat because 
Congress had described the agency's enforcement powers in broad 
terms, without specific standards or guidelines, it had 
"commit[tedl complete discretion to the Secretary to decide how 
and when they should be used." U. at 726. 

The language 00 the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety 
Act regarding investigative and enforcement authority is very 
similar to the provision involved in manev. The statute 
provides that *[tlhe Secretary is authorized to to conduct 
examinations and investigations." Section 112(a)(l)(A) of the 
Safety Act states: "The Secretary is authorized to conduct any 
inspection or investigation which may be necessary to enforce 
this title or any rules, regulations or orders issued 
thereunder." Section 152, which authorizes the Secretary to 
make a determination of a safety-related defect, does not set 
forth any standards or guidelines that circumscribe the 
Secretary's exercise of discretion to decide whether to make 
such a determination. Section 152(a), which contains the 
authority for initial defect determinations, provides that 

If through testing, inspection, investigation, or research 
or examination of communications under section 

i&3(a) (11, or otherwise, the Secretary determines that any 
motor vehicle... contains a defect which relates to motor 
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vehicle safety he shal.1 immediately notify the manufacturer 
. l . of such determination....” 

Similarly, with respect to the Secretary’s authority to make 
final defect determinations, S152(b) provides: 

If, after such presentations by the manufacturer and 
interested persons, the Secretary determines that such 
vehicle... contains a defect which relates to motor vehicle 
safety, the Secretary shall order the manufacturer (1) to 
furnish notification... and (2) to remedy such defect.... 

The language of the Act itself thus demonstrates that GAO’s 
statement in the second paragraph of its answer, asserting that 
there is “law to apply” to NHTSA decisions to conduct defect 
investigations, is based on an erroneous premise. The 
purported source of the ‘law” to be applied, according to GAO, 
is that the Act has “charged’ NHTSA with the “responsibility” 
to determine “through any means available to it” whether a 
safety defect exists. The GAO Report’s suggestion that the 
agency has a judicially enforceable duty to open a defect 
investigation in some cases is at best misleading in light of 
the actual language of the statute. Moreover, the assertion of 
the second paragraph is a ELQ~--: it does not 
necessarily follow that because NHTSA G~.R use any source of 
information in conducting an investigation, it is retluited to 
conduct such an investigation if it is aware that information 
about a possible defect exists. 

The agency would also call attention to the fact that GAO has 
failed in response to this question, or anywhere else in its 
draft report, to mention the fact that NHTSA’s decision to deny 
the CFAS petition is governed by a special provision of the 
Safety Act which authorizes the agency to, inter u, consider 
petitions from interested persona to open defect 
investigations. That section is S124 of the Safety Act, 15 
U.S.C. S1410a, which provides that: 

(a) Any interested person may file with the Secretary a 
petition requesting him to . . . commence a proceeding to 
determine whether to issue an order pursuant to section 
152(b) of this Act. 

This section, then, if any is the only appropriate source of 
*law to apply’ to the agency’s decision to deny the CFAS 
petition. The language of S124 makes it apparent that Congress 
did not impose any limitations on the agency’s discretion to 
decide either the scope of the investigation that is 
appropriate or to determine whether the petition should be 
granted. Subsection (c) of Sl24 states that the agency ‘may 
hold a public hearing or may conduct such investigation or 
proceeding as he deems appropriate in order to determine 
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whether or not such petition should be granted,’ With respect 
to the decision whether to grant or deny the petition, Sl24 
provides only that the decision muat be made within 120 day5 
after filing of the.petition. 15 U.S.C. SlllOa(d). 

CONCLusIoNs 

GAO incorrectly concludes that NHTSA ha5 not properly assessed 
the settlement’5 effectiveness because the incident data base 
is not “statistically reliable” and the fatality data show no 
overall decline. First, NHTSA wishes to emphasise that the 
purpose of NUTSA’s 1985 report was to determine whether the 
pending petition should be granted or denied and not to 
determine the effectiveness of the settlement. Second, NHTSA 
disagree5 with GAO’s suggestion that the incident data are not 
valid indicator5 which NHTSA can use. Finally, GAO is 
apparently willing to base its finding5 on the sams fatality 
data which it suggests WHTSA cannot u5e. It is difficult to 
reconcile these contradictions in the GAO approach. 

GAO state5 several options for further NHTSA action. NHTSA 
doe5 not disagree with GAO (page 50) that some further public 
awarenes5 efforts to address the problem of inadvertent vehicle 
movement could be taken. As pointed out in the GAO report, 
NHTSA has already conducted and influenced several public 
awareness program5. NHTSA notes, however, that the models 
given by GAO, i.e., NHTSA’5 safety belt and drunk driving 
campaign, are not necessarily comparable examples. The 
estimated number of people injured or killed annually due to 
lack of safety belt use or due to drunk driving (literally 
thousands each year) is far in excess of the total number of 
persons alleged to have been killed in inadvertent movement 
accidents. There is an appreciable difference in problem 
magnitude between these examples. NHTSA plans to conduct 
further public awareness programs, including efforts to call 
public attention to the problem of inadvertent vehicle 
movement;u/ however, the agency must focus most of its 

Ll/ However, GAO’s suggestion that any such program be 
preceded by a survey to determine a baseline for 
comparison and followed by another survey to assess its 
effectiveness would be difficult to implement, and may 
not be practicable at all. Such surveys would delay the 
implementation of any such program by as much a5 a yesr, 
thus unnecessarily delaying the safety benefits of any 
such program. If the program is then found not be 
effective by the follow-up survey, which could take 
another year, then NHTSA might have to go through the 
whole process again. It is likely that the agency could 
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efforts and resources on areas of greatest priority, where the 
greatest number of safety improvements can be expected. 

Although GAO identifies opening a new investigation a5 another 
option, GAO also notes several ‘significant limitations’ to 
this option - limitation5 which are the same as those which 
NHTSA considered and recognized in it5 1985 decision to deny 
the petition. 

In sum, NHTSA is pleased to note GAO’s implicit approval of it5 
recent decision to deny the petition to reopen and its 
acknowledgment that NHTSA carried out its commitments under the 
settlement . NHTSA recommend5 that GAO consider the potential 
harmful effect on the NHTSA defects program if its 
recommendations regarding statistical assessments of incident 
data in settlements were to be adopted. 

lv [Footnote continued from previous page] 

achieve greater safety benefits by channelling its 
resources into the awareness programs themselves rather 
than expending them on the surveys GAO recommends. 
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UEHICLCS LRG IW YEARS 

RLL (1961~1983) 
PRC 19tD IlODCLS 
POST 1970 HODCLS 

RfCCIUEU DURING PHISE I 
PHRSt I -SCTTLCHCNT 
POST SC1 1 LCflCNf 

RLL 

2.65 
5.64 

2.02 
-83 

2.06 
1.92 

SINCE SCTTLftlENT <Ott 31 .X980) BY DRTE Of rRILlJRt 

NO. 
TATRLS <RLL tlDDCL YERRS) OCCURRING IN 1981 1.30 20 

1902 1.33 29 
1903 1.10 25 
1981 .50 27 
1985 .lO 7 
1981-l 90s 1.00 

fFITALS <1970-1979 HNR> OCCURRING IN 1981 1.20 21 
1982 1.0s 22 
1983 -93 20 
1984 .ll 24 
? 9e5 .OB 6 
19Bl-1965 .81 
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GAO Comments 

The following are GAO'S comments on the Department of 
Transportation’s letter dated March 13, 1986. 

1. In our opinion, the December 30, 1980, letter signed by the Acting 
Secretary of Transportation to Ford Motor Company was quite explicit 
with regard to the Department’s expectations in settling the Ford trans- j 

mission case-that is, that the action taken by Ford Motor Company 
“would be likely to reduce significantly the incidence of accidents, 
death, and injury resulting from unexpected rearward vehicle move- 
ment . . . .” Therefore, it follows, in our opinion, that a means of mea- 
suring the effectiveness of the letter/label program should have been 
employed. To measure the effectiveness of the program, NHTSA relied on 
incident and fatality reports. GAO found, however, that NHTSA has not 
performed the statistical analysis necessary to measure the settlement’s 
effectiveness. Also, we found that the data that were available were 
conflicting in that while the incident data showed a decline in the rate of 
incidents since the settlement, the fatality data showed no overall 
decline in the fatality rate for the same period. We further believe that 
the way to judge the settlement’s effectiveness is through a statistically 1 
valid comparison of incident and fatality rates before and after the set- , 

< 
tlement. This was not done. Therefore, GAO has concluded that the issue 
of the effectiveness of the settlement agreement, including the Depart- 
ment’s expectation of significantly reducing the incidence of accidents, 
deaths, and injuries resulting from unexpected vehicle movement, is 
unknown. 

2. In using the word “however,” GAO was merely making a statement of 
fact-incidents and fatalities relating to inadvertent vehicle movement 
are still being reported. As to seriously overstating DOT'S “expectations,” 
the idea of eliminating “all” such incidents was never raised. It is GAO'S 

view, however, that the question still remains as to whether the letter/ 
label program was effective in significantly reducing the incidence of 
accidents, deaths, and injuries. 

3. The Department’s comment provides rationale for its decision denying 
the 1985 CFAS petition. GAO was not asked, nor did we attempt, to make 
any judgment on NHTSA’S July 1986 response to the CFAS petition. In 
addition, GAO offered neither an opinion nor a conclusion regarding the 
alleged defect in the subject transmissions. 
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4. The Department’s comment provides rationale for its decision denying 
the 1985 CFAS petition. GAO was not asked, nor did we attempt, to make 
any judgment on NHTSA'S July 1985 response to the CFAS petition. 

5. We recognize that incident data are a basic tool for NHTSA'S assess- 

ments of alleged safety-related defects and that the use of those data is 
consistent with the Safety Act. However, the Ford case was unique in 
that there was no final defect determination made and no vehicle recall 
was ordered. Instead, a settlement was negotiated with, in our opinion, a 
clear expectation of what the Department hoped to achieve-a signifi- 
cant reduction in the incidence of accidents, death, and injury resulting 
from inadvertent vehicle movement. As previously stated, we believe 
that the way to judge the settlement’s effectiveness is through a statisti- 
cally valid comparison of incident and fatality rates before and after the 
settlement. Since this type of analysis was not done, the effectiveness of 
the settlement, in our opinion, is unknown. 

6. The Department states that even results which fail a “statistical sig- 
nificance” test may give indications of trends in vehicle performance. 
We agree and have used the available data in that manner. As stated, 
our analyses of these data indicate no overall decline in the fatality rate. 
Since the Department’s expectation for the settlement was to reduce sig- 
nificantly the incidence of accident, death, and injury, the analysis of 
fatality data focuses on whether there has been a significant decline in 
the fatality rate. Notwithstanding the indications of the raw fatality 
data, we believe that their use to statistically judge the settlement’s 
effectiveness is limited. 

7. The statistical comparison that the Department makes in its com- 
ments is valid. However, we believe that in reviewing the available data, 
the entire time series, not just segments of it, should be examined. As 
figure 3.1 of our report indicates, the fatality rate has risen and fallen 
through the time series. If one compared the fatality rate for 1981-82 
with the rate for 1983-84, one could conclude that fatalities increased. 
Notwithstanding any of these comparisons, however, as stated in our 
report, we believe that the fatality data’s sensitivity to small changes in 
the number of fatalities in any one year limits their usefulness in any 
statistically valid analysis of the settlement’s effectiveness. 

8. We state in the report that the lag time since the investigation began 
is 1.7 years, as compared to the 2.6-year lag for all fatalities. We believe 
that it is appropriate to recognize the lag time since the investigation 
began because it does not include the built-in lag due to NHTSA'S not 
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actively collecting these data until 1977. For the period after 1977, how- 
ever, we would expect the lag time to decrease as the year in which the 
fatality occurred comes closer to the present. For example, the lag time 
for fatalities occurring in 1985, as shown in appendix A to the Depart- 
ment’s comments, would be expected to be short because it is now only 
March 1986 and what further fatalities might come to light are 
unknown. 

9. As stated in the report, GAO analyzed the data in this manner for pur- 
poses of consistency. NHTSA advised GAO that it had evaluated only non- 
Ford fatalities that had been reported after the settlement, Also, GAO'S 

review of the non-Ford fatality data showed that, in general, the date of 
occurrence of the fatality was missing. Therefore, in order to make a 
comparison between Ford and non-Ford fatalities, GAO used all fatality 
data that had been received and evaluated by NHTSA'S three-member 
panel after the settlement, since these were the only data available, 

10. We recognize that the decline in inadvertent vehicle movement fatal- 
ities from 1980 to 1981 was much greater than the decline in all automo- 
bile fatalities. While we note in the report that the letter/label program 
may have had no effect on the fatality rate because all automobile fatal- 
ities declined, the report further states-given that no study was done 
of the effect of the letters and labels-that it is not possible to deter- 
mine a direct relationship between the letter/label program and the 
1981 decline in fatalities. 

11. Appendix I traces the changes in NHTSA'S methodology. We believe 
that, looking retrospectively at the data in 1985, the decline in fatalities 
is not as steep as it appeared to be in 1983. We further believe that the 
chart contained in appendix B to the Department’s comments has the 
same limitations as the chart presented in July 1983. We believe that 
both charts do not recognize the lag in reporting fatalities and present 
fatalities reported through July 1983 as though they represented all 
fatalities that would have been reported throughout 1983. 

12. In this section of the report (app. I), GAO was merely describing 
NHTSA'S criteria and methodology for evaluating inadvertent vehicle 
movement fatalities and incidents over the years No inferences were 
intended or should be drawn from this descriptive material. 

13. GAO is not recommending that this procedure be used routinely, 
rather that it be used only in cases for which there is a negotiated settle- 
ment that does not involve a recall and for which an objective to be 
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achieved is either clearly stated or implied. To date, the Ford transmis- 
sion case is unique in this respect. Although this procedure could be 
expensive and time-consuming, GAO believes that when NHTSA resolves 
its safety concerns by negotiating a settlement that does not involve a 
recall, it needs a statistically valid means of assessing whether the nego- 

j 

tiated settlement in fact resolves the agency’s safety concerns. While 
; 
/ 

NHTSA believes a survey of the type discussed in GAO'S report would take 
9 to 17 months, GAO believes that the actual data collection period for 
establishing a presettlement baseline would take only 1 to 3 months and 
that the data analysis need not be completed before the settlement. In 
the Ford case, almost 3 months elapsed between the NHTSA Adminis- 
trator’s October 3,1980, recommendation to the secretary that a final 
determination of defect be made and the December 30, 1980, settlement 
between D(JT and Ford. In addition, over 4 months elapsed between the t 
settlement agreement date and the initial March 1981 mailing of letters 
and labels and the second mailing in May 198 1. 

14. In this section of the report, GAO intended to describe a sampling 
procedure used by NHTSA to follow up on defect recalls either ordered by 
the agency or voluntarily undertaken by the manufacturer. GAO believes 
the basic procedures employed by the agency under this program could 
have been modified and used to sample the Ford vehicles covered under 
the settlement. The data from the sample could have provided the 
agency with one source of information to be used in evaluating the 
effectiveness of the Ford settlement agreement. 

15. We have deleted the paragraph concerning law to apply. The conclu- 
sion in that paragraph to which NHTSA objects was not necessary in 
order to respond to the question. In addition, NHTSA raised several signif- 
icant legal arguments. The District Court in the Ford transmission case 
has now ruled in favor of NHTSA on this point. (CFAS vs Dole CA 85-2866, 
April 11, 1986.) / 

16. As noted by the agency, there are options for the Secretary to con- 
sider. GAO went on further to state that the Secretary may wish to 
choose some other option with regard to this case. While the reference to 
the seat belt and drunk driving campaigns were for example purposes, 
GAO also noted that the number of reported incidents and fatalities due 
to inadvertent vehicle movement is far greater than was any other 
safety investigation conducted by NHTSA, and that incidents and fatali- 
ties continue to be reported. As such, we believe this matter deserves 
further action appropriate to its magnitude. 
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17. We were not asked, nor did we attempt, to make any judgments on 
NHTSA’S July 1985 petition response. We believe that the negotiated-set- 
tlement-without-a-recall resolution of the Ford case is unique and 
requires a different method of evaluation. 
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end of this appendix 

Helen 0 Petrauskas 
Vice President 
Enwronmenlal and Safety Englneermg 

Ford Motor Company 
The Ameman Road 
P. 0. BOX 1899 
Dearborn, Mlchlgan 48121-1899 

March 7, 1986 

J. Dexter Peach, Director 
Resources, Community and 

Economic Development Division 
u. S. General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, N. W. 
Room 4915 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Peach: 

As requested in your February 21, 1986 letter to 
Mr. Harold A. Poling, President of Ford Rotor Company 
('Ford"), I am enclosing Ford's comments on the draft 
General Accounting Office report entitled "Auto Safety: 
Effectiveness of Ford Transmission Settlement Still at 
Issue.” 

I want to thank you for giving Ford the oppor- 
tunity to submit its remarks in this fashion. As the 
enclosed comments indicate, we disagree with some of the 
GAO's observations, but we also believe that the report 
makes significant strides in putting in proper perspective 
many aspects of an unduly prolonged controversy. This 
achievement is due largely to the considerable efforts of 
your staff to grasp the lengthy history of a complex NHTSA 
investigation and its aftermath. From the outset of GAO's 
inquiry, it has been our intent to cooperate as fully as 
possible, and I hope that we have met this objective. 

Ford has never hesitated to examine carefully any 
safety concerns expressed about its vehicles and to make 
corrections to vehicles in use when we have discovered a 
safety-related defect. The present matter is no 
exception. As we have stated to members of your staff, 
evaluating the allegations concerning Ford automatic 
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MI. J. Dexter Peach -2- March 7, 1986 

transmissions has been one of our most important safety 
priorities in recent times. Since 1977, Ford personnel 
have engaged in the most intensive investigation of an 
alleged safety defect in the Company's history. I can 
confidently state that ours has been a comprehensive, 
open-minded effort to determine whether in fact a defect 
exists. On the basis of these efforts, we are complete1.y 
satisfied that the vehicles in question do not contain any 
safety-related defect that would account for the reports 
of unexpected movement of driverless vehicles that your 
staff has examined. 

We believe the evidence is conclusive that 
incidents of unexpected vehicle movement can and do occur 
on all manufacturers' automatic transmission-equipped 
vehicles and that the phenomenon relates entirely to 
occasional failures to park the vehicles properly, not to 
the vehicles' designs. The fact is that despite years of 
defect allegations, no one has brought forward a single 
Ford-built car or light truck, other than one in which the 
park control system was worn-out, broken or grossly 
maladjusted, that could not be engaged in Park or that 
would fail to stay in Park once engaged. 

In closing, it should be emphasized that we know 
of no design approach in any manufacturer's vehicle that 
can prevent driver error or offset its potential 
consequences. We believe that the only practical means of 
diminishing the danger of unexpected vehicle movement is 
to help keep drivers aware of the need to follow the safe 
parking procedures specified in all manufacturers’ 
owner-operator manuals. We therefore endorse GAO's 
opinion that NHTSA's public education efforts aimed at 
drivers of all automatic transmission vehicles should be 
continued and expanded. Doing so should help promote the 
observance of safe parking procedures among all drivers. 
Ford is willing, of course, to support this effort. 

As always, if you or your staff are in need of 
any further information, please do not hesitate to contact 
me. 

Sincerely, 

Helen 0. Petrauskas 

Enclosure 
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COMMENTS OF FORD MCTOR COMPANY ON 
U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

DRAFT REPORT: "AUTO SAFETY: EFFECTIVENESS 
OF FORD TRANSMISSION SETTLEMENT STILL AT ISSUE" 

As requested in a February 21, 1986 letter to 
Mr. Harold A. Poling, President of Ford Motor Company ("Ford"), 
from Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director, Resources, Community and 
Economic Development Division, U.S. General Accounting Office 
('GAO"), Ford offers the following comments on the GAO's 
draft report entitled "Auto Safety: Effectiveness of Ford 
Transmission Settlement Still at Issue" ("Draft Report"). 

I. THE FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION IS MISLEADING AND FALSELY 
PREMISED. 

The Draft Report characterizes the pending issue 
as the "effectiveness" of the 1980 settlement of the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Adsinistra;io,l's ("NHTSA") investi- 
gation of Ford automatic transmissions. Ford understands 
that framing the issue in this fashion was dictated by the 
Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and 
Finance of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce. 
However, this formulation is highly misleading. The Center 
for Auto Safety ("CFAS") and other critics assert that in 
1980, NHTSA had developed a persuasive case that Ford trans- 
missions were defective, that NHTSA had concluded there was 
such a defect, and that the Ford Owner Reminder Program was 
intended to be a "remedy." Based on these premises, the Ford 
critics assert that the pending issue is whether the so-called 
"remedy" has been "effective" and, if not, whether there is a 
need for further agency action. But this description is fal- 
lacious because the aforementioned underlying premises are 
false: 

(1) The entire 1977-1980 investigation conducted 
by NHTSA's Office of Defects Investigation ("ODI") evolved 
from a hypothesis that the vehicles in question were uniquely 
capable of "jumping out of park." (See, e.g., the NHTSA 
consumer advisories issued during thenvestlqation.) A 
consensus has since developed, however, that this theory is 
groundless. For example: 

-- The Canadian Ministry of Transport conducted 
an lnvestiqation of Ford automatic trans- 
missions parallel to NHTSA's. Its principal 
Investigating contractor concluded: "It is 
not believed that a vehicle in proper mechani- 
cal condition would jump from Fark to Reverse 
after being properly placed in Park. It 
appears that 1r-1 almost all reported inci- 

- 
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dences, the transmission was not fully shifted 
into Park. . ." ODI Document No. CB-02-406.1, 
p. 10. 

A report prepared by NHTSA's test facility 
concluded that "[wjhen the shift selector was 
in the park position, no amount of door 
slamming, vehicle bouncing, or steering wheel 
shock, caused the gear selector to jump into 
reverse." ODI Document No. C8-02-A26, p. 21. 

NHTSA's Parts Return Program News (April 
1979 edition) reported, on the basis of field 
inspections of Ford vehicles allegediy 
involved in unexpected vehicle movement 
incidents, that "when placed securely in 
Park, the vehicles would not accidentally 
shift into Reverse." 

Even those engineering "experts" who testify 
against Ford in suits alleging transmission 
design defects repudiate the “jump out of 
park" theory. For example, Simon Tamny, 
perhaps the most active of these witnesses, 
has testified that if a Ford transmission is 
placed In park, nothing short of "getting hit 
by a Mack truck" will cause it to jump out of 
park. See CIDI Document No. P85-15-El.1, 
Tab 12. See also ODI Document No. P85-15-El, 
PP. 4-10.- - 

As in all automatic transmisslon-equipped vehicles, if a 
Ford shift lever is placed in the Park position, it cannot 
come out unless moved by the driver. In short, it is now 
widely accepted that unexpected vehicle movement may occur 
only when a driver fails to place a vehicle in the Park 
position in the first place and then compounds this error by 
failing to turn off the engine and apply the parking brake. 

(2) As the Draft R,eport notes (pp. 13-14), in 1980, 
Ford responded point-by-point to the technical defect theories 
set forth in the June 1980 ODI Investigative Report. That 
rebuttal was based largely on ODI's own research and that of 
its outside contractors, some of whom flatly told the agency 
that the ODI defect theories did not distinguish Ford from 
non-Ford vehicles. See ODI Document No. P05-15-El, pp. 49-58. 
The official who oversaw development of these defect theories, 
Associate Administrator for Enforcement Lynn Bradford, has 
stated under oath that in late 1980, after Ford's refutation 
of the ODI Report, the agency's technical .:heories would not 
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Now on pp. 4,26x36-37,41 
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have supported a final defect determination. See ODI Document 
No. P85-15-E1.4, Tab 17, lI!l 8, 15, 16, 17. 

(3) At the time of the 1980 initial determination, 
NHTSA's Office of Defects Investigation expressed a prelim- 
inary view that unexpected vehicle movement incidents were 
more or less peculiar to Ford vehicles, and it issued its 
initial determination largely because of the disproportionate 
number of unexpected vehicle movement reports that the agency 
had received concerning Ford vehicles. Since that time, 
however, it has become apparent that unexpected vehicle 
movement is an all-vehicle phenomenon. (See, e.g., Draft 
Report, pp. 3, 28, 42-43, 48.) The Ford reports predominate 
because of the intensive publicity spawned by the agency and 
others. See ODI Document No. P85-15-El, pp. 14-21. As is 
discussedfurther below (see pp. 8-12 infra), accident report 
data are worthless for comparing Ford and non-Ford vehicles 
in this situation because Ford drivers (and many other 
persons, including public authorities) have been conditioned 
by publicity to assume that such incidents are the fault of 
the vehicle, while drivers of non-Ford vehicles continue to 
believe that such occurrences result from driver failure to 
park correctly. 

(4) In June 1980, the agency claimed it was aware 
of 97 reports of fatal unexpected vehicle movement accidents 
involving the Ford vehicles in question, compared to only 
ten involving non-Ford vehicles. See ODI Document No. __ 
C8-02-413.1, p. 30. The current campaign by Ford's critics 
is based primarily on reports of additional alleged fatali- 
ties involving Ford vehicles received since 1980. But these 
critics refuse to acknowledge the most significant develop- 
ment in the controversy: NHTSA's receipt of at least 338 
reports of fatal driverless vehicle accidents involving 
non-Ford products. It is impossible to compare fully the 
Ford and non-Ford fatality reports received by NHTSA because 
Ford and the agency have devoted considerable energy to 
investigating the Ford cases, while information about many of 
the non-Ford cases is substantially less complete. Further, 
publicity and the repotting network established by CFAS have 
caused far more complete reporting of Ford incidents. 
Nevertheless, the discovery of the non-Ford cases puts to 
rest the idea that unexpected vehicle movement is peculiar to 
Ford vehicles and certainly negates ODI's assumption in 1980 
that such incidents occur significantly more frequently with 
Ford products. 

(5) NHTSA's initial determination and the 1980 ODI 
Investigative Report that accompanied it did not constitute 
agency "findings" or "conclusions" that the vehicles in 
question were defective or that the rate of unexpected 

3 
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vehicle movement incidents in Ford vehicles "exceedled] that 
of competitors' vehicles." - See Affidavit of NHTSA Associate 
Administrator for Enforcement Lynn L. Bradford, ODI Document 
No. P85-15-E1.4, Tab 17, II 16~. To the contrary, the initial 
determination was merely the "commencement of a public 
proceeding during which the manufacturer and other interested 
parties [could] present data, views and arguments.W Affi- 
davit of NHTSA Chief Counsel Frank Berndt, id., Tab 17, 1 3. 
A substantial amount of additional data werereceived by the 
agency during this "public proceeding" process. And as the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit 
has observed, at the time of the settlement, the agency was a 
long way from reaching any final conclusions: 

[T]he existence of a defect was not conclusively esta- 
blished. Even after "the largest and most difficult and 
complex investigation ever conducted by NETSA," the 
Associate Administrator for Enforcement of NHTSA, who 
had been responsible for the Ford transmission investi- 
gation, stated "major new investigative efforts" would 
probably have been necessary to establish that a defect 
existed. . . . He concluded, "I am unable to state 
whether such additional investigation would have result- 
ed in a final determination that a defect was present." 

Center for Auto Safety, Inc. y. Lewis 685 F.2d 656, 663 
(D.C.Cir. 1982). See also ODI Document No. P85-15-E1.4, 
Tab 2.5 (letter of NHTAmef Counsel Frank Berndt). 

In sum, NHTSA has never concluded that there is a 
defect in the vehicles at issue, and the NHTSA record provides 
absolutely no basis for any such conclusion. The additional 
information that has emerged since 1980 makes clear that 
unexpected vehicle movement is a phenomenon experienced in 
all automatic transmission-equipped vehicles. Thus, there is 
something entirely incongruous about the idea that there 
should be an evaluation of the "effectiveness" of the Ford 
Owner Reminder Program in "remedying" a condition that 
indisputably is not peculiar to Ford vehicles. The congres- 
sional request that GAO pursue the "effectiveness" issue has 
served only to camouflage the real issue: What, if anything, 
should NHTSA be doing to address the safety risk posed by 
unexpected vehicle movement accidents which can and do occur, 
albeit rarely, on automatic transmission vehicles of all 
manufacture? 

4 
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Now on p. 79. 

Now on pp. 4,43. 

XI. THE DRAFT REPORT CORRECTLY URGES THAT PUBLIC EDUCA- 
TION IS THE MOST APPROPRIATE RESPONSE TO UNEXPECTED 
VEHICLE MOVEMENT, BUT THERE ARE ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT 
REASONS SUPPORTING THIS CONCLUSION. 

Even though the Draft Report misstates the central 
ibsue, it does directly address the question of what action 
NHTSA should take to lessen the risk of unexpected vehicle 
movement. The draft correctly identifies public education 
about the existence of these dangers as the preferable agency 
response. 

Unexpected vehicle movement plainly is a matter of 
human interaction with the vehicle, e, e.g., CFAS v. -- 
Lewis -f 685 F.2d at 663, and common sense dictates that if 
properly conducted, public education efforts can have the 
beneficial effect of reminding drivers how unexpected vehicle 
movement can be prevented. In short, such programs would 
reinforce the message that unexpected vehicle movement can be 
avoided in automatic transmission-equipped vehicles if before 
leaving vehicles unattended, drivers always (1) make sure the 
shift selector lever is engaged in Park, (2) set the parking 
brake, and 13) turn off the engine. These steps are not 
special precautions addressed to Ford vehicles. As noted in 
the Draft Report (pp. 90-91). they have been long reflected 
in the laws of at least 45 states, they are emphasized in 
driver education courses, and they are part of all manufac- 
turers' instructions to vehicle operators. Ford stands ready 
to assist in such public education efforts as it has with 
programs to encourage seat belt usage and discourage drunk 
driving. 

Although it generally agrees with the public 
education response to this issue. Ford strongly disagrees 
with the Draft Report's suggestion that consideration might 
be given to special reminder efforts with respect only to 
owners of 1970-1979 Ford vehicles. [See Draft Report, pp. 
5, 51.) As discussed above (pp. 3-4), it is beyond dispute 
that hundreds of individuals have died in unexpected vehicle 
movement accidents involving non-Ford vehicles, and as is 
discussed further below (pp. 8-U), there is no statistically 
valid evidence that such accidents occur significantly more 
frequently among Ford vehicles. The deaths resulting from 
the accidents involving non-Ford vehicles certainly are no 
less tragic than any others, and there is thus no logical 
basis for a Ford-only educational program. Moreover, a 
Ford-only program would be contrary to the public interest 
because it would suggest to drivers of non-Ford vehicles that 
the safe-parking precautions discussed above are unnecessary 
or less critical in operating non-Ford vehicles. 

5 
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See comment 3, 

Now on pp. 4,42. 

Now on p. 40. 

Now on pp. 4,42. 

The Draft Report (pp. 4, 50) correctly recognizes 
that there are "significant limitations” on NHTSA's opening 
a new investigation of the vehicles at issue in 1980. But 
the Draft Report errs by even suggesting that ‘a new investi- 
gation" is an available "option." (Id. 1 In the 1980 settle- 
ment, the Department of Transportation reserved the right to 
take further action in this matter only as "warranted by the 
development of its knowledge in this matter based upon 
additional facts." See ODI Document No. C8-02-1.513. In 
denying a CEAS petition for a new investigation only Last 
July, NHTSA Administrator Diane Steed found after thorough 
additional inquiry that there was no Vnew information sug- 
gesting the presence of a safety-related defect," see 051 
Document No. P85-15-32, p. 3, and the Draft Report contains 
nothing to contradict that conclusion. Indeed, as discussed 
above (see pp. l-5 supra), the only "new information" in this 
matter which has been developed since 1980 is that the prior 
investigation was entirely unfounded in the first place, 
Moreover, as the Draft Report recognizes (p. 47), both Ford 
and NHTSA have "met their responsibilities under the settle- 
ment agreement." Thus, in Ford's opinion, the initiation of a 
new NBTSA investigation despite the absence of additional 
facts strongly suggesting the presence of a safety-related 
defect on these vehicles would constitute a repudiation of 
the 1980 settlement agreement. 

Even if another investigation were an available 
"option," there would be a number of reasons for rejecting 
the idea beyond the "several significant limitations" speci- 
fically mentioned in the Draft Report (pp. 4, 50). First and 
foremost, further investigative efforts would he futile and 
wasteful. Under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle 
Safety Act, NKTSA recall orders are not self-enforcing. The 
agency must seek enforcement by bringing a civil action 
against the manufacturer in which, at a trial s E, the 
government bears the burden of proving that the subject 
vehicles contain a safety-related defect. See, e.g., United 
States v. General Motors Corp., 518 F.2d 420, 426 (D.C. Cir. 
- -The same federal district court from which NHTSA 1975). 
would have to obtain an enforcement order has already pro- 
vided a clear preview of what would result from a trial 
de novo in this case. -- 

In challenging the 1980 settlement, CFAS questioned 
not only the administrative procedures involved in the 
settlement; it also put squarely in issue the validity of 
its defect allegations. In its lawsuit complaint in CFAS 
v. Lewis, Civ. A. No. El-0550 (D.D.C.), CFAS argued that 
%HTSA's administrative record plainly showled] _ 
sufficient basis for a recall" (ll 36), asserted that-tze 
supposed defects were sufficiently obvious that Ford had 
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violated the Safety Act by not initiating a recall itself (p. 
10). and requested the court to direct NHTSA to order the 
recall of the Ford vehicles in question. (Id. 1 And in other 
pleadings filed with the district court, WAS contended that 
the investigative record showed "a defect in these trans- 
missions both in performance based on the significant number 
of reported failures, and in design." CFAS Mem. in Support 
of Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 28. 

In mounting its challenge, CFAS was able to rely 
on the entire agency record, and it submitted for the court's 
review considerable material therefrom. CFAS advanced the 
very same defect theories offered by ODI, and it presented to 
the court principal investigative documents written by NHTSA 
staff personnel -- the June 1980 ODI Investigative Report, 
the August 1980 NHTSA staff analysis of Ford's preliminary 
arguments, Administrator Claybrook's October 3, 1980 memo- 
randum to Secretary Goldschmidt, 
1981 "Final Report," 

Ms. Claybrook's January 19, 
and lists of and reports on alleged 

unexpected movement incidents involving Ford vehicles. 
Nevertheless, when faced with what CFAS apparently thought to 
be the best evidence that a defect existed, the courts were 
not impressed. Both the district court and the court of 
appeals declined to accept the CFAS arguments and determined 
that there was no basis for concluding that NHTSA might later 
prove that a defect existed even if it were to launch an 
additional investigative effort. See CFAS v. Lewis, 3 
Consumer Product Safety Guide (CCH) ll 75,280, at 60,783 
(D.D.C. 1981), aff'd 685 F.2d 656, 663 (D.C. Cir. 1982). 
Indeed, the disw'court flatly concluded that the 
would face "a prolonged inquiry and difficult, if not 

agency 

insurmountable, 
existed." 

problems of proving that a defect actually 

If after three and one-half years of investigation, 
NHTSA's staff had not assembled a more persuasive record, 
there must be grave doubt whether there would be any point to 
further investigation. That doubt is increased by the afore- 
mentioned post-settlement developments that have negated basic 
assumptions entertained by ODI during its investigation, par- 
ticularly the mistaken belief that unexpected vehicle movement 
accidents were essentially peculiar to Ford vehicles. 

The futility of further investigation also is 
manifested in recent statements by the agency itself based 
on its years of experience with this matter and the infor- 
mation amassed during that period. As noted above, only last 
July, NHTSA Administrator Diane Steed, based in part on 
guidance from ODX, denied a petition to initiate a new in- 
vestigation on the grounds that "there are not sufficient 
reasons to expect further investigation of this matter to 

7 
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See comment 4 

Now on p. 76. 

Now on pp. 3,26, 27, 30. 

result in a determination that the vehicles in question 
contain the alleged defect." ODI Document No. P65-15-32, 
p. 1. 

Former NHTSA Associate Administrator Lynn L. 
Bradford has testified that at the time of the 1980 settle- 
ment, NBTSA was far from concluding that a defect existed 
in the vehicles in question and that nmajor new investiga- 
tive efforts" would probably have been necessary 'in order 
to attempt to reach a conclusion as to whether [there was] 
-a defect." - See ODI Document No. P85-15.E1.4, Tab 17. This 
observation has even greater merit today, given the colldpse 
since 1980 of ODI's tentative case against the Ford transmis- 
sion systems. And as Mr* Bradford also observed, pursuing 
these major investigative efforts would "overtax . . . ' 
NHTSA's resources, possibly "impair[ing]" other important 
agency activities. Id. Thus, besides repudiating the 1980 
settlement agreement-&d being futile and wasteful, opening a 
new investigation would divert scarce agency resources from 
critical safety programs. Further, like a Ford-only public 
education program, a Ford-only investigation and the publicity 
attendant thereto would irresponsibly delude operators of 
non-Ford vehicles into believing that they do not face the 
risks of unexpected vehicle movement and need not be careful 
to follow proper parking procedures. 

III. THE DRAFT REPORT CORRECTLY CONCLUDES THAT AVAILABLE 
ACCIDENT DATA ARE NOT-ADEQUATE. 

The Draft Report repeatedly relects the use of 
unexpected vehicle movement fatality data for statistically 
analyzing trends in the frequency of such occurrences since 
the 1980 settlement, Ford agrees that these data are in- 
adequate for such analysis because of the effects of publicity 
and the uneven efforts to gather reports of Ford and non-Ford 
incidents as well as because of the relative rarity of such 
fatality events.* For example, the report states: 

[T]he manner in which the fatality data were collected 
and their sensitivity to small changes in the number of 
fatalities in any one year limit their usefulness in 
any statistically valid analysis of the settlement's 
effectiveness. 

Id. at 87. Similarly, the draft elsewhere states: - 

* The Draft Report expresses similar criticisms about 
incident data. (See, g., pp. 3, 28, 32, 33.) 

a 
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Now on pp. 33,79. 

Now on p. 4 

[W]e have concluded that neither the incident data used 
by IqHTSA to assess the settlement's effectiveness nor 
the available fatality data are adequate for statisti- 
cally assessing the settlement. 

Id. at 90. See also id. at 38. - --- 

At some junctures in the Draft Report, however, 
these same data are discussed without making clear their 
serious shortcomings. For example, on page 3 in the Execu- 
tive Summary, the Draft Report states that "NHTSA data show 
that the number of fatalities documented for 1970-1979 Fords 
exceeded those reported by other domestic manufacturers by 
factors ranging from 2.5 to 4.5." Ford does not dispute that 
more alleged fatal unexpected vehicle movement accidents have 
been reported to NHTSA regarding Ford vehicles than‘concern- 
ing General Motors, Chrysler, or American Motors vehicles. 
But Ford is concerned that critics may contort statements 
like the one quoted above to be more than a conclusion about 
reported cases; i.e., a conclusion that Ford vehicles in 
fact are significantly more frequently involved in unexpected 
vehicle movement accidents. This is an interpretation that 
Ford understands GAO does not intend, and for good reason. 

Comparison of the reported fatality data on record 
at NHTSA is meaningless in ascertaining the relative frequency 
of Ford and non-Ford unexpected vehicle movement accidents. 
As discussed above, NHTSA's files now contain at least 338 
reports of fatalities resulting from the unexpected movement 
of non-Ford vehicles. But these reports have accumulated in 
the agency's files even though NHTSA has done nothing to 
encourage the reporting of incidents involving non-Fords, and 
the reporting of these non-Ford incidents is therefore 
undoubtedly far less complete. 

The great differential in the reporting of fatali- 
ties to NHTSA is dramatically demonstrated by comparing the 
sources of those reports. Substantially all of the non-Ford 
fatality accidents known to the agency have been collected 
through Ford's examination of only two types of public 
records -- certain public health records and NHTSA's Fatal 
Accident Reporting System ("FARS"). But these examinations 
have produced only fragmentary results because (1) the 
records involved are incomplete and (2) Ford's access thereto 
has been limited. 

Searches of public health records have permitted 
identification of only a very limited percentage of un- 
expected vehicle movement cases for several reasons. First, 
Ford's study has included the public health records of only 
about half the states. Further, these efforts produce far 
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less than complete results because the examination of these 
records provide5 nothing more than the identification of 
candidate cases. Some cases are missed because the public 
health records lack a clear suggestion on their face that 
unexpected vehicle movement may have been involved. But many 
more are not located because it is usually impossible to 
clarify whether unexpected vehicle movement may have been a 
factor in a parti'cular case unless a police report (or 
comparable document) can be obtained. Unfortunately, such 
police reports frequently have been unavailable. In some 
states,, local laws limit or preclude Ford's access to the 
reports. And in some cases, traffic accident report5 are not 
prepared because the accidents occurred on private property 
and are therefore not deemed to be traffic mishaps. See ODI 
Document No. PS5-15-18, p. 22. Thus, many additional non- 
Ford fatality reports remain unreported. 

FARS also falls short of being a comprehensive 
source of unexpected vehicle movement reports. The FARS 
codes do not permit entirely reLiable retrieval of such cases 
from the data base. In some instances, supplemental informa- 
tion is needed from police reports, and such reports are 
sometimes not available to Ford. Further, as the Draft 
Report notes (p. 44), Ford believes that FARS is also subject 
to the biasing effect of publicity. For example, Ford has 
observed that police reports from which the FARS data are 
extracted often reflect publicity influences. In Ford cases, 
investigating officers tend to assume the vehicle is to blame 
because of the well-publicized Ford-only allegations. Other 
potential causes therefore are not pursued. In contrast, 
reports on non-Ford unexpected movement accidents tend to 
include considerable speculation about causes unrelated to 
the design of the vehicle and investlgatlon of those possible 
causes. Finally, by definition, FARS includes only those 
fatality accidents which occurred on public roads and high- 
ways. Since many unexpected vehicle movement accidents occur 
in off-road circumstance5 (e.g., driveways, parking lots, 
private property), FARS does not contain a compLete reporting 
of such occurrences. 

Incomplete as they may be, Ford's public health 
record reviews and PARS studies have been the sources of 
fatality reports about both Ford and non-Ford vehicles. When 
in the course of these efforts, Ford has discovered compar- 
able cases involving Ford vehicles which were not already 
known to the agency, they have been submitted right along 
with the non-Ford accidents. But the basic point is that 
Ford cases involving fatalities are consistently reported to 
the agency from numerous additional sources that do not 
report non-Ford cases. 
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For example, one of the largest sources of reports 
about alleged fatality accidents involving Ford vehicles has 
been the direct reporting to NHTSA or Ford by the general 
public. This relatively complete and speedy reporting of 
alleged Ford accidents is prompted by the long-standing, 
intense anti-Ford publicity. See ODI Document No. P85-15-El, 
PP. 14-21. Further, that publicity also has caused the 
reporting of alleged accidents occurring long before the 
NHTSA investigation was opened and settled. Indeed, the 
agency has received reports on these older cases years after 
their alleged occurrence, and in those and many other instances, 
the reports have noted on their face that they were prompted 
by publicity about Ford -- and only Ford -- vehicles.* As 
the draft report notes (see, e.g., p. 32) and as NI-ITSA 
Administrator Diane Steed has observed, see ODI Document 
P85-15-32, publicity radically increases the flow of public 
complaints. This fact is conceded even by Ford's critics. 
See ODI Document No. PBl-15-1, p. 16 (CFAS petition noting 
that the Claybrook Administration's consumer advisories 
"served . . . to encourage consumers to submit failure 
reports to NEITSA" and that the agency's "failure to similarly 
communicate with the public after 1980 has no doubt led to 
fewer [Ford] accident reports being submitted"). While 
publicity has caused the reporting of many Ford cases, the 
absence of comparable publicity about other makes has made 
the public's reporting of non-Ford accidents far less complete. 

Another major source of Ford reports is the network 
established by CFAS. Because of its visibility around the 
country and because of its nationwide efforts in organizing 
"Campaign Ford Recall," CFAS has become a receptacle for 
reports of alleged unexpected vehicle movement accidents 

* Ford's May 6, 1985 submission to NHTSA contains 
dramatic examples of the impact of publicity in uniquely 
causing the public to report alleged Ford fatality cases. 
(See ODI Document No. P85-15-12.) One illustration is an 
alleged Ford case (Swafford) about which the only known 
information is a CFAS submission stating that a person 
"[wlas found run over by a carU and conceding that "[n]o 
details were known." (See ODI Document No. C8-OZ-E153.) 
According to the CFAS report, this accident occurred in 
1972. The decedent's son-in-law did not bring the accident 
to CFAS' attention at the time, but "he now believes, based 
on [a] N.Y. Times article' in 1983 that the occurrence "was a 
Ford P-R accident." If this accident had involved a non-Ford 
vehicle, it probably still would be unreported. (For additional 
examples, see ODI Document No. P8S-15-E6, p. 24 n.*.) 
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involving Ford vehicles. WAS has fostered this effort by 
cultivating contacts with media personnel and others around 
the country such that when an accident occurs that might be 
labeled a Ford unexpected vehicle movement case, CFAS is often 
advised immediately. Further, CFAS has established itself 
as a complaint clearinghouse by offering for sale its "legal 
advisory services" to attorneys contemplating legal action 
against Ford concerning such alleged accidents. (Sea ODI 
Document No. PBS-15-18, Tab 2.) Indeed, almost all of the 
alleged Ford fatality reports in CFAS' recent submissions to 
NHTSA have been letters from attorneys offering to buy CFAS's 
pre-packaged litigation materials on Ford transmissions or 
seeking other information. (+ ODI Document No. PBS-15-16., 
Attachments I and II.) 

As noted above, Ford perceives significant limita- 
tions on the use of FARS to assess the relative frequency 
of unexpected vehicle movement accidents in Ford and non-Ford 
vehicles. But putting these limitations aside, FARS still 
does not suggest that any defect exists. If anything, the 
data base points to the opposite conclusion. 

In an April 22, 1985 submission to NHTSA (ODI 
Document Nos. P85-15-11, -E2), Ford presented an analysis of 
FAX data concerning this issue. (See the attached charts.) 
That analysis (Charts 1, 3, and 5) suggests that unexpected 
vehicle movement accidents happen with extreme rarity in all 
manufacturers ’ automatic transmission vehicles. These data 
also support the conclusion that such accidents are attribu- 
table to the failure of drivers to observe safe parking pro- 
cedures (as opposed to vehicle malfunction) in that the number 
of such accidents involving a particular manufacturer's 
vehicles varies widely from year-to-year, with General Motors 
vehicles predominating some years, Chrysler being the most 
heavily involved vehicles at other times, and Ford vehicles 
leading at several other points. In short, these data do not 
show the pattern of substantial and consistent overinvolve- 
ment of Ford or any other manufacturer's vehicles that would 
be evident if any line of vehicles contained a defect in 
design that caused them to move unexpectedly when unattended. 

Other parts of the analysis reflect the rates 
of accidents which involve certain other operator-related 
causal factors shown in the FARS codings. For example, Chart 
7 reflects the rates of involvement (according to the EARS 
data base) of General Motors, Ford and Chrysler vehicles in 
accidents where a vehicle was driven the "wrong way on a 
one-way roadway." Chart 8 shows the rates for cases in 
which a driver was "following improperly," Chart 9 reflects 
the rates of cases involving "passing -- insufficlent dis- 
tance," and Chart 10 reflects the rates of cases in which one 
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See comment 5. 

See comment 6. 

Now on pp. 27 to 28 

driver was "passing where prohibited." Significantly, the 
rate patterns for each of these operator-related factor 
accidents are similar to the patterns for unexpected vehicle 
movement accidents identified in the EARS data base. In each 
case, the rates for a particular manufacturer's vehicles vary 
widely from year-to-year with no particular manufacturer 
appearing to predominate. These charts evidence the irra- 
tionality of the argument that unexpected vehicle movement 
accidents are the result of a vehicle design defect when the 
alleged problem actually arises out of the occasional failure 
of drivers of all makes of vehicles to observe proper parking 
procedures. 

IV. A FEW POINTS OF CLARIFICATION SHOULD BE NOTED. 

A. Source of Documents. -- 

At several junctures, the Draft Report refers to 
views expressed in 1980 by NEITSA staff members as though 
those views were official agency positions. (See, e.g., 
Draft Report, p. 14 ("NHTSA rejected Ford's criticisms").) 
In most cases where these references are made, however, the 
persons involved (usually ODI personnel) had no authority to 
speak definitively on NHTSA's behalf. 

Similarly, NHTSA Administrator Claybrook's statements 
during 1980 cannot be viewed as articulating 
under the Safety Act. Ms. Claybrook has test 
delegated Safety Act authority to act on ODI 
withdrawn by Secretary of Transportation Neil 
early 1980. See Hearing Before the Subcomm. 
cations, Consumer Protection,ndinance of 
on Energy and Commerce, 98th Cong., 1st Se= 
Secretary settled the case in an exercise of 
authority that was subsequently found proper - 

official policy 
ified that her 
Case C8-02 was 

Goldschmidt in 
on Telecommuni- 
the House Corm 
44 ji%s).' The 
his Safety Act 
by the courts. 

But while still In office, Administrator Claybrook wrote 
various memoranda to the files in late 1980 and early 1981 
recommending a different course. Since the Secretary, not 
MS. Claybrook, held the Safety Act authority over ODI Case 
C8-02, however, these statements are nothing more than an 
expression of her own personal disagreement with the official 
position of her Department. The official position of the 
agency in this matter is set forth in the testimony of 
responsible NHTSA personnel given in the agency's successful 
defense of the 1980 settlement in CFAS v. Lewis. Sec. c.g., -- 
ODI Document No. P85-15-E1.4, Tab 17. 

B. Wheels Analysis 

The introduction to the "incident data" section 
of the Draft Report (pp. 30-31) contains a brief analysis 
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Now on p. 27. 

Now on p. 27. 

of the “validity of NHTSA's reliance on incident data" which 
is attributed to United States v: General Motors Corp. 
("Wheels"), 518 F.2d 420 (D-C. Clr. 1975). This discussion 
is suDerfluous since the introduction soes on to state that 
the ehsuing section of the report "doe; not relate to NHTSA’s 
use of incident data in reaching determinations as to the 
existence of safety-related defects." (Draft Report, p. 31.) 
Nevertheless, Ford wishes to note that contrary to the 
suggestion of the Draft Report, the "validity of NHTSA's 
reliance on incident data" in reaching safety defect deter- 
minations was not an issue in Wheels and therefore could 
not have been "upheld" by the courts therein. (Id. 1 

In Wheels, General Motors had conceded that there 
had been a "significant number of failures" in the components 
at issue. Thus, the only issue in dispute was the cause of 
the failures, not whether they had occurred in significant 
numbers. See 377 F. Supp. 242, 251; 518 F.2d at 426, 442 
n.114. Far from having "held that the agency could pre- 
sume the existence of a defect in performance by demonstrat- 
ing [it] through analysis of incident reports" (Draft Report, 
p. 311, the court in Wheels expressly stated that before a 
presumption will arise to support a prima facie showing of 
defect, the Government must offer "competent evidence" 
showing not only a significant number of failures, id. at 
442, but also negating causes for the failures otherthan 
inherent deficiencies in the product. Id. at 438. - 

In any event, the Wheels precedent is wholly inap- 
plicable here. Wheels and the Safety Act cases applying 
that decision to date have all concerned broken components 
that rendered motor vehicles incapable of subsequent safe 
operation. The allegations concerning Ford's automatic 
transmissions are quite different. As the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit has observed 
regarding this matter: 

Examination of Ford vehicles reported to have been 
involved in an [unexpected vehicle movement] incident 
reveal that following the reported incident, the 
park system appeared to function normally in most 
instances. 

CFAS y. Lewis -8 685 F.2d at 660. The difference is, of 
course, critical. The very heart of the dispute in this case 
has been whether the unexpected movement of a driverless 
vehicle is attributable to some "failure" in the transmission 
or its control system or to "failure" of the driver to 
immobilize the vehicle by putting the shift selector lever in 
Park before leaving the vehicle unattended. 
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See comment 7. 

C. Settlement Assessment Procedure. 

The Draft Report (pp. 34-37) outlines a prOpOSe 
for monitoring defect investigation settlements through 
mail surveys. Ford has serious doubts about the practica- 
bility and efficacy of such a procedure, but the suggestlon 
of a mail survey makes an important point about this entire 
controversy. 

In 1980, Ford reminded NHTSA that at early stages 
in a significant number of its investigations, particularly 
those conducted under Administrator Claybrook, mail surveys 
were sent both to owners of vehicles under investigation and 
to owners of other vehicles in order to determine if the 
allegedly defective vehicles experienced the alleged problem 
more frequently than other vehicles. (See ODI Document No. 
C8-02-E129.8 (citincr ODI Case C8-03, ODI Case C8-19, ODI 
Case C4-20, ODI Case C5-26, ODI Case C4-28, and ODI Case 
c4-34).) But in the Ford transmission case, NHTSA abandoned 
these procedures. Instead, before any significant statistical 
or engineering investigative efforts, the agency issued 
sensationalistic, highly-publicized consumer advisories 
seeking complaints about Ford vehicles only. (See ODI 
Document No. P85-15-El, pp. 14-21.) The resulting Ford-only 
publicity and the continuing reinforcement of that publicity 
over the intervening years has created a bias against Ford. 
vehicles that renders accident and fatality data useless as 
tools for evaluating disputed issues in this controversy. 
Thus, ironically, It was the Claybrook Administration's 
choice to "investigate" by publicity (as opposed to more 
objective methods) that underlies the GAO's conclusion that 
available statistical data are inadequate. (See pp. 8-9 

) supra. Had NHTSA chosen to use an impartial mall survey at 
the outset of its investigation in 1977, this matter should 
have been brought to a speedy conclusion because that survey 
would have revealed what is now known: Unexpected vehicle 
movement incidents can and do occur on all automatic trans- 
mission vehicles, and these occurrences are related not to 
vehicle design or performance characteristics, but rather to 
occasional driver failure to operate the vehicle control 
system correctly. 

Attachments 
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The following are GAO'S comments on Ford Motor Company’s letter 
dated March 7,1986. 

GAO Comments 1. The points raised by Ford generally are beyond the scope of our 
review. We were neither asked, nor did we attempt, to determine the 
existence of a defect or the appropriateness of NHTSA'S investigation of 
Ford transmissions. Our discussion of events preceding the settlement 
have, for the most part, been limited to a historical chronology. How- 
ever, as Ford pointed out, GAO was directed to pursue the “effective- 
ness” issue. In this regard, GAO did find that NHTSA attempted to use its 
data to show that there was a significant decline in the occurrence of 
incidents and fatalities associated with unexpected vehicle movement 
since the settlement. These data were not, however, analyzed in a statis- 
tically valid manner. Furthermore, available data is conflicting-while 
the incident data showed a decline in the rate of accidents since the set- 
tlement, the fatality data showed no overall decline in the rate of fatali- 
ties for the same period. GAO believes that the way to judge the 
effectiveness issue is through statistically valid comparisons of incident 
and fatality ratios before and after the settlement. Since this type of 
analysis was not done, the effectiveness of the settlement’s action to sig- 
nificantly reduce the incidence of accidents, death, and injury is, in our 
opinion, unknown. 

2. Ford generally agrees with our options regarding public awareness at 
a generic level. However, Ford strongly disagrees with the suggestion 
that special attention be given to owners of 1970-79 Ford vehicles. GAO 

has identified several options for the Secretary of Transportation to 
consider, including the two identified above. GAO is not, however, 
endorsing any one option over the other and has, in fact, recognized that 
the Secretary may wish to choose some other option not identified by 
GAO. 

3. Ford also argues that a new investigation is not an available option in 
“the absence of additional facts strongly suggesting the presence of a 
safety-related defect.” We agree that NHTSA could not reopen the pro- 
ceeding closed in 1981 at the stage at which it was discontinued. How- 
ever, notwithstanding Ford’s arguments, NHTSA'S reservation of a right 
to take action warranted by the development of its knowledge, coupled 
with its statutory authority to determine, through any means available 
to it, whether a safety-related defect exists (15 USC. $i1412), does 
permit it, based on additional facts, to open a new investigation to make 
such adetermination. See also 15 U.S.C. §!$1401, 1411, 1418. 
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4. Ford has expressed concern that when accident data are discussed in 
the report in comparing Ford and non-Ford fatalities, the data’s limita- 
tions are not made clear. GAO has noted limitations to both incident and 
fatality data throughout the report, including Ford’s reservations about 
the completeness of Ford and non-Ford fatality reports. GAO'S report 
also makes clear that its discussion and analysis is based on reported 
fatalities. 

5. The draft has been revised to make clear that the Administrator’s 
delegated authority to decide whether a safety-related defect existed 
was withdrawn by the Secretary. 

i 

6. Ford is correct that the facts in the Wheels case are different from the 
facts presented here; in Wheels, the physical failure of the equipment 
was admitted and the issue was whether that failure was the result of a 
defect, while here the transmission control system has not been proven 
or admitted to have failed or malfunctioned. That distinction is not 
important for purposes of our report; however, Wheels still supports the 
general proposition for which we cite it, that NHTSA cm use reports of 
incidents (failures in normal operation) to meet its burden of proving 
the existence of a defect, without making a showing of the actual cause 
of the failures. 

We mentioned the Wheels case only to make clear that, in pointing out 
the limitations on conclusions that can be drawn from incident data 
when used to assess this settlement, we are noJ taking issue with the 
validity of NHTSA’S use of incident data in carrying out its responsibili- 
ties. We have changed the wording of the report describing Wheels to 
conform more closely to the language of that decision. 

7. See GAO'S response to the Department of Transportation, appendix V, 
p. 113, comment 13. 
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